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Eunomix, advisors in resilience
Eunomix is a trailblazing consultancy delivering resilient solutions in the face of uncertainty and
disruption. Our offering enhances risk management, strategy and responsible growth.
We are experts on emergent nations and markets, with proficiency in resource-rich countries and fragile states, and a deep focus
on Africa. Blending economics and political science with strategy, risk management and communications, we have extensively
worked in mining and extractives, infrastructure and transportation, and manufacturing.

•
•

We assist corporates manage exposure to country risk and investment climate, and deliver opportunity in a responsible
manner toward shared value. Our work is focused on corporate strategy, scenario planning, enterprise resilience and
risk management.
We work with governments toward sustainable investment, growth and empowering socioeconomic development.
We support investment climate improvement, develop growth strategies and special economic zones, conduct sectors
and clusters development, and help investment projects come to fruition.

Founded in 2009 Eunomix, has become a reputed advisor and a trusted voice, providing advances in analysis and action through
innovative and rigorous approaches.
Beyond consulting, we seek to contribute to the quest for resilient and sustainable societies through research and engagement.
Eunomix Research is a specialised division dedicated to contributing to public policy and corporate practices that impact the
growth and development of countries and their communities. Eunomix Research does this by conducting and distributing
research that has public value, is original and of the highest standard.

Our work
•

To corporates we provide: country risk and investment climate management – including political, policy, regulatory,
economic and social risk; country competitive benchmarking; corporate strategy; scenario planning; enterprise
resilience and risk management; strategic communications, government relations and policy advocacy; stakeholder
management; corporate social investment

•

To governments we offer: investment climate reform; growth strategies; competitiveness and incentives development;
country competitive benchmarking; special economic zones strategy and implementation; spatial development,
economic localisation and infrastructure planning; economic diversification and sectoral strategies – including clusters
development and demand forecasting; project structuring; project and bankable feasibility development

Eunomix has conducted a large number of projects across Africa and beyond.

Eunomix Research: public policy projects
Reviewing the UNCTAD 2016 report on trade misinvoicing
Eunomix Research conducted an independent review of an UNCTAD report which accused the South African mining industry of
smuggling over USD 100 billion out of the country over 10 years. We determined that the UNCTAD report displayed deep flaws
invalidating its conclusions. The report received widespread attention and led UNCTAD to significantly revise its findings on South
Africa. Our report also shed light on the inadequacy of methods used by several institutions to quantify illicit financial flows.
Evaluating the socioeconomic impact of platinum mining in Rustenburg
Eunomix Research documented the impact of platinum mining in Rustenburg in South Africa. It looked at the three main platinum
companies' direct and indirect economic role and the impact of their social investments. The study found that while their impact
has been extensive, there remains space for more strategic directions in responding to underlying socio-economic problems that
plague the area. The study was the subject of a full-page article in The Mail & Guardian.
Measuring the impact of Zimbabwe’s beneficiation policy
Eunomix Research conducted an analysis of Zimbabwe’s beneficiation policy and its impact on the economy. This policy,
presented by Government as being in keeping with the African Mining Vision, has sought to increase local transformation of
minerals through smelting, refining or cutting and polishing. The research documented whether the policy is bearing fruits, and
whether its costs are compensated or likely to be compensated by its benefits.
Assessing the economic consequences of implementing the beneficiation provisions of the 2014 Amendment to the South African
MPRDA
Eunomix Research conducted a high level economic impact analysis the provisions contained in the latest amendment to the
country’s mining legislation. This analysis focuses on the key beneficiation provisions, including mining gate prices and export
taxes on un-beneficiated minerals.

Analysing the contribution to growth of the mineral and oil & gas rent in Sub-Saharan Africa
Eunomix conducted a ground breaking and comprehensive analysis of the long resource rent cycle in Africa between 1970 and
2010. The analysis demonstrated how commodity prices affect the formation of natural resource rents, and impact economic
growth. The study, which has been widely distributed, demonstrates and quantifies how government policy can lead to
accelerated rent formation as well as destruction – with their attending benefits and costs.
The work appeared in Forbes Africa, Mining Weekly, and in newspapers. It was presented in numerous fora, including: the Mining
Indaba, the Joburg Indaba, the ICMM in London, the Intergovernmental Forum on Mining in Geneva, and Columbia University in
New York City. The research was submitted in South Africa to the Davis Tax Committee (Tax Review Committee) because of its
broad implications for policy and taxation.
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Executive summary
This report summarises an empirical analysis of the impact of key Government policy interventions since the advent of democracy
in South Africa on the mining sector.
This analysis has been conducted with the purpose of supporting deliberations on the Mining Charter. It was submitted to the
South African Department of Mineral Resources as part of the process of public consultations that concluded at the end of
August.
Context of submission and credentials of Eunomix Research
In continuance to our commitment to supporting the development of a sustainable mining industry that positively contributes
to socioeconomic development, our report forms part of an expanding series of projects conducted on the relationship between
mining, economic development and policy.
Our most relevant projects have covered:

•
•
•

The relationship between commodity prices, rents and GDP growth between 1970 and 2010 in 48 sub-Sahara countries.
This seminal work highlighted the greater sensitivity of rent formation to policy in mining than exists in oil & gas
production. It recommended that mining policy no longer be modelled on hydrocarbon policy, as mineral policy has an
outsized impact on rent formation, and therefore on investment and production compared with hydrocarbon policy.
We are in the process of updating this study to 2015 data.
The socioeconomic impact of mining on the South African city of Rustenburg. Combining government and mining
industry statistics on key measures of social and economic impact, the study measured the outsized role that mining
has played in the fortunes of the ‘world platinum capital’. It demonstrated both the benefits and the drawbacks of this
dependency, and highlighted the urgency of better coordination between mining companies, and between these and
government to improve planning, diversification and the management of the downtrend in PGM mining.
The impact of minerals beneficiation policy in Zimbabwe through an empirical analysis of the 2012 chrome export ban
enforced by the Government and then lifted. The study demonstrated that the export ban, meant to incentivise mining
companies to invest in local beneficiation, failed to lead to additional beneficiation, but instead led to a 30% decline in
primary production. The study concluded that the policy failed in both its primary (beneficiation) and secondary
(economic contribution) objectives.

Eunomix Research has been extensively involved in economic diversification projects throughout Africa and beyond, notably on
special economic zones. The Eunomix team has conducted over 40 economic diversification and SEZ projects, most of which
focused on broadening the economic base of resource rich economies. Clients for these projects have included numerous
governments (South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Lesotho and beyond), the AfDB, the EU, IFC, UNIDO and the World Bank.
We invite you to visit our website, https://www.eunomix.com/our-work.php, for a comprehensive view of our work and to access
our online Eunomix Research report.
Eunomix Research is uniquely positioned to provide theoretically sound, empirically solid analysis on the relationship between
mining policy and the stated objectives of this policy in a context of socioeconomic transition and economic crisis.
Conduct and funding of study
Eunomix Research either internally funds or seeks external funding for its research projects. All Eunomix Research projects are
conducted independently.
This project was funded by SibanyeStillwater, which contributed to the definition of the broad research objective but provided
no input into methodology, data sources, analysis, results, report and any other material aspects of the research which may have
impacted its independence and objectivity.
You will find in Appendix I the sponsor letter, signed by Mr. Neal Froneman, CEO of SibanyeStillwater.
This report was not peer reviewed due to the submission calendar, but was subjected to rigorous internal review.
It reflects the views of Eunomix Research, which takes sole responsibility for its content. We retain full intellectual ownership of
the report. We reserve the right to amend the study, to conduct peer review and to publish it in the public domain.
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Purpose of this report
The motivation behind the report is to understand how mineral policies drive the operational, performance and investment
decisions of mining producers. The focus is on those operating in the South African marketplace, while offering international
context to study the effect of political and policy outcomes on the local market.
The objective is to understand how government and producers, but also other key stakeholders such as labour unions and
communities, may engage productively on setting the objectives of mineral policy and on measuring and monitoring the
effectiveness of such policy in a dynamic domestic and international context.
This study does so by shining a light onto the factors that may complicate operational decisions and impact the propensity of
firms to invest and reinvest into the sector. This has significant knock-on effects to communities and community development.
The debate has deep roots in South African political, socio-economic and economic history, and it is not the intention to unpack
these effects fully. This analysis aims to describe some of the consequences that political and policy decisions have on the viability
of the mining sector, while remaining cognizant of the existing, difficult economic conditions, a tough international commodity
market, and the manoeuvrings of competitors.
Methodology
The primary goal of this analysis is to test the relationships between economic and policy-based factors that contribute to
changes in operational performance of the industry, and to identify economic meaning within the statistical findings of the
sector. Empirical analysis is used to allow us to unpack how mining as a sector is impacted by factors beyond its control,
particularly in the policy realm.
Three types of economic variables for the mining industry are considered. These are:

1.

Production, or the contribution of the mining sector (termed Mining GDP or MGDP) to overall GDP

2.
3.

Operations of the sector in terms of structure (manifested as economic rents in the sector), and
Performance of the sector (in the form of financial returns for listed entities, as a basket)

Several levels of analysis are used to identify the relationships between economic factors, external impacts, and the related
mining variables. A correlative analysis is used to understand how variables are related to each other, and to explain their impacts
on the chosen mining metrics. The focus is to unpack the influence of political events, specifically a changing policy environment,
on the mining industry using a temporal analysis.
The analysis is used to test three fundamental hypotheses:

1.

Political and other exogenous factors change the market:
Identifying if and how the market shifts around particular dates relative to the overall history of the country, providing a
baseline;

2.

These exogenous factors change the market in an efficient manner:
The economic implications of the shifts identified, from a macro and micro viewpoint; and

3.

These exogenous factors change the market in line with their mandate:
The intended effects of political interventions, compared to the observed effects.

Each of these hypotheses is examined from the perspective of each of the three economic variables describing the mining sector,
namely: Production; Operations; and Performance. In each case, potential economic ramifications are identified, and act as a
pseudo cost-benefit analyses of the consequences of political interventions.
Information is sourced from South African databases, particularly, the South African Reserve Bank Statistics database, Statistics
South Africa, South African National Treasury, South African Department of Mineral Resources, and the World Bank Database,
as well as relevant national databases of selected comparison countries.
Key findings
Our research shows, as regards, the main hypotheses that we tested that:

1.

Political events such as the Charter change the market, exacerbating external impacts of commodity prices:

•
•
•
•

Pre-2002, mining tends to focus on production, and less on long-term investment
This reverses after the 2002 iteration of the Charter, when the market was shocked, but recovers somewhat after the
2010 iteration
The fragility of the economy increases after every iteration of the Charter, a strong political effect, but is more
pronounced after the 2002 iteration
This is reinforced by a worsening relationship with labour and a “flip-flopping” perception of government effectiveness
and regulatory quality, including when measured against the political capital metric
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2.

Policy interventions change the market in inefficient ways:

•
•
•
3.

•

Operational and financial performance are precursors to investment, and interventions that constrain operations are
macro economically inefficient
Correlations with exports, FDI, employment, investor and consumer sentiment, and the commodity indices generally
switch correlational relationships and in many cases weaken
Rents’/returns correlations generally turn from overwhelmingly positive to mixed, especially GFCF, budget deficit, etc.
– the economy is more fragile, macroeconomic events exacerbate negative sentiment, and interventions constraining
operations become macro economically inefficient
This also implies a higher state burden to “spend out of the problem”, as seen in reversing correlations for the budget
deficit and subsidy responsibilities

Policy interventions appear to fail to achieve on their main objectives:

•
•
•
•

A primary mandate of the Mining Charter is to use a strong industry as a redistributional foundation for national
transformation and development
From the rejection of Hypothesis 2, inefficient distribution of resources is harmful to industries that function in certain
market environments
The mining industry is currently not as strong an industry as currently politically believed, with many externalities that
are negatively affecting future operation expectations
This in return has a negative impact on the breadth and depth of the industry’s transformation and contribution to
national development

Implications
Our research results indicate a strong likelihood that policy interventions as currently in place will lead to the continuous decline
of the South African mining industry. As a result South Africa will remain an underperforming international mining jurisdiction,
well below its potential.
Crucially, these interventions will also fail to achieve their transformational mandate as the role of mining continues to decline,
and its overall impact on the economy and national socioeconomic wellbeing decreases.
Our projections of the future performance of the South African mining industry, conducted as part of our research, confirms this.
Excluding the possible future impact of the planned Mining Charter, we anticipate no improvement in this performance. Looking
at the critical employment contribution of mining, we expect a near-term loss of over 40 000 direct jobs, with the negative
attendant socioeconomic consequences that this would bring.
Conclusion on Mining Charter 3
In conclusion, our opinion is that the Mining Charter in its third version is likely to accelerate the decline in investment,
performance, and associated socioeconomic benefits of mining in very significant ways.
While the decision by Cabinet to request Parliament to withdraw the MPRDA’s Amendment Act represents a progressive step in
improving regulatory quality and improving certainty, we believe that there is merit in a comprehensive, facts-based review of
the performance of mineral policy and its implementation as it relates to improving the outlook for the mineral sector while
achieving lasting, sustainable inclusion and socioeconomic advancement in line with international experience.
Wishing you an enjoyable read,

Claude Baissac, Eunomix Group CEO
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1.

Project context, objectives and methodology

1.1

Context and objectives

The motivation behind the report is to understand how mineral policies drive the operational, performance and investment
decisions of mining producers. The focus is on those operating in the South African marketplace, while offering international
context to study the effect of political and policy outcomes on the local market.
The objective is to understand how government and producers, but also other key stakeholders such as labour unions and
communities, may engage productively on setting the objectives of mineral policy and on measuring and monitoring the
effectiveness of such policy in a dynamic domestic and international context.
This study does so by shining a light onto the factors that may complicate operational decisions and impact the propensity of
firms to invest and reinvest into the sector. This has significant knock-on effects to communities and community development.
This debate has deep roots in South African political, socio-economic and economic history, and it is not the intention to unpack
these effects fully. This analysis aims to describe some of the consequences that political and policy decisions have on the viability
of the mining sector, while remaining cognizant of the existing, difficult economic conditions, a tough international commodity
market, and the manoeuvrings of competitors.
The primary goal of this analysis is to test the relationships between economic and policy-based factors that contribute to
changes in operational performance of the industry, and to identify economic meaning within the statistical findings of the
sector. Empirical analysis is used to allow us to unpack how mining as a sector is impacted by factors beyond its control,
particularly in the policy realm.

1.2

Methodology

Three types of economic variables for the mining industry are considered. These are:

1.
2.

Production, or the contribution of the mining sector (termed Mining GDP or MGDP) to overall GDP 1

3.

Performance of the sector (in the form of financial returns for listed entities, as a basket) 4

Operations of the sector in terms of structure (manifested as economic rents 2 in the sector) 3, and

Several levels of analysis are used to identify the relationships between economic factors, external impacts, and the related
mining variables. A correlative analysis is used to understand how variables are related to each other, and to explain their impacts
on the chosen mining metrics. The focus is to unpack the influence of political events, specifically a changing policy environment,
on the mining industry using a temporal analysis.
This process also acts as a form of primary factor analysis, to give an indication of what economic variables are most highly
correlated with each of the identified measures of mining activity. This analysis is used also to identify leading, lagging, and
coincident indicators for each of the measures under consideration. This allows some insight into the economic implications for
the mining industry of the observed effects.
The main consideration is the various economic relationships within South Africa; however, the results are also compared to a
carefully selected basket of other countries to try and isolate political and economic events that are specific to South Africa, and
to verify these results. Historical production, operations and financial returns analysis, through graphs and figures, serves as an
introduction to the various effects involved in the South African Mining Industry. This is to give evidence of observable results
of policy and other events in the South African market environment.
The outcome of the report should give empirical basis for all key stakeholders to engage in finding a productive mechanism that
mitigates risk while achieving the broad objectives of sustainable growth, economic empowerment and social inclusion.
The analysis is used to test three fundamental hypotheses:

1.

Political and other exogenous factors change the market:
Identifying if and how the market shifts around particular dates relative to the overall history of the country, providing a
baseline;

2.

These exogenous factors change the market in an efficient manner:
The economic implications of the shifts identified, from a macro and micro viewpoint; and

3.

These exogenous factors change the market in line with their mandate:
The intended effects of political interventions, compared to the observed effects.

1

Full econometric analysis and results within Appendix A

2

Economic rents, or Mineral rents, is the difference of the production cost and the international commodity price.

3

Full econometric analysis and results within Appendix B

4

Full econometric analysis and results within Appendix C
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Each of these hypotheses is examined from the perspective of each of the three economic variables describing the mining sector,
namely: Production; Operations; and Performance. In each case, potential economic ramifications are identified, and act as a
pseudo cost-benefit analyses of the consequences of political interventions.
Information is sourced from South African databases, particularly, the South African Reserve Bank Statistics database, Statistics
South Africa, South African National Treasury, South African Department of Mineral Resources, and the World Bank Database,
as well as relevant national databases of selected comparison countries.

1.3

Report structure

The present report is organised as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part A summarises the South African policy environment, principally the Mineral and Petroleum Resources
Development Act, which is the core law organising the mining sector, and the Mining Charter, initially a crossstakeholder agreement which has progressively become legislated.
Part B provides a brief overview of the long term performance on the South African mining industry as regards a
critical set of metrics, and offers a perspective on other established mining countries.
Part C represents the empirical analysis section, which is the core of the report, where the hypotheses are tested and
the results provided.
Part D is a forecast of the key performance variables of the South African mining industry, assuming that policy
remains the same.
Part E provides some conclusions on the implications of employment and reflections on the mining charter, assuming
the draft 2018 policy is implemented relatively unchanged.
Parts F and G contain this reports references and the appendices containing the full analysis and its results.
Appendix I contains the sponsor letter.
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2.

Part A – South Africa’s mineral policy environment

South Africa’s mineral resources sector has been largely dominated by big mining companies with historical involvement in South
Africa. In line with the wider trend of African countries seeking to govern their mineral resources to the greater benefit of their
populations, South Africa introduced legislation post-1994 to rectify and guide these processes. The Mineral and Petroleum
Resources Development Act (28 of 2002) (MPRDA) was introduced to transfer the ownership of mineral rights from private
hands to the State.
The MPRDA’s stated mandate is to “make provision for equitable access to and sustainable development of the nation’s mineral
and petroleum resources.” While section 100 of the MPRDA makes provision for the Minister of Mineral Resources to create a
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) blueprint standard for mining companies to achieve transformation, it has
been widely asserted by South African law firms and the industry that this blueprint, known commonly as the “Mining Charter”
lacks the legislative muscle to be enforceable 5. It has therefore been subject to various court challenges and revisions since its
inception, contributing to the uncertainty surrounding the transformation policy.
The first Mining Charter was introduced in 2002 and sought to achieve transformation in the sector via its overhaul of the mineral
law regime through policy recommendations. There have subsequently been two gazetted charters, in 2010 and 2017, and a 2018
draft that is currently under public consultation.
Additionally, following complaints that the first two charters did little to enforce meaningful transformation in the sector, the
African National Congress (ANC) in 2012 commissioned a report called the State Intervention in the Minerals Sector (SIMS) by
Paul Jourdan 6 to explore the possibility of nationalising the mining sector. This report aids in the discussion whether the latest
draft Mining Charter will allow South Africa to benefit from its mineral resources in the most effective and efficient manner.

2.1

MPRDA review: aims and objectives

The MPRDA came into effect in 2004. It vests all mineral rights to the state. The Act has a number of objectives, including to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote equitable access to the nation’s mineral and petroleum resources to all the people of South Africa.
Substantially and meaningfully expand opportunities for historically disadvantaged persons, including women, to enter
the mineral and petroleum industries and to benefit from the exploitation of the nation’s mineral and petroleum
resources.
Promote economic growth of mineral and petroleum resource development in the country.
Provide for security of tenure in respect of prospecting, exploration, mining and production operations.
Promote section 24 of the Constitution by ensuring that the nation’s mineral and petroleum resources are developed
in an orderly and ecologically sustainable manner, while promoting justifiable social and economic development.
Ensure that holders of mining and production rights contribute towards the socioeconomic development of the areas
in which they are operating.

The MPRDA further outlines the regulatory, administrative and technical procedures with regards to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holding a mineral or petroleum right as administered by government
Implementation of a social and labour plan
Environmental regulations for mineral development, petroleum exploration and production
Pollution control and waste management regulation
Appealing administrative decisions
Other general regulations like prospecting fee and retention fees
Transitional arrangements: mining companies could convert their existing ‘old order’ rights to prospect and/or mine
(previously granted under the now repealed Minerals Act) to the ‘new order’ rights introduced by the MPRDA over a
five-year period ending on 30 April 2009.

The Act is aimed at breaking the dominance of the large mining and investment houses, and allowing access to the sector by the
local black middle class. Through the transitional provisions included in the MPRDA, mining companies could convert their
existing ‘old order’ 7 rights for prospecting and mining to the ‘new order’ rights introduced by the MPRDA over a five-year period.

5

http://www.miningweekly.com/article/balanced-mining-charter-needed-to-attract-investment-law-firm-2018-07-06

6

an independent mining policy analyst and then CEO of Mintek

7

Under the previous Minerals Act of 1991
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The new regulation has had fundamental implications for ownership and control: “With the state as custodian, mineral resource
owners were deprived of their basic right of control, which they previously enjoyed. The Act essentially replaced the principles
of private law, based on rights of ownership, with principles of administrative law based on conditional state licences.” 8
The MPRDA has been subject to various changes from 2002, creating uncertainty in South Africa’s mining sector. The first
amendment tabled in 2008 intended to update the MPRDA in relation to subsequent regulatory developments, notably
environmental legislation, and other changes seeking to promote the active participation of women and communities.
Importantly, the Act makes compliance with the BEE requirements of the Mining Charter an obligation for prospecting rights to
be granted. The Minister of Mineral Resources is tasked with verifying compliance and granting the application. Furthermore,
authorisation from the Minister must be obtained for any change in ownership of a mining or prospecting right. Any transaction
which does not comply with this is declared null and void.
In 2012, a further amended MPRDA was tabled to clarify ambiguities with legislation. President Zuma sent that version of the
MPRDA back to parliament in 2015, on the grounds that the Act and its amendments were unconstitutional. He based his decision
on following points:

•
•
•
•
•

The amended MPRDA elevated the Codes of Good Practice for the South African Minerals Industry, the Housing and
Living Condition Standards for the Minerals Industry and the Mining Charter to the status of national legislation – which
is in contravention of section 79(1) of the constitution.
Section 74 of the MPRDA gives the Minister power to amend or repeal the above instruments when the need arises,
effectively by-passing the constitution’s procedures for amending legislation.
The proposed restriction of certain mineral exports appears to be in contravention of South Africa’s obligations to the
World Trade Organisation’s General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs.
The National Council of Provinces (NCOP) and the provincial legislature did not sufficiently encourage public
participation, and the periods allowed for comment were too narrow.
The bill was not referred to the National House of Traditional Leaders, who have the constitutional right to comment
on legislation that directly affects them.

The MPRDA is currently still with Parliament and is being analysed by the House of Traditional Leaders and NCOP.

2.1.1

Primary elements of the MPRDA subject to contestation

The starting point of the MPRDA is the transfer of mineral rights to the State, and it therefore outlines the application procedure
for prospecting and mining rights. It asserts that the Minister has complete discretion over the allocation of a mining right, after
the application is first vetted by the regional manager within the Department of Mineral Resources. Once a right is granted,
prospectors must commence activities within 120 days from when the right becomes effective, though in the case of mining,
preferably within the year. A prospecting right is valid for 5 years whereas a mining right is usually valid for 30 years.
The notion that all mineral interests are vested within the State has been a point of contestation as mining companies are
subsequently unable to own plots of land as an asset, and the transferal of any right requires bureaucratic approval. This in itself
presents a dilemma when it comes to investment and capital expenditure as mining companies do not fully own the operation.
The MPRDA gives the Department of Mineral Resources substantial power when it comes to determining how and if mining
companies can comply with regulation. As illustrated in President Zuma’s decision to send the Act back to parliament, it
contravenes the notion of separation of powers, by enabling the Minister the freedom to chop and change clauses based on a
“case by case” justification. The notion that the Minister may decide on how clauses are implemented on a case by case basis
becomes problematic as legislated requirements could be changed at a whim. This would increase the widespread uncertainty
in the sector. For example, in regards to community development, the Minister has the power to implement measures at his or
her discretion to ‘benefit’ the community without consultation.
A key component of government’s strategy to leverage the country’s mineral wealth is expanding the value chain to create more
jobs through downstream opportunities. Section 26 of the MPRDA outlines that the desired beneficiation must be pursued
subject to terms and conditions determined by the Minister. It also requires that companies who would like to value-add outside
of South Africa need permission to do so from the Minister 9. The Minister also has the power to delegate how much mining
companies should beneficiate, independent of the company’s capacity to do so, but dependent on South Africa’s capacity to
refine minerals. In the amended version tabled in 2012, it is further stipulated that certain minerals and mineral products could
be identified as ‘designated minerals’, which would then be exported with the Minister’s written permission only. A major
sticking point with the ‘designated minerals’ clause is the notion that producers would have to sell those minerals at a discounted
price to local manufacturers before the mineral gains access to the international market.

8

Peter Leon, of Herbert Smith Freehills

9

A further example of the power the act allows the Department of Mineral Resources
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The MPRDA also deals with exploration rights of oil and gas, stating that the State has an automatic 20% free carry interest on all
new exploration and production rights. This has been seen as a potential threat to shareholder interests, diluting the value of
said projects and the potential returns on operations whose prospects of economic success are highly uncertain.

2.1.2

Mining Charter Review

The guiding principle of the Mining Charter is that a country’s mineral wealth is supposed to give a nation a comparative
advantage over other countries who may not have the same kind of wealth. Natural resource wealth should work towards the
benefit of a nation’s population, through government revenues, community development and downstream linkages. Despite
the sector generally operating on community-owned land, the surrounding communities of mining operations have often been
largely neglected, especially in terms of local environmental damage compensation.
The need to balance competing public, private and community interests has led to the creation of the Mining Charter policy
guidelines. However vague policy-making surrounding the charter and questionable enforceability has led to dampening of
international interest. Moreover, the Mining Charter has been subject to widespread contestation and negotiation since its
inception. This has contributed to prolonged policy uncertainty in the sector, making any commitment to large scale and longterm mining projects difficult. This is problematic because the capital-intensive nature of exploration and mining requires that
the operating and regulatory environment is stable and conducive to a thriving sector that is internationally competitive.
From a starting point the MPRDA itself acknowledges the Mining Charter is merely a guideline, and not a separate Act in of itself.
However, it is still published in the Government Gazette. The ANC in 2016 conceded that the first two Mining Charters (2002 and
2010) should not form as an enforceable element of the MPRDA. Government has appealed for the Charter publications to form
part of regulation, though the MPRDA has not yet been amended to accommodate this. Such an amendment would go against
the principle that governments should not legislate backwards. Ultimately, this leaves the draft 2018 Mining Charter issued on
the 15 June 2018 vulnerable to fundamental legal challenges if not accepted by the industry, as it is trying to function as
legislation.
The 2002 Mining Charter focuses on the socioeconomic requirements surrounding production and how to ensure efficiency is
enhanced through long-term skills building. It sets out guidelines relating to human capital development under the assumption
that the more skilled and trained a mining company’s staff is, the more efficient mining operations can be.
The requirements are as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Companies must liaise with statutory bodies such as the Mines Qualification Authority (MQA) to develop their skills
development strategy, and, in conjunction with the MQA, should provide training to its current employees to improve
their income earning capacity after mine closures.
Companies need to liaise with education authorities to offer scholarships in maths and sciences fields to build up
technical skills capacity.
Amount of scholarships offered should increase the number of learners involved in mining-related fields from 1 200 in
2002, to at least 5 000 learners by March 2005.
Companies must develop systems through which empowerment groups can be mentored as a means of capacity
building.
A minimum of 40% of managerial positions must be filled with Historically Disadvantaged South Africans (HDSA)/BEE
candidates within 5 years.
South African subsidiaries of multinational miners should focus on placing HDSA’s overseas for training.
Companies should identify a talent pool of HDSA’s and fast-track their advancement within the company – which
includes high levels of operational exposure.
Women participation to increase to 10% within the mining industry in 5 years.

The 2002 Mining Charter drew heavy criticism for being too vague with various inconsistencies. In relation to the above
production and operational elements, the Charter openly acknowledges that South Africa is lacking in the technical and
educational skills required to satisfy the mining industry. This heavily implies a lack of skilled, technically able people of suitable
requirements to draw from the local labour pool. However, the above requirements to facilitate skills development are
applicable both in future and current periods. This creates further problems when considering managerial positions, as these not
only require education but sufficient experience in the sector. Critics argue the shortage of skilled, experienced HDSA/BEE
candidates is not consistent with the limited time available to implement the equity requirements.
The 2002 Mining Charter did not provide sufficient guidance for its procurement goals relating to the operations (and inputs) of
mining companies. It states:

•
•

Companies are to identify current procurement levels and always pick a company owned by HDSA’s (50% + 1 vote)
where possible when it comes to procuring in capital goods, services and consumables
Meaningful progression in procurement from HDSA’s should be achieved in 3-5 years
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•
•

Companies should encourage their current suppliers to partner with HDSA companies.
Companies should use the Department of Trade and Industry’s (DTI) programmes to help achieve more local
procurement.

Stemming from the “too vague” criticism came the notion that government was unable to enforce or ensure implementation of
the Charter, because of non-specific targets. If government is unsure of what it is working towards, the industry cannot satisfy
its needs. While the subsequent Mining Charters become more specific to rectify this issue, the subsequent targets set out are
generally seen as too high in relation to South Africa’s economic capacity to fulfil the procurement needs of the mining industry.
In addition, BBBEE requirements for the wider economy were only tabled in 2003 – meaning that local procurement would face
the additional obstacle of finding enough companies that are HDSA compliant.
Another operational aspect that government sought to improve is mine community development. The only requirement that
was set out in the 2002 Mining Charter was the responsibility of companies to liaise with the relevant communities that they
operate in to develop an integrated development plan with a special emphasis on infrastructure. Instead, achieving goals that
surround the production and operational elements of mining, that directly feed into the industry’s return on investment, would
allow government to filter the benefits from increased revenue and performance through to HDSA communities via the Charter
guidelines.
The 2002 Charter also introduced minimum ownership requirements in large-scale mining companies: 15% of companies should
be owned by HDSA/BEE candidates within 5 years and 26% in 10 years. Where companies exceeded that minimum requirement,
they might leverage that to offset any other areas of Charter requirements in which they fall short. Miners who participate in
beneficiation can offset a portion of the above ownership targets. The 2002 Mining Charter does not specify how much can be
offset, and the only requirements for beneficiation include that companies identify how much and the ways they participate in
mineral beneficiation.
The first iteration of the Charter received an initial negative backlash, as the industry was not sufficiently consulted when the
Charter was tabled. The Charter’s public release also coincided with the release of wider BEE requirements. Financial markets at
the time dipped as foreign investors became wary of South Africa’s bid to localise and transform key economic sectors. In the
early years where companies were implementing some of the requirements, government received criticism that the overarching
goals of community development and BEE employee beneficiation were not being realised. Implementation of the Charter’s
goals were hard to enforce given the vague targets and little guidance provided to the sector. In addition, questions over the
Charter’s enforceability started to arise as Charter requirements were tabled as a guideline instead of written into a separate act
independent of the MPRDA.
The above led to government rethinking the Charter in a bid to specify and improve upon requirements by consulting all
stakeholders involved, and to release the 2010 Mining Charter.

2.1.3

Comparison of requirements under the 2010 Mining Charter and the 2018 Mining Charter

There was prior consultation before the publication of the 2010 Mining Charter. As a result, the 2010 Mining Charter was better
received, and the requirements were expected by both the industry and the investment market. However, as government had
come under increasing pressure to tangibly improve the lives of ordinary South Africans, the 2010 Charter became an outlet to
achieve its socioeconomic objectives. This over reliance on the mining industry, already battling with attracting investment over
the past 20 years and a shrinking base, has been poorly implemented. The 2010 Mining Charter was subsequently deemed
insufficient to address the perceived lack of transformation in the industry, and resulted in a short-lived 2017 Mining Charter
being unilaterally tabled.
The 2017 Mining Charter received a widespread negative reaction, and its publication resulted in the value of local mining
company stocks falling by one-third. The mining industry managed to get this version embargoed by the courts due to the lack
of consultation with the industry and other stakeholders. In June 2018, a draft version of a new Mining Charter was gazetted for
implementation pending public comment, and is now set to replace the 2010 Mining Charter. The table overleaf highlights and
compares key points from the 2010 Mining Charter and the new draft 2018 Mining Charter only.

Charter:

2010

2018
Procurement and Enterprise Development

Production

• Companies must procure a minimum of 40% of
capital goods, 70% of services and 50% of
consumables from BEE entities

•

Companies must procure 80% of services from
South African companies; 60% of which must be spent
on BEE entrepreneurs, 10% on BEE women or youth
owned enterprises and 10% on BEE compliant
companies
o 70% of "Mining Goods": 21% on BEE
entrepreneurs, 5% on BEE women or youth
owned enterprises and 44% on BEE compliant
companies;
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• Multinational suppliers of capital goods must
contribute 0.5% of annual income derived from
South African Mining Companies towards socioeconomic development of local communities into a
Social Development Fund

• Multinational suppliers of capital goods must
contribute 0.5% of annual turnover to the Mandela
Mining Precinct for Research purposes
• Rights holders must verify local content for
capital and consumer goods in line with SABS South
African National Standard on local content
standards.

Human Resource Development

•

5% of a company’s annual payroll should go
towards skills development initiatives including
supporting South African academic institutions and
research initiatives.

•

5% of a company’s annual payroll should go
towards skills development initiatives including
supporting South African academic institutions and
research initiatives:
o 3.5% of the 5% should be spent on critical skills
development and 1.5% needs to be spent on
academic institutions or research entities.

Employment Equity

•

40% of HDSA representation at executive
management, senior management, middle
management; and junior management.

•

• Every company must achieve the minimum
threshold of representation as follows:

40% of a company’s core and critical skills
should be black people and companies should look
at how to fast-track the careers of their existing
talent pool.

o Executive director level: 50% black people, 20%
of which must be black females, as a percentage
of all executive directors;
o Senior management: 50% black employees, of
which 20% must be black females;

Operations

o Middle management: 60% black employees of
which 20% must be black females;
o Junior management: 70% black employees of
which 25% must be black females.

Sustainable Development and Environmental Compliance

• Companies are required to have a Stakeholder
Declaration on Strategy for Sustainable Growth,
sustainable development incorporated as a
weighted category on the BEE scorecard and 70%
of company’s research and development budget
must be spent in South Africa with 35% of that
going to historically disadvantaged entities.

• Sustainable development and environmental
compliance has been omitted from the scorecard.

Ownership

Returns

•

26% of shares in Global Mining Companies
must be held by HDSAs. Such ownership should be
in line with the principal of “meaningful economic
participation” where shareholding gets split
between BEE entrepreneurs, employees and
communities.

•

Ownership specifications were added as follows:
o New rights: Should have a minimum of 30%
HDSA holding with 14% allocated to BEE
entrepreneurs, and 8% each to employees and
mining communities.
o 5% of each of the 8% needs to be free carry
(where communities and employees are
effectively given free shares and financed by
other shareholders)
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o Existing rights: holders that met the HDSA 26%
ownership requirement of the 2010 Charter have
5 years (from the date Charter 3 gets gazetted),
to top-up their ownership to 30%. Continuing
consequences of past deals will be recognised
under a “once empowered always empowered”
policy, but upon renewal it will have to top up to
30%.
o Pending applications: applications for mining
rights that the Department of Mineral Resources
has acknowledged receipt of will be subject to
the 2010 26% ownership requirement, however
the right will also have a period of 5 years to top
up to 30%.
o Prospecting rights: subject to the same
empowerment regime.
o
Beneficiation offset: 11% ownership
requirements can be offset if a mining company
participates in beneficiation activities that supply
ore to local and black-owned beneficiators at a
discounted price, invest in local beneficiation
entities, undertake beneficiation themselves or
any other related beneficiation investments
made since 2004.

•

Beneficiaries must enjoy some form of trickle
dividend throughout the term of the BEE
transaction.

•

•

•

Transactions should be structured where a
percentage of cash flow must be used to service the
debt of incurred by the BEE transaction.

A 1% of earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortisation trickle dividend on an
annual basis kicks in from the sixth year of the mining
right.
BEE entrepreneurs are required to invest a
minimum of 40% of the sale of their shares back into
the mining industry.

Mine Community Development

• Mining companies need to help their relevant
communities to identify the developmental needs
of said mining communities in line with an
Integrated Development Plan. The costs of
community development projects should match
the investment made.

•

No tangible difference from 2010, but different
companies may collaborate on development
projects.

Housing and Living Conditions

• Mining companies must implement measures
to improve the standards of housing and living
conditions for mineworkers by, inter alia,
converting or upgrading hostels into family units,
attaining the occupancy rate of one person per
room and facilitating home ownership options for
all mine employees in consultation with organised
labour.
2.2

•

This needs to be in line with conditions set in
the Housing and Living Conditions Standard for the
Mining and Mineral Industry.

The 2018 Mining Charter in relation to the 2012 SIMS report

The State intervention in the Minerals Sector report of 2012 was commissioned by the ANC to assess the validity of suggestions
within the party that the mining industry should be nationalised. It set out several recommendations as to how the industry could
be used to achieve government’s developmental agenda. By looking at case studies of how state intervention has been
approached in other countries, it concluded that the countries that were most successful at exploiting their mineral resources
were the ones that invested heavily in technological research & development and human capital development. It also concluded
that nationalisation with compensation is not affordable for South Africa, and without compensation would result in “an
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unmitigated economic disaster for the country and the people.” 10 In relation to direct ownership of mining companies, it
alternatively proposed for state ownership of mineral assets and a comprehensive fiscal regime that aimed to tax mining
company profits.
In putting the so-called Minerals Energy Complex at the core of South Africa’s economy, SIMS advocates for the effective
development of mineral business linkages, in all directions, developing the microeconomic factors that support the mining
industry’s efficient functioning. The draft 2018 Mining Charter has attempted to acknowledge this with its 70% local procurement
requirement for manufacturing and 80% for services. However, the Charter does not take into account that South Africa’s current
growth and industrial capacity does not match the actual demand of the industry. Unlike the SIMS report, it offers no solutions
to address this weakness 11.
Fiscal linkages relating to community development are outlined in the SIMS report as a proposed 1% mineral royalty’s tax on
turnover. This would be used to finance the Minerals Commission, contribute to the rehabilitation of un-used mines and deal
with historical damage (like acid mine drainage) and fund mining community development.
Backward linkages are cited as the area where South Africa could benefit the most with respects to employment and skills
development. It refers to the mining supplier industries, which are knowledge intensive, and encourages the creation of new
businesses and black industrialists to fulfil company needs. Both of these ideas are enshrined and encouraged in the latest draft
of the Mining Charter.
The SIMS report outlines not only areas where the mining sector can assist community development, but also areas where
government can assist with community and industrial operation. Electricity disruptions and unreliable transport networks have
been a hindrance to the sector’s ability to operate at full capacity. Large-scale fiscal expenditure into these areas is necessary for
the mining sector to effectively create employment and contribute to local development, while also substantially lowering the
cost of business and contributing to overall efficiency 12. The easier it is for mining companies to operate, the easier it is for
companies to expand and become more profitable, which in turn increases employment opportunities and the economic value
of mineral resources to the national economy.

10

http://www.anc.org.za/docs/discus/2012/sims.pdf

“Fronting”, where BBBEE companies serving as unnecessary linkages between supply and demand, is a common problem with government
tenders currently, and traditionally results in inefficient allocation of resources. This activity does little for the generation of ideal
entrepreneurship

11

12

Improved infrastructure networks have the additional community benefit of aiding entrepreneurs and small business access to a wider market
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3.

Part B – Performance of the South African mining industry

The performance of the mining industry in the post-Charter period is briefly demonstrated in this section. In order to account for
changes in the global environment impacting mining, the local industry’s performance is compared with other countries in which
the mining sector is of similar national importance as in South Africa.

The long view

The consequences of the combined influences on
employment of falling (labour-intensive) gold mining and
rising (less-labour-intensive) non-gold mining is shown in
the below figure (Graph 4). Mining employment today is
26% lower than in 1963, but 46% lower than its 1987 peak.
The importance of mining to GDP in South Africa is
compared with its contribution in Canada, Australia and
Russia (Graph 5). Contrary to popular perceptions that
mining is unusually important to the South African
economy, it is shown that mining’s share of GDP today is
lower in South Africa than in Russia or Canada, but higher
than in Australia.
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The shorter view: 2002-2018

The continuing decline of gold mining over this period is
obvious. Gold production in 2017 was just 34.4% of its
2002 level, even though the gold price rose from an
average of $310 per ounce in 2002 to $1 258 per ounce in
2017. Total mining production rose 10% from 2002 to
2005, but then weakened as a result of falling gold
production. Total production in 2017 was 1.7% lower than
in 2017. This means that, using the sectoral weightings
calculated by StatsSA, the fall in gold production was
almost exactly offset by a 15.9% rise in non-gold mining
production over the period 2002-17.

Graph 3. SA: Mining production
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The production of gold, total mining and mining
excluding gold since 2002 is shown in index form overleaf
(Graph 6), with a 2002 base (2002 = 100). This is to show
the performance of the sub-sectors of mining relative to
each other, though their absolute sizes are clearly
different. The year 2002 is chosen as the starting point
because it was the start of the global commodity price
“super-cycle” in which the prices of almost all mining
products rose sharply. This is therefore a period where,
on price considerations alone, mining output would be
expected to rise.
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Total mining production disguises very different longterm performances for gold mining and other non-gold
mining. Gold production today is just 16% of its 1963 level
and 13% of its 1970 peak (Graph 3). Non-gold mining today
is 480% larger than in 1963, thanks mainly to the growth
of iron ore, coal, PGMs and manganese production.
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Total mining production in South Africa is shown from
1963-2018 (Graph 1). Production today is unchanged from
its level in 1963. It is down almost 20% from its 1970 peak
and 11% lower than in 2005. Because GDP has grown over
the period, mining’s share of GDP has fallen from 10.3% in
1963 to 7.5% today (Graph 2). It was 23.3% of GDP in 1970
and 9.5% in 2011.
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The modest rise in non-gold production must be seen
0
against the backdrop of what has been called a “super
cycle” of rising global commodity prices. To judge the
performance of the South African mining sector against
the backdrop of these much higher global prices for all mining products it is helpful to provide a comparison with other mining
countries.
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The above figure compares the measurements of mining
GDP for South Africa, Australia and Canada in real 13 terms.
While the industries in each country are not the same size,
all have been indexed where the first quarter (Q1) of 2002
is 100, to indicate changes in their size after that date
(Graph 7). Mining GDP in South Africa was unchanged in
Q1 2018 from its level in Q1 2002. Canadian mining GDP
rose 36% over this period and Australian mining GDP rose
109%.

Graph 5. Mining as a % of GDP
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GDP data is not available separately for non-gold mining
in SA. If it was, it is unlikely to have increased by more
than the 15.9% increase in the mining production index
shown. The rise in non-gold mining in South Africa was
therefore likely to have been less than half the increase in
all mining in Canada and 15% of the increase in Australia.
The underperformance of South African mining shows
more prominently where changes in fixed investment in
mining in South Africa and Australia since Q1 2002 are
compared.
During the commodity price “super-cycle” mining
investment in Australia rose by 2012 to 9 times its 2002
level. In SA, by comparison, investment at its peak only
doubled compared to 2002 (Graph 8). With the fall in
global commodity prices after 2012, mining investment in
Australia fell, but is still 3.3 times greater than its 2002
level. Mining investment in South Africa also fell post-2012
and is today 1.6 times its 2002 level. The rise in mining
fixed investment in South Africa in 2017 compared to 2002
is thus half the increase in Australia. Cumulatively, the
increase in mining investment in Australia over the period
2002-2017 was almost 3 times greater than in SA.
There are a number of reasons for the underperformance
of South African mining post-2002 compared with Canada
and Australia. Different non-gold product mix is one
factor. So, too, is infrastructure, with mining expansion in
South Africa hampered by shortages and the steep
electricity price hikes by Eskom. Transnet’s inability until
quite recently to transport more iron ore to Saldanha Bay
and coal to Richards Bay contrasts with Australia, where
mines own and operate their own railways and rapidly
increased capacity to match increasing global demand
and prices. Different regulatory environments, including
the slow processing of mining licenses post-MPRDA is
also a factor. The empirical analysis which follows seeks
to quantify the importance of this factor.

4.

Part C – Empirical analysis
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The South African economy has experienced lacklustre
growth in recent years, performing below expectations
02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
and even entering into negative growth in Q1 2018 for the
Australia
SA
first time since the Great Recession. Unlike comparable
economies, the South African economy has never
recovered its former impetus from the mid-2000s. An increasingly turbulent political landscape played a role in this economic
stagnation as did increasing political uncertainty and resultant weakened investor confidence under President Zuma, noticeable
from start to end. The mining sector suffered additional issues, with several severe labour actions, notably the Marikana unrest
of 2012, and the Platinum Strike of 2014.
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Accounting for Inflation
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These points are illustrated through analysis of certain
indices and economic variables. The South African Bureau
of Economic Research Business Confidence Index (Graph
9), for example, is a good barometer of private business
opinion, reacting relatively robustly to policy and
economic events. Specifically, the four problematic
events mentioned above, as well as the publication dates
of the Mining Charters are observable in changes in the
quarterly index values.

Graph 9. BER Business Confidence Index
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The ability to isolate specific events via a time series like
50
the BER Confidence Index that specifically seeks to
40
measure the impact that various political and economic
measures have on business confidence enables further
30
investigation into the results (for confidence levels) of
20
individual events. Furthermore, since mining is perceived,
along with the manufacturing industry, as the backbone
10
of the South African economy, any significant effect
0
within the mining industry should be observable within
the measure of overall business confidence. The periods
of specific interest are late 2002 & 2010, and mid-2017,
when the various Charters were introduced. The
consensus from the literature section that the initial 2002 Mining Charter was received poorly, the second 2010 Mining Charter
was received better, and the 2017 Mining Charter, again, was received poorly 14 are verified by this analysis. It can be seen that
the fall in Business Confidence after the publication of the 2010 and 2017 Charters was much smaller than after the 2002 Charter
was released. In all cases, the impact was nonetheless negative and in 2010 and 2017 short-lived.

South African gold market as an example
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The decrease in local production, particularly after 2002
suggests (amongst other things) the impact of the
Charter was negative for gold production in South Africa.
This conclusion is elaborated upon in the Fixed Capital
sections, which demonstrate that investment into the
sector is decreasing, with negative consequences for
future production as the capital stock off the gold sector
is exhausted. This phenomenon is seen in 2010 and
subsequent periods, as production rallied slightly in
response to increased investment into the sector, before
continuing a downward trend.
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The fact that local demand for gold production has
increased could indicate a decrease in global competitiveness in South African Gold production, which then enables local
consumers’ access to the mineral, by capturing the overflow in production, due to the local/international price differential. This
particular point is evident in the Gold Sales Value and value per unit sold graph.
The fall in gold production enables the analysis to approach the hypotheses in the form using a specific temporal approach. There
are three time periods that are of interest to the analysis, for each hypothesis, particularly:

•
•
•

2002 to 2010: the introduction of the MPRDA to 2010 Mining Charter;
2011 to 2018: the introduction of the 2010 Mining Charter to the present (the introduction of the Draft 2018 Mining
Charter); and
The entire period of 2002 to 2018: the introduction of the MPRDA until today.

The analysis involves a detailed comparison of over twenty different macro-economic indicators that have been adapted for use
in determining mining production, operation and investment returns. The results of the analysis have returned somewhat
surprising results in some instances, and confirmed general economic thought with regards to the mining in others.
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Unfortunately, the relatively recent release of the 2017 Charter makes it difficult to source relevant data for national indicators
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Graph 10. South African Gold Sales

South African gold production (Graph 10) is another good
indicator of how the South African mining market
functions.

4.1

Production analysis

Mining is a cyclical industry, and in general, the global demand for South African production can be seen to follow global
economic cycles that are irregularly paced relative to local economic cycles. GDP growth for South Africa has been relatively slow
in recent years, but has largely been positive, outside of the Great Recession in 2008/9. Mining GDP has been a small but
significant part of South Africa’s growth and has been subject to erratic growth since 2003.
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Some key results of the empirical analysis into the Production aspect of the South African Mining Sector are as follows 15:

•
•
•
•
•
4.1.1

•

Sensitive metrics like total employment in South Africa are affected by developments in the primary sectors of the
economy, such as mining.
Mining production is impacted as expected by strong external forces, such as international price movements, local and
international policy implementation, and future expected price movements.
Mining producers must be compensated for risk if investment is to rise. In other words, if policies are negative for
investor attractiveness, investment will fall.
Rising mining production can act as an economic stabilizer. However, volatility within the overall economy rises when
mining contracts.
Volatility arising from mining sector contractions needs to be effectively dealt with through increased government
social expenditure.
Since the Great Recession, South African Mining, unlike the rest of the economy, has not managed to return to prerecession levels of production.

Differences between pre- and post-periods

It is a challenge to separate economic effects associated with the general business cycle from mining specific events. The post2010 policy environment seems to have been more easily absorbed than the pre-2010 interventions. Nonetheless, the post-2010
interventions have still constrained operations in economically inefficient ways. Employment effects become more volatile as
the sector can no longer respond efficiently to market signals, economic factors are no longer the prime driving forces of the
business case, and volatility increases. A wait-and-see approach is evident. It seems that firms became less able to engage
dynamically in the political debate and believe political capital 16 17 could be more effectively used to develop policy instruments
that more readily conform to incentives in the sector.

4.1.2

7.50%
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Mining as a percentage of GDP has been on the decline
since 1994, dropping from 16% to 7.5% in 2017 (Graph 11).
There are several areas where the rate of decline interacts
with the publication and gradual implementation of the
Mining Charter mandates. Of interest is how the
contribution of Mining to GDP is below the long-term
trend line (dotted line) from 2002, and returns towards
the trend only in 2010. The impact of the Mining Charters
is not something that would be felt only at the time of
publication. There are many secondary effects, especially
in investment, investor confidence, real indicators of GDP
development, and exchange rates, whose impact would
be felt only after a delay and after the Charters’
implementation.

What does this mean in the context of the hypotheses?

The perceived general mechanism is that there is a lag in mining reaction to external occurrences and market forces. The time
series analysis shows that as mining contracts, employment decreases in line with lower output, leading to a declining share of
mining GDP in total GDP.
The analysis demonstrates that the sector is volatile to external shocks. This means that initiatives which try to redistribute the
returns earned fail to recognise that returns may be rising relative to recent history, but are still on a downward trend in line with
falling production over the long term. The overall capital base is declining and the international market is sensitive to any
interventions. Local operational interventions increase skittishness in the production environment, and delay investment. Both

15

See Appendix A for the full empirical analysis

16

See Section 6.6

17

Political Capital is the ability of a government to effect change. It is a proprietary measure developed by Eunomix CR
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of these result in a smaller pie being split between producers, while employment and market uncertainty rise. These conclusions
are supported by the analysis of the split time periods.
Preserving production should be a primary concern for government and mining companies. Thus any interventions that constrain
output by damaging producer/investor relationships, and their relationship with the local economy, are concerning. This means
political interventions and policy structures are likely to change the market dynamic, lending support to Hypothesis 1, but also
creating a difficult environment in the context of Hypotheses 2 and 3. The structure of the interventions becomes vitally
important. This is more evident when the impact on financial returns is examined.

4.2

Operations analysis

Operations analysis is a more complex issue to review. There are several useful measures of South African operations. These
include comparison to international competitors, analysis of the local market and the effects that mining-related developments
have had, and the profitability of each individual mining firm. This last is unwieldly for the nature of this report, with the earlier
two discussed at varying lengths.
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Employment is a useful measure of measuring mining
Graph 12. Change in Private Employment Index
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at the same time, growth of mining employment can be
expected to be minimalised in the period 2002 to 2006, to
reflect the decrease in Gross Fixed Capital Formation 18 ,
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and the reduction in Fixed Capital Stock in 2004 to 2006.
While the growth in 2002 and 2003 does not indicate this
% Change in Mining Private Employment Index
reduction, based on more bearish future Fixed Capital
Stock expectations, the 2004 to 2006 decline matches expectations (Graph 12).

The sharp increase in 2010 matches the above, where the 2010 Mining Charter was received better by the industry, and normal
hiring processes were encouraged to continue for expected future development, matching Fixed Capital Stock growth. The
controversy of the 2017 Mining Charter publication, and subsequent debate over the 2018 Charter, as well as the current global
mining economic environment concerning the uncertainty of South African Platinum and Coal demand, should lead to a decrease
in mining employment in periods beyond 2017.
Some key results of the empirical analysis into the Operations aspect of the South African Mining Sector are as follows 19:

•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2.1

Higher operations returns give flexibility in investment opportunities and future planning
Initiatives promoting the safety and security of financial performance secures additional employment benefits.
Operational returns are an important stabilizer for public sentiment, business stability, and efficiency and should not
be part, or subject to of political forces, outside of revenue generation.
External factors are important risk issues that are not controllable through operational policy interventions.
Economic factors as well as external factors play a large role in determining sector operational performance
Investment and the business case are paramount in how conducive the operating environment can be for investment
and employment.

Differences between pre- and post-periods

Overall, financial returns follow a similar trend to rents. Per the hypotheses, returns should rise when the market improves, but
the redistribution initiative should increase rents as returns increase. This is observable over the entire period, where
redistribution may not be occurring, but economic efficiency declines, notably as rent and returns decrease (Graph 13). There is
also a positive relationship between rents, returns and employment in both periods, reinforcing this point with declining levels
of employment.

18

See Section 6.3

19

See Appendix B for the full empirical analysis
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Graph 13. SA: Mineral Rents and Mining Index
Resource Rents as % of GDP

It seems interventions that impede mining’s ability to
competitively set its course could be macro-economically
inefficient. This is also associated with higher government
burdens to prop up the sector, as well as higher subsidies,
while remaining visible in reforming the sector. These
ideas are reinforced by showing certain policies are more
easily integrated into operational decisions than others.
The number of strikes appear to be declining as financial
performance recovers between periods, but this could
also be due to a smaller base and more concentrated
labour impacts.

Financial performance becomes more strongly related to
rent activity between periods. This means that in the
Resource Rents
Mining index
post-period, as the sector continues to shrink as a
contributor to overall GDP and profitability is eroded,
financial performance can suffer. This type of volatility can be attributed to policy interventions that change the dynamic of how
producers respond to market incentives. Better policy instruments that do not constrain operational decisions can mitigate some
of these effects by allowing the sector to be more responsive to market signals, and lead to better employment outcomes.

4.2.2

What does this mean in the context of the hypotheses?

Considering the baseline, mining returns are associated with increases in economic inclusiveness, vibrancy, and the ability of the
state to meet basic services agendas. Efforts to redistribute wealth that impact on operations will likely impede the ability of the
mining sector to meaningfully contribute to the national economy. The evidence shows that Hypothesis 1 is supported, while
Hypotheses 2 and 3 are seemingly rejected, at the expense of economic vibrancy.
However, attention should be paid to the tight control of most upper-end wealth distributed amongst a relatively small and nondiversified group. Alternative economic incentives may be warranted to promote investment through economic prosperity
measures, rather than through driving up state taxation or the involvement of participants ill-suited to take advantage of their
position in the value chain. These types of interventions would distort incentives to promote effective operation environments.
The associated positive economic effects, particularly the sector’s ability to be incentivized to restructure should not be at the
expense performance. This is also evident in the differential responses to the Mining Charter proposals over the years.

4.3

Returns analysis

Investment in an economy occurs in the process of public and private enterprises and persons seeking a financial return for and
on their investment. Identifying these returns are not necessarily as economically useful as identifying the process in which
investment expenditure is utilized by the market. This takes the form of many variables, namely: Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
measures; Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF); and Gross Domestic Savings (GDS), as metrics that are measurable before
capital is formed, and Fixed Capital Formation to measure the increase in capital equipment within an industry. As such, it is these
former variables, specifically Gross Fixed Capital Formation and Fixed Capital Stock that are analysed to identify if there is any
worth to an empirical analysis for this aspect of South African mining.
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GFCF is one of the indicators of investment expenditure
into an economy, as it serves to produce fixed capital in
future periods. Outside of the general national trends,
looking at the mining sector specifically, sector specific
movements can be identified better by looking at the
percentage contribution of Mining GFCF towards the
South African national total. Due to the date of the 2002
and 2010 publications being towards the end of the year,
the effects on investment would be felt only in
subsequent years. It would be expected that investment
would tail off towards the end of the year, and continue
to be lower in those future periods.

This is seen in 2002, where Mining GFCF reached a local maximum, before taking a sharp downturn for the next few years (Graph
14). It recovered again towards 2010, with the publication of the next, better received Charter. Even here, investment into the
sector curtailed, albeit at a much slower rate. The sharper downturns in mining GFCF after 2012 are almost certainly due to the
intense labour actions, with the impact of the 2017 Mining Charter in the second half of the year hidden behind improving political
confidence, and a sector, and country, recovering from several significant political and labour events.
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Likewise, Fixed Capital Stock formation is an indication of
investment into the country, except no longer presenting
as investment pending. Fixed Capital Stock is the capital
resources available within an economy that are used to
produce future output. Unlike the above Gross Fixed
Capital Formation, there would be a lag involved, such
that investment planned in previous periods would only
be realised when the capital stock is produced, delivered
and used. As such, any impact in the mining sector would
be felt in subsequent periods, and not necessarily the
period in which the Charter was gazetted (Graph 15).

Graph 15. Mining as a % of Fixed Capital Stock
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The initial public perception of policy announcement
would be mitigated over the delay in implementation,
allowing for a less “knee-jerk” reaction. The opinion that the 2010 Charter was received better is presented more clearly in the
graph, where the Mining Sector has an uninterrupted growth in capital stock as a percentage of the national economy fixed
capital, unlike after the 2002 Charter, where Mining Capital Stock experienced a significant decline from 2004 to 2006. This is in
contrast to the initial reactionary change in post-2010 in GFCF.
Another measure of investor confidence, through political, socio-economic and economic perceptions, is the exchange rate
(Graph 16). International exchange rates often serve as an indicator of investor confidence in and public opinion of a country’s
economy. When an economy is properly diverse, exchange rates would not serve as a useful indicator of sectoral performance.
However, with economies that have a few important sectors that are subject to shocks based around a more stable tertiary core,
like South Africa, the exchange rate serves as a good proxy for international opinion on certain sectoral developments.

South Africa’s mining sector is significant to the local economy enough to have an effect on the exchange rate, and as can be
seen below, with the three major international currencies, the three have similar, but different movements for the most part.
However, with the announcement of the 2002 mining charter, and immediately before, with the prior rumours and leaks
occurring, there is a unilateral depreciation of all three currencies. In the following periods, where the local and international
community could correctly process the implications of the MPRDA and 2002 Mining Charter on the immediate future, a unilateral
recovery occurred.

Graph 16. Exchange Rates
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During the 2010 Mining Charter release, which was better received, there was a very dissimilar reaction. Initially, the currencies
continued on their regular trajectory, whereas in the month of the 2017 Mining Charter publication, there was a similar unilateral
movement downward, with a subsequent sharp recovery, as the Chamber of Mines quickly moved to mitigate damage to the
un-consulted sector.
Some key results of the empirical analysis into the Rent-returns aspect of the South African Mining Sector are as follows 20:

•
•
•
20

There is a positive relationship between national economic expansion and mining operation levels and profitability.
Operational effectiveness increases reinvestment into the sector, and similarly new sources of capital.
Enhanced operational flexibility drives employment, with some redistribution of wealth taking place, and an
understandable, linked rise in government support.

See Appendix C for the full empirical analysis
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•
•
•
•
•

4.3.1

Better market conditions enable better operational activities.
Rents are an economic stabilizer, especially by attracting investment.
Rents improve economic freedom and political/community sentiment, while reducing fragility.
Mining sector economic fundamentals generally matter more with respects to rent, than the external market
occurrences.
Political events introduce some volatility and fragility.

Differences between pre- and post-periods

There is evidence that Mining Charter aspirations in 2002 were a costly surprise to the market. Aiming to exploit rising rents and
financial returns in the mining sector, but with policy-makers unaware that the sector was struggling on a lower production base,
these aspirations resulted in more risk generation and market volatility than expected.
In the 2011-2018 period, mining activity starts to recover, relative to the earlier period of 2002-2010. In this later period, many
macro and micro economic indicators became negatively correlated with rents indicating the economy is more fragile when rents
and mining activity rise. Macro-economic conditions stress rather than mitigate the effects, meaning policy and external
interventions that impede local mining’s ability to competitively set its own course and adjustments could be macro-economically
inefficient. This also implies a higher burden on the state to “spend out of the problem”.
These ideas are further reinforced by a hidden switch in labour unrest variables – which could also reflect changing conditions of
volatility. Generally, labour unrest is correlated with decreases in rents, as expected, but in the post-2010 period the number of
strikes decreases as rent activity rises (even as the number of workers striking increases). This could reflect the rising role of
labour unions but could also show that operational-constraining policies are harmful to the idea of an economically stable and
productive environment, especially when engagement with communities is the goal.

4.3.2

What does this mean in the context of the hypotheses?

Considering the baseline, mining sector fundamentals seek to act as important economic stabilizers. That these economic
linkages are seemingly distorted by the current and lagged effects of policy mean that Hypothesis 1 is seemingly confirmed, but
Hypotheses 2 and 3 are rejected, with the additional expense of increased economic volatility. This is an undesirable economic
outcome, at least with regards to protecting growth and stability.
Looking at the 2002-2010 period, the 2002 Mining Charter was viewed as a costly surprise to the market (Graph 17). It may have
been inefficient for the document to aim at using rents and financial returns as a tool for policy development, due to mining’s
lowering, decreasing production base, with increasing
risk and more market volatility than expected. With a
Graph 17. Mining production versus economic
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introduction of the Mining Charter may have exacerbated
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There is a switch evident in how political factors influence
the mining industry post-2010, with operationconstraining policies still ill-advised but more easily
absorbed. This is seen in the changing perceptions of how
government activity and intervention is viewed in the
later periods, as well as changing sector relationships to
the existing understanding of economic fundamentals.
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Considering these relationships and how they have
changed in the 2011-2018 period, non-industry related
MGDP
Mining GVA
impacts, such as the new iteration of the Mining Charter,
may have been absorbed more easily into the economy during this period. However, any intervention that constrains normal
market operations introduces a bias. There are still certain policy instruments that could help with the intended redistribution
effort, while limiting the introduction of volatility into market. These must be conducive to a strong business case predicated on
economic fundamentals; and any interventions should be carefully structured to promote community engagement, and not just
to redistribute financial assets or operational control.

4.4

12.4%

The empirical narrative chain

All of this evidence follows a chain of economic interactions. The leading hypothesis, that mining is subject to the same economic
forces as the rest of the economy, means that if the market is increasing in value with respect to national GDP, mining should do
the same (Graph 18).
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There are two reasons why this would not happen: (1) external forces of commodity prices; and (2) black swan events 21 such as
the financial crisis and political activity, such as the 2002 and 2017 Mining Charters. There are overwhelmingly negative
correlations with mining production in the 2002-2010 period, particularly with all macro- and microeconomic variables analysed
which serve to drive investment externally, leading to a rejection of the leading hypothesis.
However, exchange and interest rates are positively correlated with mining production, which shows that in some instances
strong business capabilities can trump the political, but generally have little national effect given the overwhelming negative
correlations with macroeconomic variables. Even
commodity price correlations are negative with Mining
Graph 18. GDP and GDP growth
GDP, lending further support to rejecting this hypothesis
and serving to show that the business case is undermined
30
by external factors.
In the 2002-2017 period, commodity prices were still
growing, meaning the sector should have been growing
nationally, though this has been shown not to have been
the case (Graph 19). These relationships change in the
2010-2018 period, with two exceptions, specifically,
factors that constrain mining as a sector; and government
interventions, like subsidies and the national budget
deficit.
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This leads to the development of a sub-hypothesis that
could be applied: political interventions constrain
operations but not performance (or vice versa). This
means the intended effects of redistribution are not necessarily manifest.
Resource rents are overwhelmingly positively correlated
with macro- and microeconomic factors in the 2002-2010
period, but some become negative thereafter, meaning a
possible restructuring has happened. Also lending
support is the positive relationship between commodity
prices and rents, which is the “ordinary” economic
relationship, and which does not change period-toperiod. Rents are increasing in the 2002-2010 period,
along with commodity prices. However; once the financial
crisis occurs in 2008/09, both variables decline. Post-2010,
the economy does recover, with economic activity picking
up, but growth slows and rents continue to decline.
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Graph 19. Economic rents as % of GDP
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This may mean that in the pre-2010 case, economic
Resource rents
Mineral rents
strength trumped political effects, even when the charter
shocked the market and changed economic
dependencies; however post-2010, the market was no longer strong enough to beat any inefficiencies.

Coal rents

Complicating redistribution efforts is that higher fixed costs would mean higher profits are necessary to encourage existing and
new operations. This is supported by the positive relationship of mining returns to rents in both periods.
This leads to a second sub-hypothesis: Interventions constrain mining sector operation as well as performance, and the intended
effect of redistribution to HDSA’s does not occur.
Rents and financial returns in the 2002-2010 period are overwhelmingly positively correlated (Graph 13)– including with microand macroeconomic factors, which means that the performance of the economy is mirrored in the mining sector, and vice versa
– the better you perform means the better you’re able to perform. In the 2010-2017 period, certain correlations turn negative,
generally the ones associated with government operations, such as the budget deficit, but also nationally mandated ratios.
The relationship to investment changes, both becoming negative and weakening, so the context is of overall stagnation in mining
output. This is not a desirable trait. These outcomes rest on the sub-hypotheses identified 22. As a result, firms attempt to either
wait to invest and bide their time, or find attempts to effectively contribute in the current period confounded by constrained
operations.
The relationship to exports and commodity prices remains positive, which together with negative correlations for government
indicators, means that the burden on government has increased, or at the very least stayed the same relative to the 2002-2010
period. This means “normal” operational behaviour may be in effect, showing that the new version of the Charter may be better
received, even if ill-advised with implementation in an already strained sector.

21

Black swan events are occurrences that are not reasonably expected given the current knowledge/expectations of a scenario

22

Interventions constrain operations but not performance (or vice versa)
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4.4.1

Empirical results summary

The observed outcomes within South Africa are not prevalent in other countries, and in the case of Canada actually reverse
themselves due to the idiosyncratic operations of the market. These effects appear to be a South African phenomenon.
This speaks to the three hypotheses initially mentioned:

1.

The charter and other political events change the market (including international comparisons) – seemingly confirmed

2.
3.

They change the market in efficient ways – seemingly rejected, more so in the 2002 case than in the 2010 case
They change the market in line with their mandates – also seemingly rejected, given the overarching objective of economic
efficiency and equity

Post-2010, after the financial crisis recovery had completed, production does start up again, with some additional investment,
with employment, savings, and rents increasing marginally, but the sector is constrained by both external forces and political
factors.
A more efficient policy mechanism should be considered than the current policy direction so as not to impede operation potential
by altering the relationship between mining operations and economic forces. By doing this, investment and operation incentives
and market clearing mechanics are allowed to function. There can still be a redistribution effect, but it should not act through
the operations dimension, but rather through the development dimension, for example community development; with
engagement of multiple smaller businesses in the supply chain, or greater cooperation in economic goal-setting. Attempting to
levy greater percentages of profits and other related measures that act at the operational level merely serve to weaken the
business case for operations and investment, and make it harder to efficiently structure a value and supply chain.

4.4.2

South Africa historically

It seems as though the South African 2011-2018 Mining Sector is now starting to look like it was pre-2002, in particular during the
tumultuous years (1995 – 2002, Graph 1; Graph 2). This may show that South Africa is regressing somewhat post the latest Charter,
and lends support to something mentioned already, that the political events are having an influence on mining GDP but, at the
same time, not significantly influencing rent behaviour in an efficient or intended manner.
If anything, it appears that South Africa is moving towards a more volatile, nervous market, which further compounds the
problem and exacerbates any down-cycles in the economy. The absence of stakeholder discussions occurring in meaningful,
credible ways, and excluding key participants, is further stressor. This means that producers have less flexibility to respond
dynamically to the market. It also means that South Africa may be becoming less competitive relative to the rest of the world as
the flexibility to respond to the market is reduced. This is also reflected in the relationships between mining factors, political
factors, and macroeconomic factors over time.

4.5

Cross-country comparison

These discovered effects above are not prevalent in other countries analysed. Taken as a basket of neighbouring producing
countries, Australia, Canada, Russia, Chile, and Zimbabwe were included in the comparison. Each has their own political and
economic environment (Graph 20 and Graph 21 overleaf); however, the temporal analysis shows that these specific effects
around the time of the South African policy initiatives do not occur in these other markets.
This is clear when looking at Mining as a % of GDP, and GFCF as a % of GDP (Graph 22 and Graph 23 overleaf), where South Africa
exhibits a clearly different macro-economic factor GDP contribution patter to the other countries. Particularly, from 2010 in both
figures, where South Africa’s MGDP and GFCF both drop as a % of GDP, while the other countries, with the exception of
Zimbabwe, stay relatively the same, or increase. In the case of Zimbabwe, in 2017, GFCF as a % of GDP is on a sharp rise compared
to the previous period, which can also be expected to continue into 2018, due to the political events occurring in that country.
With respects to MGDP, South Africa is the only country to consistently decline over the 2002-2017 period.
This suggests that the observed occurrences are not systemic mining market movements, but events specific to South Africa. If
anything, in particular markets, the effects seem to run in the opposite direction, as the aftermath of the financial crisis and
global recovery starts to take hold.
Not only do the political variables behave differently in different markets, even in politically volatile markets such as Russia, they
generally do not have the sharply declining profile over time as evident in South Africa. In addition, the behaviour of the various
explanatory variables when considered in relation to these political variables exhibits sharply different trajectories with the delta
between mining and economic activity and political sentiment being generally contrarian in South Africa instead of mostly
accommodating elsewhere.
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Even where rent activity or financial performance is constrained abroad, political variables are generally accommodative for a
recovery. In South Africa, it appears as though the policy environment further constrains operations, exacerbating potential
difficulties posed by the market.

Graph 20. Constant 2010 GDP/Capita
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Overall, the South African data suggests that policy instruments may introduce some operational inefficiency, through distorting
the ability of producers to respond to market incentives effectively and uninterrupted. The data suggests that the potential of
the sector could more closely match the overall economy’s rebound but for the presence of external factors, such as market
conditions and commodity prices. Labour unions and political institutions are troubled by these conditions, and the muddled
communications currently occurring, with exasperation in some cases, further complicate matters.
Regulations are important determinants of mining performance, and show decline in perception over time as the environment
becomes more volatile. Political factors could act as constraints on operation or performance, especially when there is a lower
base evident, as is the case in South Africa. At first glance, the mining sector presents as a reasonably performing sector on which
to implement policy, but onerous regulatory and policy requirements overlaid on a constrained sector actually erodes
competitiveness by distorting the ability of the market and mining sector to respond effectively to production signals. In addition,
resource rents are affected by environmental conditions, such as labour unrest and increasing community volatility.
The sector grows in importance as commodity prices act as push-inflation during the pre-2010 period, but this is not mirrored in
other periods after the recovery of the financial crisis. The sector is affected by volatility and unrest, and it appears political
factors can stress these issues, particularly around operation and performance in the sector. This lends support to Hypothesis 1
but rejects Hypothesis 2. External factors matter; “poking the bear” stifles the industry and makes it less predictable, ironically
eroding government effectiveness in future policy implementation, even in other sectors. More effective policy instruments that
do not impede operational flexibility to market incentives may be more economically efficient.
Ultimately:

4.

Hypothesis 1: political events such as the Charter change the market, exacerbating external impacts of commodity prices:
Confirmed

•
•

Pre-2002, mining tends to focus on production, and less on long-term investment
This reverses after the 2002 iteration of the Charter, when the market was shocked, but recovers somewhat after the
2010 iteration
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•
5.

•

This is reinforced by a worsening relationship with labour and a “flip-flopping” perception of government effectiveness
and regulatory quality, including when measured against the political capital metric

Hypothesis 2: policy interventions change the market in efficient ways: Preliminarily rejected

•
•
•
6.

The fragility of the economy increases after every iteration of the Charter, a strong political effect, but is more
pronounced after the 2002 iteration

•

Operational and financial performance are precursors to investment, and interventions that constrain operations are
macro economically inefficient
Correlations with exports, FDI, employment, investor and consumer sentiment, and the commodity indices generally
switch correlational relationships and in many cases weaken
Rents’/returns correlations generally turn from overwhelmingly positive to mixed, especially GFCF, budget deficit, etc.
– the economy is more fragile, macroeconomic events exacerbate negative sentiment, and interventions constraining
operations become macro economically inefficient
This also implies a higher state burden to “spend out of the problem”, as seen in reversing correlations for the budget
deficit and subsidy responsibilities

Hypothesis 3: policy interventions change the market in line with their mandate: Preliminarily rejected

•
•
•
•

A primary mandate of the Mining Charter is to use a strong industry as a re-distributional foundation for national
transformation and development
From the rejection of Hypothesis 2, inefficient distribution of resources is harmful to industries that function in certain
market environments
The mining industry is currently not as strong an industry as currently politically believed, with many externalities that
are negatively affecting future operation expectations
This in return has a negative impact on the breadth and depth of the industry’s transformation and contribution to
national development

Core Conclusion
Political interventions in the South African mining industry are motivated by two interconnected
objectives: 1) to growth the industry; 2) to achieve transformation in ownership, employment and
socioeconomic benefits generated by the industry
Market inefficiencies are being introduced through policy implementation, with misinformation resulting
in a recessive sector
Hypothesis 1: political events such as the Charter change the market, exacerbating external impacts of
commodity prices: Confirmed
Hypothesis 2: policy interventions change the market in efficient ways: Preliminarily rejected
Hypothesis 3: policy interventions change the market in line with their mandate: Preliminarily rejected
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5.

Part D – Projections of future performance and policy impact

5.1

Projections for mining production

In order to assess the implications for the mining sector looking forward, a forecast analysis was conducted, looking ahead to
how the various economic variables and mining performance interact to 2023 (Graph 24). Mining GDP (MGDP) is overwhelmingly
negatively correlated to macroeconomic factors and grows negatively into the near future, as per the forecasts 23, despite the
economy showing tentative signs of rebound. There appears to be a relatively stronger focus on the external market to support
the mining sector, and the requirements of government increases in line with the levels of support the sector needs. The mining
sector appears to be operating contrary to other national macroeconomic indicators (which show signs of a rebound),
particularly in that it is performing relatively worse post Great Recession. Several indicators, particularly the interest rate and
exchange rate, act as a natural support for the Mining industry. This is still true even as global commodity prices show some
positive rebound, and suggests that there is a more systemic underlying set of factors driving both investment and operational
fortunes into the mining sector, as these continue despite current performance. This effect is evident even where mining firms
show improved performance, suggesting operational decisions are made to remain competitive on the smaller base in the face
of the difficult environment. Domestic economic factors show little sign of improving mining’s outlook, and so external factors
such as commodity prices become heavily important for the domestic business case. The net result is a sector constrained to
survival on a smaller base.
Every policy variable included in the analysis is expected to decline over the forecasted period, showing that perception of the
effectiveness of policy and the regulatory environment is a constraining factor for mining operations. This further indicates that
one source of difficulties rests in the introduction of policy measures that distort the natural incentives of supply and demand
with their presence. The downward trend occurs despite a positive (and possibly over-optimistic) assumption that labour unrest
will decline in the forecasted period as MGDP contracts. This suggests that political factors, and not operational ones, are a
principal source of some of the difficulties facing the sector. This is especially true when considering the demonstrated negative
correlation between MGDP and political capital. It further suggests that where government has more scope to push policy
objectives forward, there is a corresponding higher degree of volatility, and less operational flexibility within the mining sector.

5.2

Projections for mining operations

In the context of mining operations, mining rents are used as a proxy for operational behaviour (Graph 25). These are the surplus
values once costs and normal returns are accounted for, including extraction and production, and act both as an important
incentive for producers as well as a common policy target. As shown above, targeting rents is a relatively blunt policy tool on its
own, introducing important macroeconomic distortions. Unlike Mining GDP, mining rents are highly positively correlated with
macroeconomic factors associated with the export market, gaining in importance as producers come to rely on prior investments
and the historical build-up of gross fixed capital and existing fixed assets 24. This supports the lagged production, or the “wait
and see”, approach that was evident in the GFCF and Total Fixed Capital section. Because of the market’s increased reliance on
the export market, as well as the relationship to FDI, this also showcases the increasing importance of the foreign market in the
South African supply chain.
According to our analysis, mining rents are significantly negatively associated with higher levels of government interventions,
suggesting that government primarily targets this measure as a policy tool. Rents however appear far more reactive to regular
economic incentives, suggesting that policy interventions may not only be ill-directed but ineffective when they interact with
mining operations. The increases in rents are almost certainly a “false positive”, where a consolidated, smaller base of mining
operations with lower variable costs implies a higher level of rent-seeking, where in fact the sector is constrained. This
consolidated base results despite the broader economic recovery in the forecasted period. This means the policy environment
introduces a macroeconomic distortion, where the sector acts contrarily to market incentives, by artificially constraining the
ability of producers to respond to market signals. Mineral rents are also associated with higher levels of financial performance,
further suggesting that a more nuanced approach to policy formulation is warranted, especially as employment is positively
impacted by higher operational flexibility.
This however is not the perception of workers, with fewer strikes but more striking workers, as rents rise, indicating that much
more careful engagement between government, communities and producers is necessary. As an aside, it should also be borne
in mind that rising rents are associated with increases in sector fragility, a commonly cited factor for government policy.
However, this fragility is a result of external, coincident macroeconomic events. This can be shown by considering the positive
relationship between rents and the business climate, sentiment, and economic freedom; all markers for a healthy economy. This
serves as a good indicator that policy targeted at mining rents without consideration of the knock-on effects on incentives and
macroeconomic efficiency may be ill-advised. Shocks to mining output, and particularly to the flexibility of operators in the
market, were shown to be negatively received by the business environment, given the current situation of falling sentiment and
a difficult investment environment. This in turn indicates that the usefulness of policy affecting mineral rents should be carefully
re-evaluated in terms of its conduciveness to promoting investment, inclusiveness, and sustainable operation of the market 25.
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See Appendix F for the full forecast discussion
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See Appendix F for the full forecast discussion
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This is further expanded upon in Appendix F and G
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5.3

Projections for mining financial performance

Financial performance, as defined and calculated by financial analysts evaluating the activities of mining firms, is positively
correlated to overall macroeconomic performance 26 (Graph 26). It appears that their evaluation of performance rewards the
more cautious approach that producers seem currently to be considering, i.e. relying on the build-up of fixed assets and careful
strategic investment. Improved financial performance appears largely as a result of consolidation in the industry as the sector
positions itself to exploit a lower investment landscape by improving the financial return on existing assets. This is reinforced by
the negative correlation with the interest rate, which nominally acts as a determinant of investment returns, through the cost of
borrowing. The weakening exchange rate (offering incentives for external capital) as well as access to foreign direct investment
allows for expansion by the local mining sector with an increased emphasis on the foreign market, so it is likely that the sector
responds to external forces through diversification and a focus on expansion into foreign markets. Exchange rate fluctuations
adjust the relative cost of local capital, and the resulting attractiveness for investment.

Graph 26. Mining Index Financial Performance
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Here again the importance of careful engagement and
the appropriate formulation of policies presents itself, as
financial performance rests on operational flexibility.
With the number of strikes dwindling as sector
performance improves, but the number of labourers-onstrike increasing, it becomes more important to have a
clear view of how operational flexibility can filter down to
the workforce. Financial performance is also largely a
function of market incentives particularly commodity
prices, which suggest that policies that erode the ability
of producers to protect themselves through
diversification, in response to these signals damage the
industry’s growth.

The analysis shows that mining financial performance is
negatively related to almost all the measures of political involvement. The perception of the quality of regulatory and policy tools
declines as the mining sector consolidates, even into the forecasted period. This suggests that the new iteration of the Charter
should consider alleviating some of the tight constraints on operational flexibility in lieu of lower volatility in the market and to
break the current trend of existing asset consolidation. Even if the market more easily absorbs the new policy requirements,
they are not necessarily advisable without first evaluating their negative impact on operational flexibility, which curtails the
ability of producers to respond to changing market conditions.
The results from these models suggest that not only are political factors important, but they have a differential impact depending
on how they are received, how they affect sentiment and investment, and how they promote or erode the ability of producers
to respond to market signals efficiently with limited economic distortions. The above also shows that community engagement,
as well as labourer and labour union engagement, is required to highlight the current international market environment, and
curtail labour action magnitude through effective engagement. These effects are directly related to the correlation results
already presented, and contained in detail in Appendices A – C. The perception of government effectiveness in the
implementation of policy is positively related to mining performance. However, because of the way in which policy tools have
been recently received in the marketplace, this effectiveness has now become a barrier to operational flexibility and to mining
financial performance. The cost of these macroeconomic distortions appears to outweigh any potential benefits, especially in
light of the increased macroeconomic volatility, the downward trajectory of the sector (contrary to economic incentives), and
the associated contribution of the sector to economic wellbeing.
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See Appendix F for the full forecast discussion
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6.

Part E – Conclusion and final thoughts

6.1

Employment in the existing and future environments

Employment in South Africa is an important topic, with various employment schemes, from the Expanded Public Works
Programme to BBBEE in place to benefit HDSAs. As such, effective stakeholder engagement between all parties is required for
any downsizing to occur efficiently. Currently, this is not the case, with one, sometimes more, parties resistant to change.
Employment in the mining sector has fallen by 140 000 jobs between 1995 and 2016. Some of these job losses were inevitable
due to technological changes in mining, while others are due to downsizing of mines, and falling overall mining production. To
the extent that the data allows for its measurement, inclusiveness has been improving, with female employment in the industry
growing from nearly 14 000 (2% of the workforce) in 1995 to 53 500 in 2016 (11% of the workforce) 27.
In a scenario where mining employment and earnings reduce by 10%, over any period of time, 45 700 additional workers would
lose their job and the economy would lose R12 billion in income, with related declines in domestic investment, savings and
consumption expenditure. Not all parts of the mining industry would be affected equally, however. The employment-heavy
sectors of PGM minerals, Iron ore, coal, manganese and other mineral operations would be most adversely affected, reversing
much of their growth in employment in recent periods. Gold mining, which has already been shedding jobs since before 1995 and
has had a shift towards less labour-intensive operations, would be less adversely affected.
The poor recent performance of mining production in South Africa has already negatively impacted employment creation. If
mining had grown at the same pace as in Canada or Australia, even after the loss of approximately 83 000 jobs in gold mining,
the industry could have gained over 100 000 (Canada’s growth) or 300 000 (Australia’s growth) employment opportunities. If
South African mining had grown at the rate of Australia, even with the existing decline in gold mining, employment might
therefore have expanded by 72%.
If the projections of the forecasted model 28, where the mining sector loses 1.6%, 1.5% and then around 1% of value per year from
2018 to 2023, prove to be correct, employment and labour income will follow a similar trend. This will result in the loss of
approximately 40 000 jobs, and R10 billion in earnings. For an economy that has an average household size of 3.3 29, many more
households would lose access to their sole breadwinner. However, this result will be realised only if the employment decrease
affects the industry equally. The reality may be much worse when additional forces already in play are included. These include
PGM’s uncertain future as a major supplier of platinum globally, and gold’s existing negative employment growth pattern.
Moreover, the fall in employment will be concentrated amongst mining communities and household incomes of lower paid
workers, more so than middle and upper- income households. The multiplier effects of this 40 000+ loss in employment in these
mining communities would be devastating.

6.2

Evolving Debate surrounding the Mining Charters

One of the main criticisms is the nature in which government has drafted the Charters – the DMR stipulates broad goals of
transformation and beneficiation without providing tangible steps to achieve those goals. All the charters have been tabled as
concrete legislation but drafted in a way that only provides a guideline to how the goals should be achieved. Not only that, but
some goals identified are unrealistic and reflected nowhere else in large South African Sectors. Not even parliament, or the civil
service has managed to achieve the stipulated middle- and upper- management HDPSA targets. Furthermore, to achieve these
targets, the sector would have to largely ignore qualification and experience requirements. This has led to vague definitions left
open to interpretation, and left the past Charters largely unenforceable. There is currently widespread policy uncertainty in the
sector.
From a legislative perspective, the charters have been subject to various court challenges due to the lack of enforceability and
the legal principle that one cannot legislate backwards. These elements are evident in the top-up requirement to 30% ownership
for existing rights. While the industry is said not to be opposed to new transformation opportunities and requirements,
investment has taken a hit as government keeps shifting the goal posts on ownership and procurement. This is a difficult
environment for investors to commit to long-term projects, especially with the risks of legislation being changed.
Assessing various news media sources 30 one gets a sense from the charters that government is too heavily focused on the
ownership aspect of the sector and not sufficiently focused on developing the surrounding circumstances that will enhance the
mining sector’s competitiveness and ultimately its contribution to South Africa’s economy. Direct local ownership can become a
deterrent for foreign investment as shareholders see a dilution of their value in a mining company and are more likely to invest
in other countries’ mining sectors as a result. The greater focus on local ownership in exploration where the risks are much
greater has brought exploration in South Africa to a halt. Government has not taken concrete steps towards developing the
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Figures sourced from the Department of Minerals and Resources

Our model has GDP growth at a much more reserved (approximate) 1% growth between 2018 - 2023, opposed to the National Treasury’s growth
rates of 1.0%, 1.5%, 1.8% and 2.1% for the 2017 to 2020 period
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country’s capacity to beneficiate or encourage the necessary research and development to ensure the more efficient running of
the sector.
The 70% local procurement in the 2018 Charter seeks to acknowledge the benefits of how mining-related activities can contribute
to wider economic gains, however government has still not provided a blueprint as to how it will achieve this. The risk is that
local procurement will be achieved not through the desired growth of black and women entrepreneurship but by “fronting”
where procurement targets are achieved by buying from BBBEE compliant firms that are merely a conduit to existing suppliers.
This will benefit a privileged few but it will also raise procurement costs and further undermine the competitiveness of an
industry that is already struggling to manage rising costs and achieve profitability.
Direct ownership in mining companies and the subsequent full shareholder rights by communities do not take into account the
vast potential for corruption or conflict, especially when it comes to dividends paid out into community or employee trusts.
Communities are deeply divided and often have competing interests even within the same local council. The 2018 Mining Charter
seems to ignore the need for details on how community trusts are handled and the governance surrounding how resources are
allocated, leaving room for community trust exploitation and risks community populations losing out on the benefits due to
corruption. Likewise, the industry has witnessed a deadly battle for supremacy between rival trade unions. How much more of
an incentive for dominance in the workplace will be created by employee trusts with guaranteed dividend streams?
“Once empowered always empowered” was a major sticking point not present in the 2002 and the 2010 Charters. It refers to
mining companies who entered into BEE transactions to meet the ownership requirements in the previous charters, but whose
BEE shareholders have since sold out. The industry has fought to retain those empowerment credentials from BEE deals made
when the first charter came into effect in 2004. The 2018 iteration of the charter has acknowledged this, but this principle is seen
as not enough of a “carrot” for the mining industry as the Charter is still largely hostile to the competitiveness of the sector. In
addition, the requirement that existing mining rights holders need to “top up” their ownership, to the difference of their
empowerment classification and 30%, upon renewal of the right to mine is in direct contravention to the “once empowered
always empowered” principle.
From a government perspective, the 2002 MPRDA shifted the ownership of mineral assets to the state as stipulated by the 1955
Freedom Charter, but the allocation of mining rights has been ad-hoc and not necessarily to the benefit of mining communities
and mining revenue generation. The 2018 Mining Charter seeks to rectify this with the 10% free carry for communities and
employees. However, this is believed to be a major stumbling block to future investment in new mining projects. It also presents
an issue with regards to where communities and employees will get funding if mining companies request recapitalisation for
projects from shareholders. On the other hand, the communities that surround mining operations still remain underdeveloped
and poverty-stricken. A 5% free carry is being seen as a necessary trade-off as mining companies have enjoyed access to
community land with historically limited regard for environmental and sustainability issues. However, communities themselves
are not happy with the 5% and are in the process of advocating that the entirety of the 30% black ownership is allocated to
communities and employees, as they feel BEE deals have only worked to benefit an elite few.
Confidence in the sector has been on a steady decline since 2002, and while industry opinion was more favourable in the second
iteration of the charter in 2010, as it provided for slightly clearer objectives of the 2002 Charter, all three charters put a
disproportionate focus on ownership as opposed to the most effective ways of leveraging mineral resources for development
purposes (Charter I and II more so than the proposed 2018 Charter III).
In a nutshell, government seem to be putting the cart before the horse when it comes to the minerals sector. Not enough
attention is being given to encouraging the investment necessary to build businesses that can cater to the industry’s
procurement needs and to creating the skills, especially amongst Black South Africans and women that the industry needs to
employ. This role is instead being passed to the industry itself, which has neither the skills nor resources for achieving what are
broad societal objectives.
The result is to dampen the industry’s ability to produce and earn at higher rates. The mining industry’s contribution to the
economy has been hindered by a heavy dependence on a sector that is already struggling, and government can only reap the
benefits if policy encourages a profitable, competitive sector. The relevant conditions include reliable infrastructure, a network
of mineral economic linkages, reduced social pressure on mining companies to encourage investment and enabling environment
that makes mining companies globally competitive. The more leeway mining companies are given to run efficient operations
without government heavily depending on the industry to fulfil the governments socioeconomic and labour mandates; the more
wealth government can reap from profitable companies and redistribute that effectively to fulfil the population’s socioeconomic
needs.
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8.

Part G – Appendices

8.1

Appendix A – production performance31

8.1.1

Baseline - 2002-2018

We observe mostly negative correlations between our economic factors and the contribution of the mining sector to overall
country GDP. The exceptions include overall employment, the Frasier index (of economic freedom), consumer and investor
sentiment, the budget deficit, and the interest rate.
Since we have shown that mining output is on an overall downward trend (see time series analysis), this means that overall
employment generally falls when mining is constrained. This is both a reflection of challenging economic conditions as well as
stagnant activity within the primary sector.
However, we should be careful not to confuse declining
MGDP with declining overall production, which is
generally very sensitive to international commodity
prices. Even though mining GVA has been recovering
somewhat (although it is more stagnant than anything)
since 2008’s financial crisis, the total contribution of
mining to South Africa’s GDP has been falling (Graph 27).
This means, paradoxically, that mining production can be
stagnant or rising very slowly, coincident with falling
employment, an undesirable economic outcome.

Graph 27. Mining production versus economic
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The rest of the economy is subject to sector-specific
policies, within mining and commodities generally subject
to strong external effects, as reflected in strong negative
MGDP
Mining GVA
correlations between total exports (and mineral exports)
and MGDP. One possible explanation is that producers
increasingly are forced to rely on external markets in the face of a difficult economic climate domestically.
Reinforcing this, there is an expected positive correlation between the exchange rate and the contribution of the mining sector
– as commodities become relatively cheaper with decreases in their real price for foreign buyers, there is a trend towards a
strengthening mining sector and mineral exports.
Mining producers are also forced to adapt to these market conditions. As MGDP declines, economic rents increase, but this
should not be confused as higher profiteering – this acts more as a compensation for risk, and showcases an operational model
that has a smaller overall base, with lower variable costs (primarily labour costs), with fewer economies of scale. None of these
are desirable impacts.
There is an observed negative correlation between MGDP and mining returns; as the sector contracts as part of the overall
economy, the lower base prompts rising returns to compensate for decreasing overall profitability. This is one of the only factors
promoting any level of ongoing investment or economic support to stem the flow of employment shedding. Coupled with
investor unease, an uncertain volatile market promotes negativity in the market and correspondingly lower returns.
The willingness to take a long-term view is also clouded by these effects. Gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) is negatively
correlated with MGDP, which could show producers trying to produce their way out of economic slumps, or to take advantage
of more affordable long-term fixed assets during a period of declining or stagnant mining activity.
Overall, it appears macroeconomic fundamentals (including FDI and national GDP, but outside of price factors, including CPI)
play only a small role in the overall trajectory of the mining sector, exhibiting mostly weak-to-moderate negative correlations.
This means the influence of interventions that affect the structure or operations of the sector could have a relatively large impact.
This idea that exogenous factors are fundamentally important is reinforced by uniformly negative correlations (to varying
degrees of significance) with commodity indices, as the mining sector is largely subject to the vagaries of these exogenous
forces. There is also a corresponding negative correlation between mining GVA in nominal terms and the commodity price
indices.
This, coupled with the relatively weak influence of macroeconomic fundamentals, is not necessarily a desirable outcome, as we
note that as the mining sector contracts in economic contribution, the fragility of the economy rises. This may be due to
increasing political involvement during difficult economic times. This is reinforced by a positive correlation with economic
freedom and sentiment, as reflected in the Doing Business Index, which supports the idea that economic conditions become
more volatile as the mining sector stagnates.
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Complete Correlation Tables contained within Appendix H
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There is also a positive correlation between MGDP and
the national budget deficit, which means that
government activity is in fact associated with declines in
the mining sector. This could show the influence of
governmental initiatives to prop up declining labourintensive sectors, but raises a question of efficiency in
how these initiatives are structured. Subsidies generally
rise as the mining sector contracts, meaning that
government faces an increasing burden.
These ideas are reinforced by considering the positive
correlations between the various political variables and
MGDP (Graph 28-30). As examples, we see a robust and
statistically significant positive relationship between
MGDP and regulatory quality, as well as government
effectiveness, both of which are on a downward trend
over the full period.
Considering the coincidence of contracting mining
contribution to the economy and a declining perception
of the effectiveness of government and the ability of
policy actions to contribute positively, it is plausible to
deduce that temporal changes in mining policy were
likewise ill-structured and ill-received. Coupled with the
volatility evident in the perception and effectiveness of
government overall (the proprietary political capital
measure), we see rising economic volatility, growing
ineffectual policy formulation, and contracting mining
activity even as the economy rebounds, over the whole
period.
These coincident results lend compelling support to the
idea that while incentives erode due to interventions that
change the structure of operations, economic stability is
compromised, and the government is forced to deal with
ever-increasing levels of unrest and required sector
support. The economic fragility induced by poorly
received policy interventions, a destabilized primary
sector, and rising uncertainty is indeed concerning.
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There is a positive correlation between MGDP and the
interest rate; as the cost of borrowing goes down, the
mining sector contracts – notionally an indirect link to
exogenous business cycle effects because of the weak
correlation (and therefore probably coincident rather
than causative).

Graph 30. SA: Political Environment
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Key Insights
Sensitive metrics like employment do depend on the primary sector.
Mining is subject to strong external forces; macroeconomic fundamentals play a relatively small role.
Mining producers, due to the market and policy restrictions, must be compensated for risk if investment is
to rise.
Exogenous factors that affect the structure or operations of the sector will have large impacts, including in
future.
Mining can act as an economic stabilizer, and volatility rises when mining contracts.
Government burdens may rise as the primary sector loses stability.

8.1.2

Comparing economic periods

The factors described above change over time, around the introduction of black swan external influences, such as the mining
charters, where changes in correlations appear. We analyse this by comparing the 2002-2010 period to the 2003-2018 period, and
comparing the differences.
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2002-2010
We observe almost uniformly negative correlations, apart from the exchange rate and the interest rate (both indicators of
economic robustness and the cost of materials, borrowing, commodities, investment, etc.). This does not mean the mining sector
becomes less important, merely that its share of total economic activity does not rise commensurately with the overall
economy’s rebound. Generally, the sector moves contrarily to the rest of the economy, and although economic freedom appears
to be rising, economic fragility is increasing as the mining industry contracts.
Reinforcing this, there are moderate to strong negative correlations to micro- and macroeconomic indicators, showing that
mining is moving counter-cyclically – utilizing resources built up during up-periods in the economy (when assets are cheap to
either acquire or to leave idle) to buffer for the down-cycle. Lending support to this idea, there is also an increase in gross fixed
capital formation during downturns in MGDP as they are negatively correlated. Investment appears to be counter-cyclically
linked to the overall operation of the mining sector; whether by strategic design or incentive-based happenstance, we do not at
this stage know.
There are strong negative correlations with mineral rents, on a lower base with lower variable costs. In this pre-period, there is
almost zero correlation between MGDP and the national budget deficit; it appears that during this period, doldrums in the mining
sector do not appear to prompt any additional state expenditure. However, there are strong negative correlations to responses
for support in the form of subsidies, which rise as the mining sector contracts – a risky, volatile situation for government.
There is an increasing reliance on the external market when the mining sector contracts, as shown in the relatively strong
negative correlations of MGDP to export metrics during this period, and uniform strong negative correlations to commodity
indices, and to mining returns – even in an environment when profitability should drive expansion, a contraction is evident, and
exogenous forces drive market operations.
These ideas are reinforced by the positive correlations
with policy variables, including government effectiveness
and regulatory quality (Graph 31). As perceptions of the
quality of governmental intervention degrade, the mining
sector contracts rapidly, exacerbating the down-cycle
that starts at the end of the period.
The growth in decline of political sentiment is marked
during this period, showing that the market received
policy interventions relatively badly.
Political capital is also positively related, contributing to
this slowdown (although this effect is weaker,
presumably as an indirect link through sentiment).
Labour unrest increases as the slowdown occurs, a
coincident effect that has both a common cause and is in
of itself potentially causal. Corruption is very weakly
related, so general government policy appears to bear
the brunt of the responsibility for these effects, and, as a
result, the policy environment is ill-received by the market.
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Key Insights
The sector moves counter-cyclically, and acts as a stability buffer to market forces.
Fragility rises as operations are constrained.
Investment is used by operators to reinforce the buffer.
Policy may constrain operations, but does not prompt higher state expenditure - rather a higher burden
on government for community support.
Political effects may be constraining the sector relative to the overall economy.
The sector thus has a relatively high reliance on external markets.

2011-2018
During this period, the relationships present generally reverse relative to the 2002-2010 period. This indicates there is some
watershed event around the mining charter.
In this period, MGDP is declining at a lower rate (in the aftermath of the global financial crisis), and is relatively more stagnant.
Overall production is rising even while MGDP is stagnant or shrinking, which accounts for some of the reversals in the
relationships we observe.
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MGDP and mining rents are positively correlated with each other, as well as with certain macro- and microeconomic indicators,
the exchange rate (as commodities become relatively cheaper internationally), and strongly with employment; but negatively
with gross fixed capital formation. During this period, it appears that most producers have adopted a “wait and see” approach,
which when coupled with a shrinking contribution to overall GDP and difficult economic conditions means that labour is also
constrained.
This is supported by our results showing that MGDP is negatively correlated with the Frasier index during this period (meaning
that as the sector is shrinking, the perceived economic freedom rises, primarily because the economy is experiencing a recovery
after the global financial crisis). MGDP is however negatively correlated with economic fragility, which has a closer tie – as the
sector shrinks, the primary sector loses credibility and the economy is overall viewed as being more volatile. This also means that
any initiative that compromises expansion in mining would contribute to rising fragility, a notion borne out by the time series
analysis.
This is reinforced by the fact that MGDP (and rents) is also positively correlated with investor and consumer sentiment, so
contraction in the mining sector tends to coincide with increases in volatility and market nervousness.
As an aside, there is a lower subsidy burden on government when mining is doing relatively better, given the negative correlation.
This may mean more efficient policy tools could reduce economic volatility as well as the burden on government.
There are also uniformly positive correlations with commodity price indices, meaning external effects are still important, and as
financial returns increase there is an incentive to increase production (as verified in the time series analysis and the positive
correlation to mining returns). Preserving the business case based on these factors becomes a primary consideration.
There is some justification for using mining rents as a policy tool (discussed below) but it is reasonably clear that any interventions
that constrain mining’s “normal” operations by altering the relationships to economic variables through exogenous effects has
the potential to be very detrimental.
These ideas are reinforced by the now-changed positive relationships with government and policy effectiveness – even though
mining’s contribution to the economy still declines, the policy environment is relatively better received as compared to the preperiod.
Reinforcing this, the rate of policy and government
effectiveness growth decline starts to slow in this period
even as the sector contracts (Graph 32).
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constraint is no longer open for debate. Volatility rises as
economic fitness is only weakly related to the mining
sector’s activities, so economic fundamentals play a small role in the fortunes of the sector as mentioned above. Labour unrest
continues to play a constraining role both as a product of and a cause of uncertainty and volatility in the economy and sector.
Political capital is rising as the sector contracts (even as overall production does rebound), but this capital is perhaps not being
used in economically efficient ways for the above reasons.
Key Insights
The observed relationships change based on a different market and political environment.
Production rebounds but mining activity does not - there is a shrinking base.
The sector behaves more cyclically with a wait-and-see approach to investment.
Exogenous factors remain important and have important labour effects.
Fragility continues to be a concern as volatility continues and market sentiment works against economic
vibrancy.
Cyclicality means the sector, if constrained, can no longer buffer effectively - eroding the business case.
Government burdens rise as volatility increases.
Mining contributions turn relatively more economically fundamental than 2002 but is still constrained.
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8.1.3

Differences between pre- and post-periods

It can be challenging to separate economic effects associated with the general business cycle from mining specific events. This
is why we conduct a series of cascading analyses. We do notice that the exchange rate remains positively correlated with MGDP
from period to period, while the interest rate correlation changes between periods from positive to negative (with the strength
of all relationships relatively moderate). External factors play a role, as does the business case, and the mining sector’s strategic
decisions are sensitive to both. We do notice from the interest rate switch that the mining sector changes its dynamics based on
market forces, where in the pre-period they are more focused on the return on investment (consequent from a relative boom in
production and the economy, reflected in the positive correlation, until the financial crisis hits), whereas in the post-period
external forces including political engagement begin to dominate the business case (reflected in the negative correlation) and
firms may become more focused on risk and the cost of borrowing. We term this the “hidden factor switch”.
The correlation with gross fixed capital formation remains negative, but becomes significantly weaker. One hypothesis is that
the producers put investments in place during a down-cycle and when they expect political intervention to turn the market
(hunkering down for the future), which reinforces our above idea.
Correlations with exports, rents, savings and general investment, FDI, employment, investor and consumer sentiment, and the
commodity indices all switch from negative correlation to positive correlation – in most cases retaining their significance
although some do weaken somewhat. This could show that external forces, the state of the economy, and policies or activities
that change the structure of incentives all matter. There is a stronger focus on the external market in the post-period, and it
appears that political activities in the post-period are more easily absorbed into the market (as shown in the sentiment switch,
FDI, as well as the other factors).
This also shows that the market reacts to black swan interventions by making producers think more long term, compounded by
heavily declining production; this reflects our “lagged production” thinking, where production may be used as a long-term
apparatus as firms rely on past investments and production to meet demand. This effectively means production may lag market
movements, but also act as a lagging indicator of potential instability. Firms in this mode produce by employing workers (the
positive correlation), but the market also stockpiles during periods of increased production, which is relied upon when the
market becomes difficult, as an alternative sales mechanism, to avoid risk of increased production (as producers wait to see how
the market turns). This reflects longer-term thinking in the market, but may also increase volatility in production.
The post-2010 policy environment seems to be relatively more easily absorbed than the pre-2010 interventions, but they are still
ill-advised in their effects of constraining operations in economically inefficient ways. Employment effects become more volatile
as the sector can no longer respond efficiently to market signals, economic factors are no longer the driving force of the business
case, and volatility increases. A wait-and-see approach is evident and firms feel less able to engage dynamically in the debate.
Political capital can be more effectively used to develop policy instruments that more readily conform to incentives in the sector,
rather than a broad brush of profit-based redistribution that is operationally constraining.
Key Insights
External factors and the business case matter, and mining strategy is sensitive to both.
"Hidden factor switch" - concerns about returns on investment become concerns about risk and the cost
of doing business (including political factors).
Expectations for a difficult market mean producers hunker down, but this becomes weaker - the market
more easily absorbs 2010's charter.
There is a stronger focus on external support in the post-period, and exogenous factors are more easily
absorbed.
Incentives become ever more important with changes in relationships to sentiment, FDI, etc.
Producers reflect a "lagged production" mind-set - longer-term risk aversion and volatility prevail.

8.1.4

What does this mean in the context of our hypotheses?

If we consider our baseline, the perceived general mechanism is that there is a lag in mining reaction to external and market
forces, and that as mining contracts, per the time series evaluation, employment decreases, leading to lower output and a
declining share of mining GDP to total GDP. This would also mean that there is increased reliance on stockpiled output, which
can be sold at higher margins than recently-mined product, with a sales mechanism that now relies on previous production (with
a lag).
This evidence means the sector is volatile to external shocks, so initiatives to try to redistribute the ostensibly higher returns
miss the fact that these returns may only appear higher relative to recent history (production is still on a downward trend but at
a lower rate). The overall base is lower, the market is sensitive to operational interventions and skittish, and outside influences
may exacerbate the downward spiral – resulting in a smaller pie being split while employment and market uncertainty rise.
These ideas are supported by analysing the split periods. Preserving the business case is a primary concern, and any interventions
that constrain regular market-clearing activities by changing producer and investor relationships with economic variables (by
introducing exogenous effects that introduce volatility) have the potential to be challenging.
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This would mean political interventions and policy structures would likely change the market, lending support to Hypothesis 1,
but creating a difficult environment in the context of Hypotheses 2 and 3, as the structure of the interventions becomes vitally
important.

8.2

Appendix B - operational performance32

8.2.1

Baseline - 2002-2018

We observe mostly positive correlations with macro- and microeconomic indicators and mining rents, meaning that regardless
of the direction of causality, there is a positive relationship between economic expansion and inclusiveness, and mining
operations and profitability.
The influence of economic fundamentals continues in the relatively weak negative correlation to the interest rate, with higher
costs of borrowing driving rents down, with a positive relationship to GFCF and FDI, which themselves would slow as interest
rates rise. There is a moderate positive relationship to inflation, possibly coincident as overall economic activity increases. We
also observe moderately strong positive correlation with employment, meaning redistribution to needy communities may indeed
already be taking place – however we cannot at this stage make assertions on the quantum of that inclusiveness.
Supporting this idea, there is a positive correlation to subsidies, where government support for needy communities rises as rents
rise – possibly coincident due to a larger tax bill from higher profitability in the sector (supported by rising economic activity in
adjacent and downstream markets).
As expected for an indicator often the subject of political ire: there is an across-the-board moderate to strong positive
relationship to commodity price indices.
However, rents could also be an important economic stabilizer: they exhibit a strong positive relationship with mining returns,
meaning higher rents are associated with greater investment possibilities and a more active and vibrant investment and financial
sector (also itself correlated with general economic activity).
Rents are also generally correlated with increases in economic freedom, albeit weakly, more strongly correlated with increases
in investor and consumer sentiment, and may help to reduce (albeit extremely weakly) economic fragility, acting in part as a
backbone to economic production. This means that mining rents in themselves are not a necessary evil; rather, they may be a
core component of the incentive package offered to producers who contribute positively to a less volatile, more economically
stable economy.
Reinforcing this point, rents are very weakly positively correlated with the exchange rate, meaning external factors are less
important, and sector fundamentals may be the primary driving force – a buffer to the vagaries of the market.
Higher rents are also associated with higher levels of government deficit – this possibly reflects coincident policy formulation,
but may also be an attempt to redistribute a sector’s earnings in the upcycle and decrease support in the down-cycle. This may
mean that focusing on economic rents as a policy instrument may be a crude methodology that fails to capture the full extent
of the economic underpinnings of the sector, inefficiently altering incentive packages and artificially constraining what could be
an important stabilizer.
These ideas are reinforced by the negative correlations with political variables over the entire period. These correlations are
mostly weak, but having a strong voice in the political debate is important to producers as they use rents as an incentive tool.
Likewise, the business case is a strong predictor of rent activity. Political interventions and rent seeking are only weakly related
which may mean that this is a crude policy tool, which also distorts incentives. This type of policy tool also misses the fact that
rents are being accrued on a lower base, meaning they become a risk-mitigating tool as well as economically inefficient in
affirming redistribution.
Labour unrest is only weakly and presumably indirectly linked to rent seeking, meaning that employment effects are more
usefully addressed by preserving incentives for community engagement in the market, as the economic conditions (for example
economic fitness) become a primary driver of operational activity and efficiency. Likewise, for political capital; there is virtually
no link between the strength of the administration and the rents accrued – which is a purely operational outcome. As such, policy
should be more carefully designed to engage with community involvement instead of operational redistribution, especially as
producers can be incentivized to redistribute naturally through operations and strategy with a stronger business and profit case.

32

Complete Correlation Tables contained within Appendix H
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Key Insights

There is a systemic positive relationship between economic expansion and mining operations and
profitability.
Operational effectiveness also increase reinvestment and attract new sources of capital.
Enhanced operational flexibility drives employment - some redistribution may already be taking place;
government support also rises.
Better market conditions enable better operational activities.
Rents are an economic stabilizer, especially by attracting investment.
Rents improve freedom and sentiment, and reduce fragility - rents may be a core incentive to stable
producers, reducing volatility.
Sector fundamentals generally matter more than the external market.
Rents are coincident with higher government burdens - a crude policy instrument.

8.2.2

Comparing economic periods

2002-2010
There is a very different set of relationships with mining rents in the pre-period, as compared to MGDP above. Rents move
positively with micro- and macroeconomic indicators, employment, gross fixed capital formation, and almost all other metrics in
this period. This shows that although mining operation and contribution to the national economy was declining, and becoming
less relevant to total national GDP, it was still a vital contributor to economic resilience. A substantial portion of these observed
results could be due to the global financial crisis, which would have impact mining as well as the overall economy, but having a
vibrant primary sector holds some inherent value from a stability perspective.
The mining charter event in 2002 was viewed as costly as it surprised the market, ostensibly aiming to exploit rising rents and
financial returns in the sector, but missing that this was on a lower base, with more risk and volatility.
Mining’s ability to absorb the new policies was plausible, but the move may have added in a measure of volatility (also seen in
the negative, albeit weak, correlation between rents and economic freedom, and the positive and more moderate in magnitude
positive correlation between rents and fragility).
This may in fact have exacerbated the downward cycle as it hampers the conditions necessary for mining to expand (as evidenced
in the positive correlation between financial returns and economic freedom and the negative correlation between financial
returns and fragility, meaning a rising state fragility index even in an environment of rising rents, coupled with a falling economic
freedom indicator, disabled the natural rebound mechanism).
Exogenous factors play an important role in the operations of the mining sector in this period, as in all periods, making these
effects all the more apparent.
These ideas are reinforced by relatively strong negative correlations during this period between rents and political variables
including government effectiveness and regulatory quality. There appears to be a strong dissatisfaction with policy formulation
and government intervention during this period, as the effectiveness of policy becomes stronger but the effects are felt as the
mining base contracts (both shrinking the industry and forcing producers to derive incentives from a relatively smaller base).
Rents, as expected, are positively correlated with labour unrest, for the same reason. However, this effect is very weak. Political
capital is moderately negatively correlated with rents, as expected, where the strength of political engagement is manifest in
decreasing sentiment and rising fragility. Amongst the strongest correlations is that for economic fitness, where we see that
rising economic fitness is correlated with lower rents, adding support to our ideas of a shrinking base where political capital has
more sway over operational movements.
Key Insights
Primary sector operations are an important economic stabilizer, driven by economic fundamentals.
Political events introduce some volatility and fragility
This exacerbates the down-cycle, degrading the natural rebound mechanism through financial returns.
Exogenous factors play an important role.
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2011-2018
As in the case of mining contributions to overall GDP, we
see that the relationships observed in the pre-period
generally reverse in this period. This lends some support
to the notion that a watershed event around the mining
charter raised some economic concerns.
Mining rents are positively correlated with MGDP (noting
that MGDP is declining at a lower rate than in the earlier
period). Rents are likewise positive correlated with
certain macro and microeconomic indicators, the
exchange rate (as commodities become relatively
cheaper internationally), and strongly with employment;
but negatively with gross fixed capital formation (Graph
33).
This supports our discussion in the MGDP section above
that the sector has become relatively more volatile and
uncertain over time. While MGDP and rents are negatively
correlated with the Frasier index (Graph 34), MGDP also
contributes negatively to economic fragility (meaning as
the mining sector contracts, fragility increases).
Interventions that constrain the “normal” economic
operations of the market introduce fragility (Graph 35).
This is supported by the positive correlation between (the
shrinking mining sector’s) MGDP and rent levels with
investor and consumer sentiment, meaning that
contractions in the mining sector tend to coincide with
increases in volatility and nervousness in the market.
Resource rents are however associated positively with
fragility.
This means that interventions that engage on a rents basis
without limiting the ability of the sector to contribute to
overall GDP may decrease the chance for increasing
fragility, but only if two conditions are met:

•
•

The policy environment is conducive;
Interventions are structured to promote
community engagement, and not through taxes
(negative correlation between these metrics
and the subsidies to GDP ratio and to the budget
deficit, even as there is a rise in absolute
subsidies)
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Graph 36. SA: Government effectiveness
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These ideas are reinforced by now-changed positive
correlations between rents and political variables (although the strength of the relationships is more volatile, perhaps reflecting
additional black swan events such as a general perception of degradation in administration of the country – with corruption a
particular concern). As political interventions increase in strength, rents increase, and vice versa – reflecting the continuing
shrinking base but also showing an easier absorption of political intervention into the market; this is also reflected in the positive
relationship with market sentiment) (Graph 36). It also appears that producers feel they have more voice in the debate during
this period; rents are negatively correlated with the perception of having a stronger voice in the political debate.
An adjunct effect could be a degradation in the perception of government intervention, but since the sector has already adapted
from previous periods’ interventions, their course does not change.
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As expected, rents are correlated positively with economic fitness, as the market determines how effective producers can be
from an operational perspective, and also showing that policies are more easily absorbed and continuing our thesis that
constraining operational flexibility through policy is detrimental to the sector and employment, as well as fragility (as a result of
uncertainty) (Graph 37). This again prompts higher investment as producers adopt a wait-and-see approach.
This idea can be reflected elsewhere. Political capital and
the credit rating have strong positive correlations with
resource rents in this period, both as an indicator of the
strength of the market, as well as an indicator of the
ability of the sector to engage in profitable activities, both
of which are on the decline.
Labour unrest is an interesting variable in this period, as
higher rents do seem to prompt more days unworked and
labourers striking, but fewer labour actions. This may add
validity to our above assertions, as workers seem to be
prone to political rhetoric, but policy should also provide
for greater community engagement, lessening these
impacts – this could show easier absorption of policies but
also indicates more effective policy tools can be
developed to maximize these benefits.

Graph 37. SA: Mineral Rents vs Doing Business
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Key Insights
Relationships generally reverse; there is rising volatility.
Economic factors play their usual role, but a longer-term mind-set is adopted (the wait-and-see approach).
Interventions that constrain operations introduce volatility and uncertainty, but may reduce fragility - if the
policy environment is not punitive.
Structuring a policy tool around rents may reduce government burden, if the intervention does not constrain
incentives and investment.
External effects beyond strategic control still play a role - offsetting these benefits.

8.2.3

Differences between pre- and post-periods

The correlations turn from being overwhelmingly positive to being more mixed; in the 2002-2010 period only correlations with
the Frasier index (for resource rents but not for mineral rents), the exchange rate, and the interest rate are negative, whereas in
the 2011-2018 period several relationships (primarily the macroeconomic variables such as FDI, savings, employment, exports,
sentiment, but also the fragility index and the exchange
rate) remain positive while others (such as the more
Graph 38. SA: Socio Economic 4
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meaning the economy is more fragile when rents and
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therefore mining activity rise (this is borne out by the
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positive correlation with the fragility index, which is also
true in the pre-2002 period – however during that period
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the economy was growing and less vulnerable). Now,
macro factors exacerbate rather than mitigate the effects, meaning interventions that impede mining’s ability to competitively
set its course could be macro economically inefficient).
This also implies a higher state burden to “spend out of the problem”, as seen in reversing correlations for the budget deficit
and subsidy responsibilities, and in the lower buffer for the future in investments made.
These ideas are reinforced by the generally switching relationships between periods between rents and political variables,
moving from generally negative to generally positive – which could show the easier adoption of policies in the post-2010 period
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even as constraining policies are still ill-advised (where perceptions of government effectiveness decrease but the perception of
the ability to influence the debate rise).
These ideas are further reinforced by a hidden switch in labour unrest variables – which could also reflect changing conditions of
volatility. Generally, labour unrest is correlated with decreases in rents, as expected, but in the post-2010 period the number of
strikes decreases as rent activity rises (even as the number of workers striking increases). This could reflect the rising role of
labour unions but could also show that operationally constraining policies are a generally ill-conceived idea if stability and
productive engagement with communities are the goal. More effective policy tools can be constructed.
The credit rating becomes a stronger predictor of rent activity between periods, as a binding constraint to operational flexibility,
while political capital switches relationship to positive between periods – showing that administrative efficiency is a barometer
of economic health as well as a sign of declining confidence in political actions. Ongoing policy action that constrains the sector
from an operational perspective is still ill-advised even if more easily absorbed, especially in a difficult economic climate (also
note that political capital and credit ratings are positively correlated, as expected).
As an aside, the control of corruption is also a binding constraint on operation, seemingly worsening between periods. However,
efforts are being made to deal with these sorts of issues, as the rule of law and the ability to engage with political debate change
relationships between periods, meaning that a more effective policy tool than controlling operational behaviour can promote
better engagement with the mining sector.
Key Insights
Volatility rises and the ability of the sector to adapt becomes questionable as flexibility is eroded.
There is a strong focus on rent-based policy in the post-period.
Macroeconomic factors switch to a negative relationship between periods as sector and economic
vulnerability increases.
The sector becomes countercyclical (undesirable when waiting for recovery) as a wait-and-see mind-set is
adopted, and producers look externally.
The market can no longer counteract lower flexibility.
This implies an increasing state burden to spend out of the problem.

8.2.4

What does this mean in the context of our hypotheses?

Considering our baseline, sector fundamentals can act as an important economic stabilizer. The fact that these economic linkages
are seemingly distorted by the temporal effects of policy actions means that Hypothesis 1 is seemingly confirmed, but
Hypotheses 2 and 3 are rejected, at the expense of increased economic volatility. This is an undesirable economic outcome, at
least with regards to protecting growth and stability.
If we look at the 2002-2010 period, the mining charter event in 2002 was viewed as costly as it surprised the market. It may have
been inefficiently aimed at using rents and financial returns as a mechanism for policy development, due to mining’s lower base,
with more risk and volatility. This may have exacerbated the down-cycle even with mining activity being robust enough to absorb
the new policies.
There is a switch in how political factors influence the mining industry post-2010, with operationally-constraining policies still illadvised but more easily absorbed. We see this in changing relationships to weak perceptions of government activity later in the
period coupled with changing sector relationships to economic fundamentals, which may reflect more standard economic
incentives.
If we consider how these relationships change in the 2011-2018 period, we see that while exogenous impacts such as the new
iteration of the mining charter may have been integrated more easily into the economy, any intervention that constrains normal
market operations introduces bias. There are however some potential policy instruments that could help with the effort for
redistribution while limiting the tendency to introduce volatility into the market. These rest on two factors:

•
•

The policy environment being conducive to a strong business case predicated on economic fundamentals; and
Interventions being structured carefully to promote community engagement, not just to redistribute financial assets
or operational control (which would distort “normal” operations of the market and bias incentives).
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Key Insights
Sector fundamentals are an economic stabilizer.
Flexibility being distorted by higher volatility and temporal policy changes supports Hypothesis 1 and rejects
Hypothesis 2.
Incentives matter as the market becomes more nervous long-term; the market erodes in the pre-period as
interventions skew incentives; in the post-period a more nervous sentiment is adopted.

8.3

Appendix C – financial performance 33

8.3.1

Baseline - 2002-2010

There is a moderate to weak negative correlation between financial performance and MGDP, as well as overall economic exports,
as value leaks from the circular flow. There is also a strong positive correlation to mining rents, with a corollary impact on the
vibrancy of the financial market.
Macroeconomic factors do play a role, as expected, with moderate positive relationships to investments/savings and FDI, with
longer-term planning and outlooks more plausible under conditions of greater profitability and the flexibility to employ more
cutting edge, technological means of production (and pay them back more quickly).
Extending this idea, there is a strong positive correlation to employment, as well as to exports, showing strong integration into
the domestic and world economies as mining returns rise. This may mean that initiatives promoting the safety of returns rather
than redistribution should be prioritized if employment is a central concern. There are strong positive ties to investor and
consumer confidence and economic freedom, and a moderate negative correlation to economic fragility. This reinforces our
ideas above that the structure of interventions in the sector need to be carefully designed with respect to efficiency.
External factors are important, as an indirect tie to production, with a positive relationship to the exchange rate - as the currency
weakens, relative returns increase for given commodity prices denominated internationally. This is a key risk factor and one that
is not ultimately controllable by policy designed to intervene through an operational mechanism (such as that suggested by the
weak positive correlation between returns and the national budget deficit, as well as with subsidies).
The extent of the influence of exogenous factors becomes clear considering the moderate to strong positive correlations to
commodity indices, a fact noted in other Eunomix research. In many cases, external and exogenous factors (which include
political factors) weaken the investment case, which along with a moderately weak negative correlation to the interest rate can
make investment cases become harder to justify, as the cost of borrowing rises and breakeven required returns increase, but
volatility rises and investor sentiment weakens.
These ideas are reinforced by mixed evidence in the relationships between financial performance and economic volatility
variables. Overall there are generally negative correlations between financial performance and perceptions of government
effectiveness and regulatory efficiency. This could show either that there is a strong external factor focus, not controllable by
policy actions, or that financial performance is driven more by how producers respond to the market, and not a direct result of
the actions of the market itself. This is a volatile situation if incentives change.
This could also show that analysts and investors view the involvement of government policy as a market-constraining
phenomenon. This is especially the case where government is strong enough to push forward policy, in which the market has
little confidence, which impacts on the natural incentives and operational protocols of the sector.
Labour unrest is positively correlated with financial performance, as expected for a tumultuous economic climate where the
prevailing rhetoric calls for greater inclusion and engagement. Political capital, however, seems to have very little relationship to
financial performance. This may mean this is an indirect indicator, acting through the market signal (as political manoeuvring
impacts on market prospects). This is tenuous situation leading to volatility in financial performance as producers react to
conflicting market signals.
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Complete Correlation Tables contained within Appendix H
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Key Insights
Higher returns give flexibility in investment and planning, improving vibrancy.
Initiatives promoting safety of financial performance secures employment benefits.
Returns are an important stabilizer for sentiment, stability, and efficiency and should not be part of political
forces.
External factors are important risk issues that are not controllable through operational policy interventions.
In fact, these interventions may weaken the investment case further by weakening sentiment and increasing
volatility.

8.3.2

Comparing economic periods

2002-2010
Financial performance in this period exhibits similar relationships to those of mining rents, with positive relationships with microand macroeconomic indicators, employment, investment (in the form of gross fixed capital formation), etc. Even though mining
contracts during the period as a contributor to the national economy (because of black swan exogenous effects like the financial
crisis), it plays an important role as an economic stabilizer as a primary sector dependency.
Exogenous factors in the form of commodity prices and the overall market also play an important role in the fortunes of the
sector in this period, meaning these observed effects are all the more relevant.
These ideas are reinforced by the relationships between financial performance and political intervention during this period,
which are uniformly negative and generally extremely statistically significant. The effectiveness of government in pushing policy
in which the market has little confidence is negatively correlated to financial performance, as the policies surprise the market
and cause producers to react not only to challenging economic conditions but also to an uncertain policy environment. This is
true even before the financial crisis impedes operations, constraining operations during a period when commodity prices rise
and further exacerbating the down-cycle thereafter.
This is also reflected in the negative relationship between financial performance and political capital; as the government has
more credibility to drive institutional change, the ability of the sector to react purely to market incentives changes and the
dynamics introduce distortions in evaluation of performance.
Labour unrest is positively correlated to financial performance (albeit quite weakly), as expected. This is both an indicator of a
relatively more robust economic climate (prior to the financial crisis) as well as a showcase of increasing calls for inclusion and
engagement (coincident with mining policy). As mining performance rises, and labour utilization increases, labour organization
results in greater volatility in factors of production.
The credit rating, as an indicator of a healthy market, is positively related to financial performance, showing that the market is a
fundamental determinant of sector robustness – so interventions that constrain the ability of the sector to react to changing
market conditions or incentives introduce both volatility and inefficiency in the form of economic distortion.
Key Insights
Economic factors as well as external factors play a large role, and the sector follows.
Investment and the business case are paramount - even in a strong economy, how conducive the
environment is determining investment and employment.

2011-2018
In this period, we observe somewhat different relationships in certain variables to the 2002-2010 period, as expected given our
thesis that the market reacted differently to the different interventions proposed and enacted.
In this period, mining returns are negatively correlated with both the Frasier index and economic fragility, so economic freedom
does rise (relatively weakly however) when mining returns decrease, but fragility increases. This supports our notions in
preceding sections that the market becomes more volatile when interventions are structured to use financial performance as a
policy tool.
As an aside, there is a lower subsidy burden on government when mining is doing relatively better, as MGDP, rents, and mining
returns are all negatively correlated with subsidies as a percentage of GDP. This may mean more efficient policy tools could not
only reduce economic volatility but also reduce the burden (administrative and otherwise) on government.
These ideas are reinforced by almost uniformly positive correlations between political variables and financial performance during
this period. This shows that the policies developed during this period had the chance to be more easily absorbed into operations
as the overall market recovers post-financial crisis (also shown by the negative correlation to budget deficit, and other indicators
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of government involvement, as well as employment and other metrics of sector performance). However, the one exception is
the metric measuring how producers can influence the debate, which is strongly negatively correlated with performance. This
means the policies overall may still be ill-advised, constraining operations from their notional potential levels and distorting
incentives (rents and financial performance are positively correlated, and mining contributions to GDP are still shrinking).
This volatility is also showcased in positive relationships between levels of labour unrest and financial performance. It should be
noted that during this period the market recovers somewhat after the financial crisis, and mining production does start to
improve, but the contribution of the sector still declines, constraining the base and increasing the levels of profits necessary for
breakeven.
The one exception is in the number of strikes experienced, but this could be an indicator of general market movements, rather
than specific volatility (especially if fewer strikes involve more workers as seems to be the case here).
Financial performance is even more strongly positively correlated to rent activity during this period than the previous, while the
relationship to mining contribution to GDP switches correlation from negative to positive (with a still-strong significant
correlational magnitude). As the sector continues to shrink as a contributor to overall GDP, financial performance can suffer. This
type of volatility may be as a result of policy interventions that change the way in which producers can respond to the market,
which has changed directionality. Different policy instruments may reverse these distortions and inefficiencies, if they do not
interrupt the natural market incentive mechanism by distorting operational decisions (as discussed elsewhere).
The credit rating and political capital are both positively correlated with mining financial performance in this period – as an
indicator of a healthier economy and as a showcase of policy being more easily integrated into operations than earlier policies,
but still ill-advised if they act as a constraint to operations or flexibility to market incentives.
Key Insights
Fragility is a factor of mining constraint - the market becomes more volatile if financial performance is a
policy tool as this erodes incentives.
More efficient policy tools could reduce volatility as well as government burdens (which decrease if mining
recovers).

8.3.3

Differences between pre- and post-periods

The correlations turn from being overwhelmingly positive to being more mixed, especially for certain macroeconomic indicators
such as gross fixed capital formation, the budget deficit, CPI, subsidies, and certain others). Overall, financial returns follow a
similar trend to rents (and are themselves strongly positively linked).
Returns do not necessarily need to be negatively correlated; in fact, per our hypotheses returns should rise when the market
goes up, but if we want redistribution to increase rents should rise as returns go up. In fact, we see a positive correlation in both
period, indicating that redistribution may not be occurring, but economic efficiency overall may decrease. There is also a positive
correlation between rents and returns and employment in both periods, possibly reinforcing this point.
Considering these outcomes along with the similarity to the outcomes in operational metrics mentioned in the previous section,
it seems that interventions that impede mining’s ability to competitively set its course could be macro economically inefficient.
This could also be associated with higher government burdens to prop up the sector, remain visible in reforming the sector, or
promote higher-order operation, which may act contrarily to macroeconomic incentives.
These ideas are reinforced by markedly changing correlations between periods, primarily measures of political engagement
which turn from negative to mostly positive, showing policies that are more easily integrated into operational decisions. The
number of strikes appears to be declining as financial performance recovers between periods, but this could also be due to a
smaller base and more concentrated labour impacts.
Financial performance becomes more strongly positively correlated to rent activity between periods, but switches correlation
to mining contribution to GDP from negative to positive between periods (although the significance of correlation remains
strong). This means that in the post-period, as the sector continues to shrink as a contributor to overall GDP, financial
performance can suffer. This type of volatility can be attributed to policy interventions that change dynamics of how producers
can respond to market incentives. Better policy instruments that do not constrain operational decisions can mitigate some of
these effects by allowing the sector to be more responsive to market signals, leading to better employment outcomes as well
as other metrics.
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Key Insights
The market is more volatile and macroeconomic factors, investment, etc. become less predictably
influential.
Rents and returns being positively related means lack of flexibility in redistribution and economic efficiency.
This also translates into less employment vibrancy as incentives erode.
Interventions constraining competitive operation could be macro-economically inefficient.
This could be associated with higher government burdens which may act contrarily to incentives.

8.3.4

What does this mean in the context of our hypotheses?

Considering our baseline, mining returns are associated with increases in economic inclusiveness, vibrancy, and the ability of the
state to meet basic services agendas – efforts to redistribute wealth that impact on operations will likely impede the ability of
the sector to meaningfully contribute to the national economy.
This means Hypothesis 1 is supported, while Hypotheses 2 and 3 are seemingly rejected, at the expense of economic vibrancy.
However, some mind should be paid to the tight control of most upper-end wealth amongst a relatively small and non-diversified
group. Alternative economic incentives may be warranted to promote adjacent investment through economic prosperity, rather
than through an effective Laffer curve effect of driving up state-mandated taxation or involvement of uncompetitive participants
in the value chain. These types of interventions would distort incentives to promote effective operation and associated positive
economic effects; the sector should potentially be incentivized to restructure but not to at the expense of contractions in
performance. This is also evident in the differential responses to the mining charter proposals over the years, as discussed in this
document.
Considering the 2002-2010 period, the mining charter event in 2002 was viewed as costly as it surprised the market. As discussed
above, the policy instrument may have been somewhat inefficient, due to mining’s lower base, with more risk and volatility
exacerbating the down-cycle even with mining activity being robust enough to absorb the new policies.
These ideas are reinforced by changes in relationships between variables as discussed in previous sections. Financial
performance is positively correlated with rent activity in all periods, while the contribution to overall GDP changes between
periods to become negatively correlated with financial performance, which could be an indicator of volatility as the sector
contracts even as production, and the overall economy, recovers and rebounds. Government political variables (including
political capital) change from negative correlations to mostly positive (but somewhat mixed) between periods, which could
show that the policy interventions are more easily integrated into operations but still ill-advised in the context of the volatility
discussed above, especially as government’s ability to push policy developments onto the sector increases (and particularly if
the market has little confidence in these policy actions).
All of this may mean that the sector could be somewhat constrained in the ability to respond to natural market incentives. Given
that mining returns are associated with increases in economic operations through the various variables, care should be taken in
developing appropriate policy vehicles without these operational distortions.
In this context, the relationships lend some support to Hypothesis 1 but appear to reject Hypothesis 2 unless the policy
environment is specifically designed to be non-distortionary in nature. This would require deep econometric investigation of
various policy scenarios and instruments, as well as government burdens and the associated economic and employment impacts.
Key Insights
Mining returns are associated with economic inclusiveness and vibrancy.
Constraint of competitive operational flexibility support Hypothesis 1 but reject Hypothesis 2.
Interventions must be structured around protection of incentives while addressing the issue of
inclusiveness.
Interventions that constrain operations or performance constrain incentives, which could mean firms
become uncompetitive internationally.
Changing incentives show up in the changing reactions of the sector to the market over time.
The existing policy instrument may be inefficient, due to mining's lower base, resulting in higher risk and
volatility.
This may exacerbate the down-cycle even if mining is robust enough to absorb policy interventions.
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8.4

Appendix D - primary factor analysis 34

We undertake an econometric analysis to determine which factors amongst our set of variables most matters in determining the
potential path of the South African mining sector. This process is used to notionally confirm the intuitions around political factors
we have discussed above.
We use our regular set of explanatory variables as determining factors for a new variable: The South Africa mining sector beta
coefficient, which measures the movement in price of mining stock returns relative to the stock market as a whole, used to
indicate possible risk. As such, this is a measure both of financial performance as well as operational effectiveness, cohesively
combining useful features of all of our correlational dependent variables (mining contribution to GDP, operational effectiveness
through rent activity, and financial performance of mining companies). Together, as we use it here, this composite variable
aggregates to a measure of the economic effectiveness and risk of the South African mining sector. We calculate this beta
coefficient as a proprietary variable.
We conduct a primary factor analysis to isolate the underlying factors that explain the data using a matrix of associations. Factor
analysis is an interdependence technique where we examine the complete set of interdependent relationships in the data in
order to isolate specific underlying (latent) factors influenced by the set of variables under consideration. If several variables of
a similar type act on one or more of these factors, we can interpret that this type of risk is inherent to the relationships observed.
Factor analysis is a statistical method used to describe variability among observed, correlated variables in terms of a potentially
lower number of unobserved variables called factors. For example, it is possible that variations in observed variables mainly
reflect the variations in unobserved (underlying) variables. Factor analysis searches for such joint variations in response to
unobserved latent variables. The observed variables are modelled as linear combinations of the potential factors, plus "error"
terms. Factor analysis aims to find independent latent variables 35.
As can be seen, beta coefficients in South Africa for the mining sector and political variables load onto the same factors. This
means that for the performance of the South African mining sector, political variables form an important determining factor in
the risk and operations of mining firms. While we have not conducted a size-of-firm analysis at this point, we suspect this is a
systemic effect affecting all firms in the industry based on the effects observed in the market.
In addition, political variables load onto several underlying factors (although primarily concentrated on factors 1, 2, and 4,
coincident with mining performance variables), meaning that they have systemic effects regardless of which explanatory
variables are used to explain the performance of the industry. They are correlated with almost all of the variables in the dataset
(according to the factor analysis), meaning that they are also important as an indicator of the overall economy. Our suspicions
that political factors affect volatility seem to be borne out by the analysis. However, as much as the political variables affect the
mining industry beta coefficients, they are particularly important explanatory variables for mining contribution to GDP, resource
rents, and the overall mining financial performance index, lending support to the idea that these variables are interdependent
with political interventions. Our analysis appears to suggest that alternative policy instruments could be developed that are more
economically efficient by intrinsically integrating the incentives of the sector. Overall risk in the sector can be controlled by policy
if these effects are less distortionary in nature.

34

Complete Correlation Tables contained within Appendix H

35

See regression table on next page
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Factor loadings (pattern matrix) and unique variances

Variable

Factor1

Factor2

Factor3

Factor4

Factor5

Uniqueness

miningbeta
mininggdpa~p
exportsasa~p
mineralmin~s
resourcere~s
mineralres~s
coalresour~s
gfcfasofgdp
grossdomes~p
fdiasofgdp
employment
oresandmet~s
merchandis~t
gdpcurrent
exportvolu~0
exportvalu~0
exportsofg~t
frasierind~e
worldbankd~e
fragilitys~e
real~2010100
budgetdefi~p
expenseofgdp
revenueexc~p
gdpcons~2010
cpi2010100
employment~o
subsidesof~p
subsidieso~e
realintere~e
gdpcapi~2010
ener~2010100
coalaus~2010
goldtoz~2010
platin~2010l
natural~2010
meta~2010100
prec~2010100
crudeoi~2010
miningindex
procedures
controlofc~e
government~e
regulatory~e
ruleoflawe~e
voiceandac~e
economicfi~s
daysnotwor~d
numberofst~s
labourerss~g
creditrating
politicalc~l

-0.3284
0.6706
-0.3401
0.7667
0.9965
0.9442
0.9842
-0.8167
0.2500
0.4186
0.9375
0.9056
0.8464
0.9451
-0.9278
0.8464
0.8299
0.3403
0.5281
0.5800
0.8877
-0.1190
-0.8948
-0.9652
-0.8619
-0.9210
-0.9611
-0.7279
0.9263
-0.6687
-0.7181
0.7963
0.9567
0.6244
0.9689
0.3051
0.9598
0.7253
0.7757
0.9094
-0.8958
0.0753
0.8407
0.8510
0.4642
-0.9093
0.4300
0.4499
-0.6415
-0.0587
0.9471
0.8958

0.2704
-0.6683
0.8209
0.4239
0.0470
0.2952
-0.1178
0.3726
-0.8185
0.7529
0.2875
0.2119
0.3706
0.1389
0.1819
0.3706
0.4289
-0.8041
0.7065
-0.4404
-0.4259
-0.3632
0.3478
0.1695
0.4935
0.3829
0.1101
0.6321
0.1825
-0.4645
0.6767
0.5636
-0.2311
0.2385
-0.1671
0.9124
-0.2299
0.2129
0.5938
0.1817
0.0140
0.8278
0.2968
0.2151
0.4484
-0.1188
0.1158
-0.2526
0.4136
0.9721
-0.0725
-0.0140

-0.0508
0.0854
0.0952
-0.1407
0.0054
0.1175
-0.0457
0.2303
0.0911
0.4161
0.0082
-0.1259
-0.2015
-0.1807
-0.0235
-0.2015
-0.1481
0.3353
0.4550
-0.0432
-0.1312
0.7198
-0.1608
0.1312
-0.0871
-0.0359
-0.1235
-0.2250
0.0202
0.1454
-0.1295
0.1983
-0.1364
-0.6336
0.1825
0.0719
0.0707
-0.5754
0.1825
0.2826
0.2792
0.3344
0.1897
-0.3258
0.6712
0.3083
0.5913
0.8161
-0.2572
0.1560
0.0641
-0.2792

0.9034
-0.2586
0.1245
-0.1695
0.0182
-0.0868
0.0840
-0.3376
0.1128
-0.2854
-0.1949
-0.2125
0.2595
0.2336
0.1210
0.2595
0.2786
-0.1016
-0.0115
-0.5913
0.0826
0.5590
-0.2162
0.0284
0.0273
0.0208
-0.2060
-0.1091
0.3274
0.3411
0.0450
0.0688
0.0722
0.2619
0.0019
0.1945
0.0818
0.2728
0.0768
0.2407
0.3109
-0.0903
-0.3683
-0.3509
-0.0216
0.0716
-0.6212
0.1606
-0.4564
0.0666
0.2303
-0.3109

0.0186
0.1717
0.4312
0.4289
0.0672
-0.0003
0.0913
0.1644
0.4966
-0.0574
0.0177
0.2719
0.1955
0.0144
0.3014
0.1955
0.1665
-0.3389
-0.1215
0.3437
-0.0809
0.1528
0.0757
0.1472
0.0731
0.0578
0.0799
0.0903
-0.0337
-0.4468
0.0873
-0.0642
0.0869
-0.2884
0.0017
-0.1771
0.1190
-0.1517
-0.0806
0.0468
0.1511
-0.4348
0.1832
0.0162
0.3640
0.2426
-0.2571
-0.2049
-0.3782
-0.1509
-0.2016
-0.1511

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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8.5

Appendix E - causative analysis 36

We consider each of our mining performance variables (mining contribution to economic activity, rent activity, and financial
performance) against the political variables we hypothesize explain movement in mining performance.
Taking mining beta coefficients as a measure of both financial performance and operational effectiveness, as they are linked to
both the mining financial index as well as rent activity, we note that government interventions do play a role – but in an indirect
manner through other explanatory variables (our results appear to show some omitted variable bias, likely an under
specification).

8.5.1

Results for causal effects of political variables on mining beta coefficients:

The results of our regression results for our 3 measures of mining performance against a set of political explanatory variables
appear below.

8.5.2

Results for causal effects of political variables on mining contributions to GDP:
Source

36

SS

df

MS

Model
Residual

.316884457
.025089971

4 .079221114
10 .002508997

Total

.341974428

14 .024426745

mininggdpasaofgdp

Coef.

governmenteffectivenessestimate
regulatoryqualityestimate
creditrating
politicalcapital
_cons

.1337892
.2563213
-.7114881
-.001421
4.362677

Number of obs
F( 4,
10)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

Std. Err.
.1099242
.0880026
.2384815
.0255634
.6207192

Complete Correlation Tables contained within Appendix H
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t
1.22
2.91
-2.98
-0.06
7.03

=
=
=
=
=
=

P>|t|
0.252
0.015
0.014
0.957
0.000

15
31.57
0.0000
0.9266
0.8973
.05009

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.1111373
.0602394
-1.242858
-.0583797
2.979628

.3787157
.4524033
-.1801182
.0555377
5.745725

8.5.3

Results for causal effects of political variables on rent activity:
Source

8.5.4

SS

df

Number of obs
F( 4,
10)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

MS

Model
Residual

.620234868
.871623033

4 .155058717
10 .087162303

Total

1.4918579

14 .106561279

resourcerents

Coef.

governmenteffectivenessestimate
regulatoryqualityestimate
creditrating
politicalcapital
_cons

.1510146
-.151463
3.637687
-.0118164
-7.772687

Std. Err.
.6478997
.5186921
1.405623
.1506718
3.658554

t
0.23
-0.29
2.59
-0.08
-2.12

=
=
=
=
=
=

15
1.78
0.2096
0.4157
0.1820
.29523

P>|t|
0.820
0.776
0.027
0.939
0.060

[95% Conf. Interval]
-1.292596
-1.307181
.5057632
-.3475342
-15.92445

1.594625
1.004255
6.76961
.3239014
.379079

Results for causal effects of political variables on financial performance:
Source

SS

df

MS

Model
Residual

1.44171997
.570483738

4
10

.360429992
.057048374

Total

2.01220371

14

.143728836

miningindex

Coef.

governmenteffectivenessestimate
regulatoryqualityestimate
creditrating
politicalcapital
_cons

-.5136158
-.0202056
4.324976
-.0274974
-1.688003

Number of obs
F( 4,
10)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

Std. Err.
.5241614
.4196304
1.137172
.121896
2.95983

t
-0.98
-0.05
3.80
-0.23
-0.57

=
=
=
=
=
=

P>|t|
0.350
0.963
0.003
0.826
0.581

15
6.32
0.0084
0.7165
0.6031
.23885

[95% Conf. Interval]
-1.68152
-.9552004
1.791198
-.2990986
-8.282915

.6542886
.9147892
6.858753
.2441037
4.906908

As can be seen, political variables have a causative effect on our metrics of mining performance. Political variables appear to
constrain potential financial performance (with relatively larger negative coefficients, although the influence of other factors do
matter), but do little to support mining recovery or redistribution of rent-seeking activity (with only small impacts on rent). This
supports the observations of both our correlational analysis as well as our international comparisons, lending support to
Hypothesis 1 while seemingly rejecting Hypothesis 2.

8.6

Appendix F – forecasting 37

8.6.1

Forecasts for mining GDP activity

MGDP is overwhelmingly negatively correlated to macroeconomic factors, showing a decline in the forecasted period even as
the economy shows signs of rebound (Graph 39). There appears to be a relatively stronger focus on the external market to
support the mining sector, and government responsibilities rise in line with a higher need to support the sector.
The sector appears to be operating contrary to national macroeconomic incentives, with several incentive vehicles (the interest
rate and exchange rate in particular) attempting to act as a natural support mechanism. This is true even as global commodity
prices show some rebound, and suggests that there is a more systemic underlying set of factors driving both investment and
operational fortunes in the sector. This effect is manifest even where mining firms show improved performance – suggesting
operational decisions being made to remain competitive on a smaller base in the face of difficult externalities.

37 Complete Correlation Tables contained within Appendix G
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8.6.2

Graph 39. SA: Mining as % of GDP Contribution
(Forecast)
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8%:
7%:
6%:
5%:
4%:
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dev)
Mining GDP %
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2010
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2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

Every policy variable under analysis is positively
correlated with a decline in MGDP, suggesting that one
source of the embattled difficulties rest in the
introduction of policy measures that distort the natural
incentives of supply and demand. This is reinforced by
considering that labour unrest also declines in the
forecast period as MGDP contracts – suggesting that
political factors, and not operational ones, are the source
of some of the difficulties. This is especially true if we
consider the negative correlation between MGDP and
political capital; where the government has more scope
to push policy objectives forward, there is a higher degree
of volatility resulting in less operational flexibility on the
part of mining producers.

High case (+1 std
dev)

Forecasts for mining operations

Mining rents are highly positively correlated with macroeconomic factors, with the export market focus gaining in importance
as producers come to rely on prior investments and the build-up of gross fixed capital and fixed assets (Graph 40). This supports
the lagged production (or the “wait and see”) approach mentioned above also showcased in the importance of foreign
investment in the supply chain.
Rents are associated with higher levels of government interventions, suggesting that government primarily targets this measure
as a policy tool. Rents however appear far more reactive to regular economic incentives, suggesting that policy interventions
may not only be ill-directed but also ineffective when it comes to curbing rent-seeking, albeit that the increases in rents are
almost certainly associated with a consolidated, smaller base of operations despite a broader economic recovery. Rents are also
associated with higher levels of financial performance, further suggesting that a more nuanced approach to policy formulation
is warranted, especially as employment is positively impacted by higher operational flexibility in this regard. This however is not
the perception of workers (with fewer strikes but more striking labourers as rents rise), indicating careful engagement is
necessary. As an aside, it should also be borne in mind that rents are associated with increases in fragility (a commonly cited
factor for government policy), but this fragility is likely borne out through external macroeconomic forces. Mining rents are
however positively associated with the business climate, sentiment, and economic freedom, indicating their usefulness as an
appropriate government policy target should be carefully re-evaluated.
Rents are also overwhelmingly negatively correlated with
measures of political engagement, indicating that these
policy tools are not well received by the producing market
(as they distort incentives), and are simultaneously not
achieving their targets, as rents rise on a smaller base
constrained by external forces. This idea is reinforced by
a positive correlation with political capital, as a higher
degree of government flexibility to enact policy is
inversely related to mining competitiveness. It is also
apparent that the perception of the quality of regulatory
and policy tools is moving inversely to rents, declining as
unpopular interventions change the nature of the market
in terms of volatility, stability, and clear chains of
incidence from market factors (such as rebounding
commodity prices) to operational investments.

8.6.3

Graph 40. SA: Mining rents as % of GDP (Forecast)
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Forecasts for mining financial performance

In this instance we again see that financial performance (as defined and calculated by the financial analysts evaluating the
activities of mining firms) is positively correlated to overall macroeconomic performance (Graph 41). It appears that the
evaluation of performance rewards the more cautious approach that producers appear to be considering, relying on the buildup of fixed assets and careful strategic investment. Financial performance appears largely as a result of consolidation in the
industry as the base constrains and the sector positions itself to exploit a less active landscape by improving the return on
existing assets. This is reinforced by the negative correlation with the interest rate, which acts as a determinant of investment
through the cost of borrowing. The exchange rate as well as FDI allow for expansion in the sector, so it is likely that the sector
responds to external forces by adapting a mind-set of diversification and a focus on expanding into external markets.
Here again we see the importance of careful engagement in the formulation of policy tools, as financial performance rests on
operational flexibility; and with the number of strikes dwindling as performance rises, but the number of labourers striking rising,
it appears that a clear formulation of how benefits from operational flexibility can filter down to the workforce is of paramount
importance. As expected, financial performance is also largely a function of market incentives, and particularly commodity prices,
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suggesting that policy tools that erode the ability of producers to structure themselves dynamically in response to these signals
are at best macro-economically inefficient.
Mining financial performance is negatively related to almost all measures of political involvement, suggesting that in addition to
being ill-received by producers, these policy tools are also not well received by the analyst market. The perception of the quality
of regulatory and policy tools declines as mining consolidates, even into the forecast period, suggesting that the new iteration
of the Charter should consider alleviating some of the tight constraints on operational flexibility in lieu of lower volatility in the
market; simultaneously there should be new, more operationally-friendly easements in the policy framework if it is to break the
current trend. Even if the market more easily absorbs the policy requirements, they are not necessarily advisable without a reevaluation of the overly onerous impact on operational flexibility as detailed which curtails the ability of producers to dynamically
respond to the market incentives.
We can also see the relatively volatile performance of the
mining industry in financial terms, as a result of these
external factors. This is contrasted against the
consolidation in the mining base contributing to a
relatively smoother upward trajectory in mining rents,
coupled with a very predictable (in statistical terms),
statistically significant stagnation in the contribution of
the sector to overall economic activity.

Graph 41. SA: Mining Index Financial Performance
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Much of this is confirmed by causal analysis, as suggested
performance
by a series of multivariate regression models. The results
0
(forecast)
from these models suggest that not only are political
factors important, but they have a differential impact
depending on how they are received, directly related to
the correlation results we have discussed. The perception of effectiveness of government policy is a positive contributor to
mining as a contributor to the economy. However, because of the way in which policy tools have been received in the
marketplace, this effectiveness is a barrier to operational flexibility (decreasing as rents rise) as well as to mining financial
performance.
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Regression analysis of mining contribution to the economy, Source: Eunomix computations
In a similar vein, government effectiveness overall is a constraint to the operation of the sector, as the ability of the government
to push forward policy mechanisms unsupported by producers is an indicator of operational flexibility limitation. This variable
however positively contributes to rent activity and financial performance as the sector consolidates on a lower base with a higher
reliance on fixed asset “sweating”.
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Regression analysis of mining rent activity, Source: Eunomix computations
For the case of financial performance evaluation, which is done both with a view of operational factors as well as market forces,
both government effectiveness and regulatory quality are negatively causal, suggesting that they impede the ability of the sector
to dynamically respond to market signals.
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.1618221
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Regression analysis of mining financial performance, Source: Eunomix computations
These results reinforce the idea that policy interventions are operationally limiting. As we have seen above, and from the
regression results, there is a clear market mechanism that is seemingly averted, with the consolidation of the mining sector
seemingly becoming more reliant on sweating of fixed assets rather than operational maximization. This is economically
inefficient. Market forces indicate that mining should be expanding, but external forces of volatile foreign markets, high costs
of borrowing domestically, a difficult policy environment, and a restive labour force mean that careful engagement and a more
conducive policy structure should be adopted if economic efficiency is to be achieved and the sector is to break the current cycle
of rising economic fragility, declining contribution, and increased reliance on past investment.
It should be noted that the statistical significance of these outputs will start to refine as more data is collected post the
implementation of the new iteration of the Charter, and we start collecting actual market data instead of relying on forecasted
data.
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Appendix G – forecasting correlation results
Mining GDP as a % of GDP

Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports

Resource Rents

Mining index

1

-0.984965143

-0.979306521

0.978908975

-0.999483888

-0.999517608

-0.986215215

0.999967522

0.998824801

Resource Rents

-0.984965143

1

0.999155172

Mineral Resource Rents

-0.992307487

0.998763755

0.99642487

Coal Resource Rents

-0.992283656

0.998783003

0.99652678

GFCF (as % of GDP)

-0.981670714

0.999834603

0.999452089

Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)

-0.990956738

0.999213917

0.997102146

FDI (as % of GDP)

-0.944919905

0.986573245

0.991572934

Employment

-0.997808719

0.994198714

0.990208181

Ores and metals exports (% of merch exports)

-0.968239635

0.99683985

0.998479276

Merchandise Exports (Current $)

-0.996980922

0.995374905

0.991709448

GDP Current

-0.990192275

0.999427107

0.997514871

Export volume index (2000 = 100)

-0.995979187

0.96580258

0.958202547

Export Value Index (2000 = 100)

-0.996980922

0.995374905

0.991709448

Exports of Goods and Services (Current)

-0.992715808

0.998584671

0.996117803

-0.998368604

0.993190238

0.9889723

-0.914723797

0.970051927

0.977482975

Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score

-0.998608265

0.992670312

0.988330352

Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)

-0.999890137

0.987409536

0.982123438

Budget Deficit (% of GDP)

0.999990718

-0.985700267

-0.980159542

Expense (% of GDP)

-0.998245159

0.973166707

0.966200024

Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)

0.989740971

-0.999519339

-0.997651401

-0.999983874

0.984003257

0.978234658

CPI (2010 = 100)

-0.996125635

0.966221115

0.95865213

Employment to Population Ratio

-0.983492211

0.999961436

0.99926474
0.980640245

GDP Constant 2010, $

Subsides (% of GDP)

-0.999976896

0.986116493

Subsidies (% of Expense)

-0.993436565

0.998229828

0.995555557

0.99477315

-0.997404124

-0.994342075

Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010

-0.99745651

0.994733729

0.990876339

-0.968014226

0.996764714

0.998444543

Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$

-0.989543963

0.999576476

0.997832692

Gold, $/toz, real 2010$

-0.999854876

0.98776156

0.982545435

Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$

-0.986034362

0.999977327

0.998888916

Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$

-0.997524688

0.994645708

0.990787284

Metals and minerals, 2010=100

-0.967328668

0.996543641

0.998300607

Precious Metals, 2010=100

-0.999451309

0.990131161

0.985312455

Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$

-0.977054547

0.999153063

0.999560834

Mining index

-0.979306521

0.999155172

1

0.99939539

-0.990335777

-0.985516156

Energy, 2010=100

Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate

0.97001622

-0.996516296

-0.999025572

Government Effectiveness: Estimate

0.998448935

-0.973948552

-0.967038718

Regulatory Quality: Estimate

0.975588659

-0.924966293

-0.91547405

Rule of Law: Estimate

-0.825947364

0.9066618

0.921618001

0.993755381

-0.998049574

-0.995271045

Economic fitness

0.993531969

-0.998174826

-0.995462334

Days not worked

-0.900664486

0.961091965

0.969847242

Number of strikes

0.990161896

-0.999418931

-0.997447966

Labourers striking

0.996047324

Voice and Accountability: Estimate

-0.958430785

0.993236215

Credit rating

0.807372505

-0.884110891

-0.902330011

Political capital

-0.785383167

0.868957557

0.888060272
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Appendix H – correlation tables

South African Correlation Summary Table 2002-2010
Mining GDP (%)
Resource Rents
Mining Index
Mining GDP as a % of GDP
1
-0.773473071
-0.897700284
Exports as a % of GDP
-0.389221109
0.643620725
0.607443533
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
-0.856670912
0.863818127
0.904895597
Resource Rents
-0.773473071
1
0.825539698
Mineral Resource Rents
-0.944577203
0.862748529
0.973990683
Coal Resource Rents
-0.519417968
0.927558233
0.57642637
GFCF (as % of GDP)
-0.903337285
0.867198742
0.909704225
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
-0.581271594
0.513949178
0.661897838
FDI (as % of GDP)
-0.511445742
0.454050678
0.448838652
Employment
-0.638345853
0.718315681
0.751186333
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
-0.754362036
0.659152681
0.747489366
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
-0.879542793
0.842585628
0.8800141
GDP Current
-0.793666244
0.661770028
0.742350082
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
-0.641078339
0.891531861
0.824909926
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
-0.879542793
0.842585628
0.8800141
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
-0.875629202
0.822529157
0.889507138
Frasier Index Score
-0.581673801
-0.067899422
0.453870314
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
-0.959858783
0.185860143
0.097635055
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
0.126401769
-0.208174235
-0.188746487
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
-0.039126363
0.498584145
0.353725494
Expense (% of GDP)
-0.903660568
0.565723921
0.673655678
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
-0.541662058
0.665235569
0.744826493
GDP Constant 2010, $
-0.956941229
0.816605186
0.936836969
CPI (2010 = 100)
-0.961108663
0.674879556
0.791691573
Employment to Population Ratio
-0.590805073
0.758645662
0.711955059
Subsides (% of GDP)
-0.971312465
0.702426016
0.825815991
Subsidies (% of Expense)
-0.979906108
0.798520247
0.930030345
Real interest Rate (%)
0.295368772
-0.117048992
-0.269549075
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
-0.94035225
0.839636582
0.953731598
Energy, 2010=100
-0.796078402
0.855846495
0.862965109
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
-0.858625759
0.936976515
0.793355845
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
-0.968597732
0.700613874
0.864587492
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
-0.877011796
0.842716035
0.900973535
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
-0.940210023
0.894050066
0.898711679
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
-0.731818665
0.766896818
0.897738565
Precious Metals, 2010=100
-0.967896912
0.722332798
0.885239604
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
-0.835477775
0.85777335
0.896681097
Mining index
-0.897700284
0.825539698
1
Procedures
0.932598163
-0.712310008
-0.72070867
Control of Corruption: Estimate
0.827525904
-0.580736372
-0.718369547
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
0.840242511
-0.630959896
-0.887452244
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
0.909611088
-0.646791678
-0.777692798
Rule of Law: Estimate
0.195697827
-0.465682134
-0.156658331
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
0.898531951
-0.714709325
-0.901396772
Economic fitness
0.878027253
-0.825287718
-0.967733746
Days not worked
-0.379582159
0.145450154
0.466701365
Number of strikes
-0.044810831
0.006793872
0.222445801
Labourers striking
0.113615438
0.078696412
0.126200216
Credit rating
-0.903203503
0.513418328
0.765091646
Political capital
0.427678822
-0.322696587
-0.330001229
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Mining Beta
0.195300228
-0.227086905
-0.08773425
-0.195062645
-0.174973584
-0.157909113
-0.105394385
-0.020122547
0.077413029
-0.138868836
0.006875999
-0.141024462
-0.057808804
-0.128783091
-0.141024462
-0.121339811
-0.060802161
-0.143120079
0.138947375
-0.033640544
-0.146310867
-0.123151376
-0.15160239
-0.169842979
-0.090343651
-0.195146934
-0.23296132
0.153493625
-0.14083983
-0.237954541
-0.194097605
-0.202585148
-0.148016201
-0.330631378
-0.120620601
-0.200937471
-0.249452495
-0.122156059
0.264551888
-0.00173617
0.238602747
0.042482485
-0.437895686
0.049581705
0.136601656
0.117586281
-0.223875947
0.218603116
-0.269407375
-0.040803109

South African Correlation Summary Table 2011-2018
Mining GDP (%)
Resource Rents
Mining Index
Mining GDP as a % of GDP
1
0.777084267
0.708033205
Exports as a % of GDP
-0.091153531
-0.084992006
0.194664515
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
0.858635967
0.921796545
0.858332335
Resource Rents
0.777084267
1
0.928768858
Mineral Resource Rents
0.706881227
0.964155479
0.945303199
Coal Resource Rents
0.775204324
0.980303645
0.873505237
GFCF (as % of GDP)
-0.068272482
-0.533175175
-0.118474393
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
0.273579472
-0.014745006
-0.12209672
FDI (as % of GDP)
0.285554152
0.578456669
0.657318372
Employment
0.678449209
0.686836381
0.688025703
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
0.869780454
0.95156245
0.865866476
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
0.857816931
0.950055094
0.957289548
GDP Current
0.828386993
0.950327562
0.921318356
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
-0.771054817
-0.910733726
-0.879495306
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
0.857816932
0.950055096
0.957289545
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
0.823960664
0.958314598
0.969125711
Frasier Index Score
-0.502784621
-0.340706218
-0.469932616
World Bank Doing Business Score
0.304305575
0.698092527
0.827943795
Fragility State Index Score
-0.417906968
-0.286710515
-0.47956162
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
0.858044909
0.900213917
0.81001167
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
-0.542687511
-0.410278152
-0.21139932
Expense (% of GDP)
-0.522869288
-0.857138503
-0.78263686
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
-0.700131813
-0.941553201
-0.787373916
GDP Constant 2010, $
-0.816082884
-0.951710304
-0.84067195
CPI (2010 = 100)
-0.815060563
-0.946100267
-0.840151581
Employment to Population Ratio
-0.357126699
-0.889545429
-0.631240165
Subsides (% of GDP)
-0.301769991
-0.592272165
-0.458429248
Subsidies (% of Expense)
0.634322434
0.957358043
0.943766958
Real interest Rate (%)
-0.664824068
-0.808665161
-0.662096383
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
-0.568027997
-0.724934486
-0.51054338
Energy, 2010=100
0.665316665
0.874047694
0.956077774
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
0.711013866
0.908736537
0.733979783
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
0.324514181
0.631737607
0.412280877
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
0.811246713
0.981919907
0.968894531
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
0.59966639
0.683156666
0.839203144
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
0.853711752
0.975756571
0.92987612
Precious Metals, 2010=100
0.520051307
0.787989164
0.59063673
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
0.655076185
0.870310602
0.953307898
Mining index
0.708033205
0.928768858
1
Procedures
-0.76438436
-0.890238843
-0.735450665
Control of Corruption: Estimate
0.002917622
0.365631847
0.53817783
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
0.702129763
0.885119842
0.843260267
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
0.869559787
0.855700295
0.795690484
Rule of Law: Estimate
0.5502268
0.652473509
0.830040158
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
-0.675102029
-0.913607345
-0.768545823
Economic fitness
-0.16265767
0.300799091
0.34925961
Days not worked
-0.293094724
0.318184863
0.663125861
Number of strikes
-0.590275767
-0.608516703
-0.6913234
Labourers striking
0.094873349
0.426019149
0.622406321
Credit rating
0.631628162
0.94163146
0.679375221
Political capital
0.76438436
0.890238843
0.73432224
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Mining Beta
0.59820717
0.025528901
0.41116246
0.39048647
0.436887876
0.321817928
0.269160041
-0.092762251
0.287956695
0.740504735
0.42251315
0.653173049
0.62857366
-0.593679143
0.653173046
0.642081803
-0.467743675
0.396267821
-0.71520236
0.557912866
-0.133793214
-0.209391612
-0.241271126
-0.520872038
-0.615289567
-0.03643833
0.079317434
0.423225178
-0.157595988
-0.03210489
0.646113608
0.142230053
-0.083933365
0.55548521
0.814818912
0.512652476
0.071278087
0.643724271
0.581404967
-0.320316478
0.361561121
0.320992043
0.570468748
0.630857748
-0.276148957
-0.558431247
0.557099237
-0.493196698
0.43469835
0.632924507
0.252887257

South African Correlation Summary Table 2002-2018
Mining GDP (%)
Resource Rents
Mining Index
Mining GDP as a % of GDP
1
-0.387542506
-0.703425471
Exports as a % of GDP
-0.448700829
0.533514749
0.613585132
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
-0.77767899
0.768255027
0.906849733
Resource Rents
-0.387542506
1
0.791382871
Mineral Resource Rents
-0.82771783
0.773507672
0.96487477
Coal Resource Rents
0.101880876
0.859228234
0.410227923
GFCF (as % of GDP)
-0.715176667
0.682905995
0.840466012
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
0.066933348
0.336077911
0.307009235
FDI (as % of GDP)
-0.177129603
0.475608199
0.420465406
Employment
0.048498346
0.661487807
0.50564808
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
-0.590495156
0.663339366
0.77533176
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
-0.880543268
0.643506399
0.847077223
GDP Current
-0.803991941
0.58119334
0.773823988
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
-0.850060748
0.278547595
0.552671669
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
-0.880543264
0.643506405
0.847077225
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
-0.85876629
0.670457217
0.869011313
Frasier Index Score
0.48731833
0.13337493
0.093880238
World Bank Doing Business Score
0.196106627
0.65206342
0.788829681
Fragility State Index Score
-0.902989017
-0.1533991
-0.305753847
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
0.459608187
0.10978667
-0.110645873
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
0.37434873
0.331627526
0.083743683
Expense (% of GDP)
-0.941573263
0.17091734
0.520567596
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
-0.681109276
0.252532293
0.558468549
GDP Constant 2010, $
-0.980512978
0.389207389
0.699095864
CPI (2010 = 100)
-0.944969265
0.155448059
0.475971298
Employment to Population Ratio
-0.137388193
0.518595836
0.454584168
Subsides (% of GDP)
-0.978819937
0.397776229
0.720030694
Subsidies (% of Expense)
-0.857118213
0.717654662
0.930660044
Real interest Rate (%)
0.487935364
-0.255159048
-0.444356738
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
-0.958435339
0.527779522
0.819578276
Energy, 2010=100
-0.529885875
0.831276226
0.853693857
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
-0.661245541
0.89245147
0.805499535
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
-0.964720824
0.448872916
0.75965206
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
-0.620888338
0.84851631
0.90997128
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
-0.805943914
0.640377989
0.816620605
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
-0.495725155
0.784214304
0.888135642
Precious Metals, 2010=100
-0.951644323
0.490410964
0.786991306
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
-0.607763184
0.81205457
0.884627296
Mining index
-0.703425471
0.791382871
1
Procedures
0.786539172
-0.622939889
-0.74197364
Control of Corruption: Estimate
-0.094279253
0.079324756
0.122112874
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
0.893342556
-0.130997717
-0.55261357
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
0.919338632
-0.148274266
-0.511754502
Rule of Law: Estimate
0.161336735
-0.105551784
0.052862095
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
0.572079025
-0.749583512
-0.867665163
Economic fitness
0.902869775
-0.638604251
-0.907799405
Days not worked
-0.310262929
0.188273846
0.481489478
Number of strikes
-0.468213653
-0.037601536
0.296935604
Labourers striking
-0.177002851
0.189889019
0.30589302
Credit rating
-0.179020675
0.63989141
0.471949994
Political capital
0.131079899
0.024853221
-0.022716619
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Mining Beta
0.326579599
-0.23615299
-0.091261605
-0.037409736
-0.142121813
0.071768879
-0.111026161
0.058646946
0.15205572
0.194774446
0.006251294
-0.132191752
-0.093532034
-0.316023718
-0.132191749
-0.14289425
-0.010177556
0.394751949
-0.300819093
0.359372412
0.067751586
-0.246464281
-0.229062126
-0.309750034
-0.365328107
-0.010894015
-0.243704293
-0.192411494
0.161793154
-0.248930134
0.009550543
-0.166873459
-0.25592217
-0.029253654
-0.06248727
-0.026058227
-0.240701602
-0.018875364
-0.074669184
0.234662332
0.144256963
0.315623436
0.292036596
-0.035938527
-0.000245368
0.100997569
0.160634772
-0.212138349
0.222282636
0.248487682
0.00758381

Mining GDP Correlations 2002-2010
Australia
Canada
Russia
South Africa
Mining GDP as a % of GDP
1
1
1
1
Exports as a % of GDP
-0.389221109
0.563456543
0.643351846
0.826004792
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
-0.856670912
0.46299617
-0.02594809
0.639694977
Resource Rents
-0.773473071
0.220599605
0.237637768
0.347769282
Mineral Resource Rents
-0.944577203
0.234957869
-0.350852582
-0.698086432
Coal Resource Rents
-0.519417968
0.010248658
-0.278027318
-0.411134434
GFCF (as % of GDP)
-0.903337285
-0.302698996
-0.370093461
-0.910115898
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
-0.581271594
0.218481151
0.391648969
0.218564028
FDI (as % of GDP)
-0.511445742
0.085725365
0.024562321
-0.666359928
Employment
-0.638345853
-0.277967459
0.245185494
-0.547967216
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
-0.754362036
0.363909682
-0.296844174
0.43211037
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
-0.879542793
0.304914083
-0.269031442
-0.794986627
GDP Current
-0.793666244
0.189850632
-0.501826382
-0.835901793
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
-0.641078339
0.431247605
0.269016289
-0.670618966
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
-0.879542793
0.304914083
-0.269031442
-0.794986627
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
-0.875629202
0.293566207
-0.302483934
-0.801947482
Frasier Index Score
-0.581673801
0.394323471
-0.715993223
0.665697612
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
-0.959858783
0.917983482
-0.459524677
0.791968377
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
0.126401769
0.112817063
-0.546091454
-0.848992825
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
-0.039126363
-0.444300526
0.562506614
0.301357663
Expense (% of GDP)
-0.903660568
0.489385645
-0.473345246
-0.426056587
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
-0.541662058
-0.779563592
0.584611242
-0.179726064
GDP Constant 2010, $
-0.956941229
0.31536116
-0.439798033
-0.848256832
CPI (2010 = 100)
-0.961108663
0.375808458
-0.543448172
-0.797164871
Employment to Population Ratio
-0.590805073
0.115312991
0.147156793
-0.898367105
Subsides (% of GDP)
-0.971312465
0.294418718
-0.701237557
-0.587808724
Subsidies (% of Expense)
-0.979906108
-0.391963226
-0.64317503
-0.722420267
Real interest Rate (%)
0.295368772
0.191665546
-0.224357072
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
-0.94035225
0.229262331
-0.248074624
-0.844976424
Energy, 2010=100
-0.796078402
-0.012237303
-0.40324245
-0.744494515
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
-0.858625759
0.131998919
-0.27141651
-0.722765572
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
-0.968597732
0.467256638
-0.554802863
-0.819772577
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
-0.877011796
0.170663013
-0.504279014
-0.787204077
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
-0.940210023
0.358182114
-0.437781212
-0.876845095
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
-0.731818665
0.027216556
-0.320947113
-0.744342281
Precious Metals, 2010=100
-0.967896912
0.432576051
-0.539116012
-0.82836204
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
-0.835477775
0.048816656
-0.400585763
-0.781945474
Mining index
-0.897700284
0.17959475
-0.394354584
-0.835731983
Procedures
0.932598163
0.357411102
0.514045241
Control of Corruption: Estimate
0.827525904
-0.1074294
-0.237556282
0.921897935
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
0.840242511
-0.412564401
0.183032456
-0.208888367
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
0.909611088
-0.067476523
-0.239818095
0.872609933
Rule of Law: Estimate
0.195697827
-0.001458358
-0.376831907
-0.066943655
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
0.898531951
-0.413297262
0.381289487
0.798166747
Economic fitness
0.878027253
-0.339432375
0.407924617
0.754117798
Days not worked
-0.379582159
-0.112001785
0.435188217
0.445593872
Number of strikes
-0.044810831
0.02471582
0.539746055
0.858283554
Labourers striking
0.113615438
-0.009583686
-0.440679939
Credit rating
-0.903203503
-0.327865847
-0.677920654
Political capital
0.427678822
-0.332970786
0.09748067
0.642783718
Mining beta
0.195300228
0.596528295
0.609245175
0.42397981
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Mining GDP Correlations 2011-2018
South Africa
Australia
Canada
Russia
Mining GDP as a % of GDP
1
1
1
1
Exports as a % of GDP
-0.091153531
-0.531006545
0.287907762
-0.197499421
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
0.858635967
-0.785782542
0.746702973
0.836168327
Resource Rents
0.777084267
-0.889659537
0.314622205
-0.470835642
Mineral Resource Rents
0.706881227
-0.816457954
0.460909108
0.071204493
Coal Resource Rents
0.775204324
-0.910647017
0.391367601
0.368835556
GFCF (as % of GDP)
-0.068272482
-0.637078454
-0.62404037
-0.092598641
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
0.273579472
-0.906917817
-0.097027609
0.039774514
FDI (as % of GDP)
0.285554152
-0.608260746
-0.671860164
-0.041364025
Employment
0.678449209
-0.745597764
0.205713717
0.032488218
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
0.869780454
-0.72657504
0.471944924
0.905784165
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
0.857816931
-0.9151472
0.137955328
-0.877474754
GDP Current
0.828386993
-0.680627143
-0.08132221
-0.841499049
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
-0.771054817
0.987975101
0.1095918
0.312051977
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
0.857816932
-0.9151472
0.137955327
-0.877645671
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
0.823960664
-0.72662881
-0.014692419
-0.866970567
Frasier Index Score
-0.502784621
-0.226198556
0.42036218
-0.694960316
World Bank Doing Business Score
0.304305575
-0.541371393
0.143334535
0.608827777
Fragility State Index Score
-0.417906968
-0.922991516
-0.220756227
0.852315106
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
0.858044909
-0.941899352
-0.19825508
-0.73153627
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
-0.542687511
0.401517887
-0.594901077
-0.617175269
Expense (% of GDP)
-0.522869288
0.884882692
0.104611861
0.702475921
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
-0.700131813
0.884160254
-0.036108322
-0.571853794
GDP Constant 2010, $
-0.816082884
0.981181383
0.263026368
-0.294574063
CPI (2010 = 100)
-0.815060563
0.989360099
0.246937895
0.781085948
Employment to Population Ratio
-0.357126699
-0.839098548
-0.255111303
0.291964246
Subsides (% of GDP)
-0.301769991
0.631909375
0.216740744
0.70146124
Subsidies (% of Expense)
0.634322434
-0.512269863
0.13558001
0.685241832
Real interest Rate (%)
-0.664824068
0.170119777
0.244699182
0.938656587
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
-0.568027997
0.975445161
0.302951707
-0.728562781
Energy, 2010=100
0.665316665
-0.850674521
0.106445721
-0.852637513
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
0.711013866
-0.881883872
0.356428886
-0.145819689
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
0.324514181
-0.685273517
-0.1022603
0.04718164
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
0.811246713
-0.965908911
0.271756669
-0.63278623
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
0.59966639
-0.720657772
-0.059469325
-0.945886328
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
0.853711752
-0.963756836
0.373166669
-0.49604698
Precious Metals, 2010=100
0.520051307
-0.827739602
0.041798952
-0.084024278
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
0.655076185
-0.848014791
0.093657558
-0.855340395
Mining index
0.708033205
-0.855775663
0.191537573
0.080662946
Procedures
-0.76438436
-0.733374814
Control of Corruption: Estimate
0.002917622
-0.760410149
0.235461913
0.609655371
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
0.702129763
-0.870695822
0.044917696
0.129029974
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
0.869559787
0.307921932
0.18184359
-0.485785226
Rule of Law: Estimate
0.5502268
0.37602484
0.102530596
-0.120892658
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
-0.675102029
-0.942938492
-0.78170504
-0.56849165
Economic fitness
-0.16265767
0.727596156
-0.088079779
0.710551373
Days not worked
-0.293094724
-0.41612421
0.010315202
-0.828441072
Number of strikes
-0.590275767
0.859643169
-0.608721767
0.376662372
Labourers striking
0.094873349
-0.999923054
0.179041492
Credit rating
0.631628162
-0.857497313
Political capital
0.76438436
0.644946135
0.419161707
0.034144923
Mining beta
0.59820717
0.563560939
-0.17639231
0.02681619
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Mining GDP Correlations 2002-2018
South Africa
Australia
Canada
Russia
Mining GDP as a % of GDP
1
1
1
1
Exports as a % of GDP
-0.448700829
0.265036222
0.443521419
0.823481151
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
-0.77767899
0.47568486
0.097467011
0.781925831
Resource Rents
-0.387542506
0.089221478
0.298626654
0.488978536
Mineral Resource Rents
-0.82771783
0.318263994
-0.272666473
-0.632759852
Coal Resource Rents
0.101880876
-0.369193501
0.042272554
0.151922747
GFCF (as % of GDP)
-0.715176667
-0.526232836
-0.337939233
-0.905409346
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
0.066933348
-0.25116469
0.227155983
0.325487097
FDI (as % of GDP)
-0.177129603
0.103531584
-0.088283398
-0.099667369
Employment
0.048498346
-0.515649921
0.212229336
-0.70447914
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
-0.590495156
0.576692623
-0.146873546
0.6465952
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
-0.880543268
0.544905477
-0.243386834
-0.854033874
GDP Current
-0.803991941
0.626025222
-0.310811012
-0.891662111
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
-0.850060748
0.91774806
0.15983828
-0.766283296
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
-0.880543264
0.544905477
-0.243386834
-0.854003477
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
-0.85876629
0.621567742
-0.197908289
-0.864726428
Frasier Index Score
0.48731833
-0.665643633
0.015946992
0.427069346
World Bank Doing Business Score
0.196106627
-0.45399714
0.193289699
0.174500861
Fragility State Index Score
-0.902989017
-0.209704931
-0.303579281
0.830661364
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
0.459608187
0.416473139
-0.407524329
-0.836645089
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
0.37434873
-0.546877393
-0.214967608
0.381728437
Expense (% of GDP)
-0.941573263
0.621625132
-0.237720257
-0.468906565
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
-0.681109276
-0.528246918
0.32203736
0.143991356
GDP Constant 2010, $
-0.980512978
0.866488798
-0.125270103
-0.886820064
CPI (2010 = 100)
-0.944969265
0.8577132
-0.191187294
-0.759748996
Employment to Population Ratio
-0.137388193
-0.102332965
0.073239297
-0.857209805
Subsides (% of GDP)
-0.978819937
0.167142839
-0.420036135
-0.604595376
Subsidies (% of Expense)
-0.857118213
-0.774509534
-0.283339601
-0.707953436
Real interest Rate (%)
0.487935364
0.245161168
-0.090587312
0.938656587
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
-0.958435339
0.80479305
-0.069434483
-0.89431018
Energy, 2010=100
-0.529885875
-0.043168645
-0.257039019
-0.684525237
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
-0.661245541
0.107524559
-0.167766715
-0.68857343
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
-0.964720824
0.65601593
-0.411704842
-0.861232905
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
-0.620888338
0.03896374
-0.335762158
-0.732077564
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
-0.805943914
0.404920788
-0.327944692
-0.861531722
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
-0.495725155
-0.036224692
-0.194696409
-0.660948677
Precious Metals, 2010=100
-0.951644323
0.612716353
-0.392959543
-0.865072493
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
-0.607763184
0.04785893
-0.26879035
-0.743934052
Mining index
-0.703425471
0.026349593
-0.259571678
-0.650644047
Procedures
0.786539172
6.88084E-16
0.108289621
0.451747181
Control of Corruption: Estimate
-0.094279253
-0.670759302
-0.022928057
0.774127526
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
0.893342556
-0.807061142
0.211058449
-0.347695828
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
0.919338632
0.590577264
-0.185992615
0.863537061
Rule of Law: Estimate
0.161336735
0.27012994
-0.248936958
-0.446526846
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
0.572079025
-0.565425394
0.194341038
0.825197987
Economic fitness
0.902869775
-0.678147794
0.331464384
0.823168012
Days not worked
-0.310262929
-0.437807523
0.342501802
0.497548441
Number of strikes
-0.468213653
-0.286156512
0.093180307
0.894651575
Labourers striking
-0.177002851
-0.385068263
-0.387636788
Credit rating
-0.179020675
0.111536871
-0.59460132
Political capital
0.131079899
-0.421904483
0.204957769
0.0107357
Mining beta
0.326579599
0.642448551
0.304409894
0.198364102
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Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

Resource Rents Correlation 2002-2010
South Africa
Australia
Canada
Russia
Chile
Zimbabwe
0.220599605
0.237637768
0.347769282
-0.773473071
0.643620725
0.320757326
0.492520311
0.736653763
0.860161823
0.545404815
0.863818127
0.939753074
0.549475721
0.65692327
0.97882005
0.126606643
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.862748529 0.989058069
0.334837768
-0.08587704
0.999391203
0.891652481
0.927558233
0.874412066
0.235307618 -0.048881243
0.787162519
0.918205324
0.867198742
0.775940287
0.237548388
-0.592351186
0.128620154
-0.516907842
0.513949178
0.746309563
0.910623034
0.752432976
0.858831426 -0.590665645
0.454050678
0.129146247
0.104561643
-0.003518579
0.652229943
0.450518742
0.718315681
0.808641403
0.896534881
0.335376283
0.575786702
-0.267332801
0.659152681 0.948406663
0.214447664
0.46336361
0.950175829
-0.24532846
0.842585628
0.970878441
0.554093368
-0.149267802
0.969199966
0.259693392
0.661770028
0.954679234
0.157588594 -0.260303952
0.917845745 -0.458950388
0.891531861
0.933618017
0.560692613
-0.220147461
0.89593408
-0.841159435
0.842585628
0.970878441
0.554093368
-0.149267803
0.969199966
0.259693393
0.822529157
0.948700224
0.511621419
-0.162151538
0.968821372
-0.09724665
-0.067899422
0.296175433
-0.067770169
0.461959536
0.631386389
0.071638842
0.185860143
-0.208174235
0.498584145
0.565723921
0.665235569
0.816605186
0.674879556
0.758645662
0.702426016
0.798520247
-0.117048992
0.839636582
0.855846495
0.936976515
0.700613874
0.842716035
0.894050066
0.766896818
0.722332798
0.85777335
0.825539698
-0.712310008
-0.580736372
-0.630959896
-0.646791678
-0.465682134
-0.714709325
-0.825287718
0.145450154
0.006793872
0.078696412
0.513418328
-0.322696587
-0.195062645

0.412924344
0.858991885
-0.083017875
-0.387440077
-0.354832989
0.925538923
0.911671213
0.972972571
-0.310085957
0.075156467
0.07039757
0.95087272
0.960848524
0.90463762
0.867897723
0.959838728
0.931659519
0.934952451
0.892399079
0.979345678
0.981929563
0.655107536
-0.25155106
0.614504607
-0.668235762
-0.528246997
-0.860952026
-0.714025008
-0.929836689
-0.443400646
0.483718583
-0.910981158
0.827831795
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-0.67814363
0.239679653
0.162087906
-0.874993071
0.219968083
0.193759598
-0.059827779
0.888172917
-0.57127273
-0.057279092
-0.739176132
0.526218945
0.382816593
0.210193539
-0.273970833
0.158303021
0.025961787
0.328902472
-0.224539179
0.313079745
-0.025216977
0.460867206
-0.666886266
0.164713663
-0.424797213
-0.095435386
0.24006531
-0.26697682
-0.091974372
0.151179445
-0.273147218
0.203532951
0.064430168

0.681088839
-0.289876357
0.853286282
-0.92828574
0.62690959
-0.247503846
-0.493718018
-0.211156203
-0.823633544
-0.428546657
-0.245216336
0.01660916
-0.29211416
-0.588445352
-0.26720369
-0.310548381
-0.032295052
-0.552444542
-0.048539675
-0.147320609
0.062068751
0.525149352
-0.010046084
0.238968801
-0.835003991
0.200863497
0.284038932
-0.427870443
-0.054322943
-0.25912908
0.328877201
-0.340117144

-0.768972556
0.870649904
0.759565014
-0.4956734
0.691452951
0.891817576
0.717327115
0.808627243
-0.789836236
-0.274583368
-0.145692172
0.91396605
0.938280111
0.789788424
0.722771169
0.917064607
0.751200976
0.977662301
0.763424299
0.944246943
0.126717282
-0.195858311
-0.133071662
-0.041048186
0.358560337
-0.457320809
-0.099666499
-0.826488183
0.383554705
0.736883674
-0.040809558
0.713228036
-0.823571257
-0.792632869

-0.173807086
-0.788328673
1
1
1
-0.838678745
1
0.746597968
1
1
0.967735793
-0.799387121
0.873794293
0.725481483
0.478612783
0.792473606
0.659415842
0.845664502
0.521056703
0.844292189
-1
7.47596E-16
-0.796350607
-0.59491301
-0.547128242
-0.567184676
-0.630482088
-0.269144651

0.259414032
1

Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

Resource Rents Correlation 2011-2018
Russia
Chile
Zimbabwe
Canada
South Africa
Australia
0.777084267 -0.889659537
0.314622205 -0.470835642
-0.083514877
0.975097644 0.899699843
0.691607366 -0.540529594
-0.084992006
0.921796545
0.980536078
0.474079122
-0.649490114
0.989526391
0.732512733
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.964155479
0.97939585
0.903256228
0.70593668
0.999900211
0.960416997
0.752553346
0.4939866
-0.457811589
0.629947429
0.927996641
0.980303645
-0.533175175
0.395016838
0.491880226
0.758734953
0.355374937
0.970490358
0.542811462
0.819989774
0.863444853
0.929755797
0.099384597
-0.014745006
0.578456669
0.82520633
-0.172889229
0.663955144
0.799982524
0.153760869
-0.437119858
-0.213593056
0.708794239 -0.655807649
-0.95358241
0.686836381
0.95156245
0.838576207
0.576176501
-0.707562726
0.969726173
0.660551988
0.950055094
0.958041232
0.892981101
0.822534823
0.540333826
0.957254851
0.82346052
0.949926799
0.423791955
-0.896122451
0.950327562
0.542065957
-0.84088352
0.018765313
-0.912835442 -0.960389689
-0.910733726 -0.840683487
0.8929811
0.822208285
0.957254849
0.370846554
0.950055096
0.958041232
0.958314598
0.652540032
0.925979595
0.813610871
0.955799804
0.87474966
-0.340706218
0.432734284
0.274373712
0.731332622 -0.838491094
0.741459557
0.937508152 -0.908532867
0.298329259
-0.632190269
0.759634066
0.698092527
-0.286710515
0.741307424
0.830743317 -0.739646606 -0.029863328
0.693962429
-0.462418
0.874352032
0.932644141
0.872892336
0.513401676
0.900213917
-0.410278152
-0.22542196
0.614677352
0.942619729
0.523966768
1
0.195169431 -0.935478924 -0.979988628
-1
-0.857138503 -0.908777692
-0.941553201 -0.776408386 -0.954842623
0.933952806
0.715928536
-1
-0.245380441 -0.923700288 -0.905959618
-0.951710304 -0.897436943 -0.826284637
-0.946100267 -0.889060691 -0.875667397
-0.916921917
-0.979770122
-0.715146198
0.863521203
-0.659258727 -0.628399965 -0.764468601
-0.889545429
0.695156604
-0.916131181
-0.968043119
1
-0.592272165
-0.617051391 -0.702289478
-0.237221829
1
0.957358043
0.579520403
-0.917053884
-0.866571974
0.827952623
-0.922212227
-0.808665161
-0.738539819
-0.23132982 -0.803500681
-0.724934486
-0.895321478
-0.76906509
0.234188285
-0.887901655 -0.918784844
0.296559736
0.874047694
0.866688117
0.967433365
0.858244826
0.918987922
0.908736537
0.869510439
0.717503279
0.870645825
0.752061002
0.90424838
0.631737607
0.512400622
0.380810252
0.661957385
0.430679926
0.804614378
0.959807956
0.943387537
0.973755819
0.618000581
0.981919907 0.960476899
0.834271843
0.662306941
0.847164014
0.083697591
0.683156666
0.657733245
0.735511261
0.975756571
0.954636761
0.908005374
0.926631421
0.958202622
0.876207313
0.787989164
0.686324047
0.558194616
0.792486314
0.619628456
0.870310602
0.861473839
0.964854203
0.857169386
0.914327855
0.290243047
0.928768858
0.951619262
0.765992179
0.770163308
0.818009973
0.750603345
1.90864E-15
-0.890238843
0.799360772
0.365631847
0.547837648 -0.096048782
-0.712760231
0.92460291
-0.219927577
-0.148519716
-0.552747332
0.921786077
-0.748152127
0.885119842
0.968810545
0.855700295
0.073865296
0.07200528
0.928070315
0.740776051
-0.45132381
0.652473509
-0.253347063 -0.531490689
0.16143567
0.767348844
-0.733172349
-0.913607345
0.726712422
-0.157895718
0.80999192
0.824199516
-0.595015149
0.300799091 -0.769936003
-0.02250467
-0.757335446
-0.058417356
0.233586132
0.208802812
-0.092909152
-0.391081296
0.318184863
0.792913575
-0.608516703
-0.521129483
-0.421256179 -0.993366777
-0.259231712
0.426019149
0.638504602 -0.305635407
0.94163146
0.882570828
-1.20221E-15
0.890238843 -0.420852009
-0.583781906
-0.571323701
0.783041265
0.606553596
0.39048647
-0.422012923 -0.147489268
-0.19926132
0.623238431
0.52702812
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Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

Resource Rents Correlation 2002-2018
South Africa
Australia
Canada
Russia
Chile
Zimbabwe
-0.387542506
0.089221478
0.298626654
0.488978536
0.533514749
0.430642636
0.513668818
0.721700231
0.565176127
0.529225929
0.768255027
0.885279943
0.284942454
0.598156234
0.923463977
0.200000129
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.773507672
0.961400028 -0.024645722
-0.073016421
0.999424487
0.757777449
0.859228234
0.796247592
0.567456036
0.509642016
0.548538377
0.716046183
0.682905995
0.590366614
-0.301631858 -0.488462197
0.148653519
-0.463529017
0.336077911
0.704388307
0.824318068
0.61357699
0.62168333
-0.475473261
0.475608199
0.199134577
-0.125296971
0.511849568
0.620342552
0.250965555
0.661487807
0.613228027
0.291974283 -0.494891656
0.303649275
-0.285925511
0.663339366
0.813546279
-0.030197625
0.3927523
0.950606183
-0.219399575
0.643506399
0.839875838
-0.110597486 -0.279668395
0.823905333
0.067795134
0.58119334
0.756843498
-0.300510476
-0.402821923
0.61610405 -0.320984366
0.278547595
0.427839077
-0.367129832
-0.557921457
0.616146727
-0.760775925
0.643506405
0.839875837
-0.110597486
-0.279574356
0.823905332
0.04926136
0.670457217
0.770486508 -0.145204464
-0.309135474
0.820348135
-0.132512226
0.13337493
0.301136708
0.443972453
0.785853242
0.177563518
0.312605023
0.65206342
0.663021453
0.843295355
-0.877555764
-0.100273823
-0.588777413
-0.1533991
0.491908028
0.072502167
0.351166844
-0.71175392
0.534619765
0.10978667
0.784469059
0.22985276
-0.180657892
0.715479881
-0.56006812
0.331627526 -0.246626023
0.383537364
0.887978952
0.726265972
0.343684805
0.17091734 -0.283629509
0.031170539
-0.883586516
-0.417820366
0.825040014
0.252532293 -0.498000256
0.408031748
0.787794676
0.663656646
0.803037914
0.389207389
0.546214829 -0.661889456
-0.57094467
0.413364044
-0.655114815
0.155448059
0.56340319 -0.686543575 -0.793228904
0.280005237
-0.157093077
0.518595836
0.902786699
0.817085506
-0.661376567
0.38868675
0.601127508
0.397776229 -0.338447778
-0.592116674
-0.894304512
-0.78707208
0.025250229
0.717654662
-0.102347689
-0.672614953 -0.786982689
-0.183777906 -0.366292569
-0.255159048 -0.058735349
-0.381146547 -0.803500681
0.063592838
0.531588852
0.527779522
0.627272666
-0.506847
-0.531948134
0.436935161 -0.777838764
0.831276226
0.923525778
0.281330559
0.111403636
0.876654137
0.657026609
0.89245147
0.905500722
0.033544455
-0.144897367
0.763429661
0.655103229
0.448872916
0.715214194 -0.565709539
-0.642616707
0.482255173
0.215078341
0.84851631
0.96163511
0.122615137 -0.062905873
0.906652122
0.701581495
0.640377989
0.787533387
-0.19561785
-0.341695697
0.587802391
0.300921455
0.784214304
0.926392623
0.208979852
0.05837407
0.970606324
0.797632702
0.490410964
0.751122872
-0.51630598 -0.596496334
0.528208178
0.256284828
0.81205457
0.93577307
0.185335459
0.020484035
0.861971723
0.607965024
0.791382871
0.968170573
-0.23191493
0.079459501
0.729707793
0.438540021
-0.622939889
6.32203E-16
0.592688484
0.730168859
0.059786686
1.69777E-16
0.079324756
0.339483218
0.029698354
0.15277621
0.223223442 -0.597205709
-0.130997717 -0.238965032
0.405003011 -0.614450683
0.200410403
-0.59301288
-0.148274266
0.564082513 -0.602870807
0.56110295
0.411862818 -0.379643245
-0.105551784
-0.41409318
-0.44715827
-0.705377729
0.143477434 -0.360552204
-0.749583512
-0.126385261
0.248223238
0.599263414
0.003262471 -0.407243563
-0.638604251
-0.72498487
0.245883907
0.359325209
-0.703129986 -0.072469346
0.188273846
-0.625121256
0.284756916
0.483886743 -0.200807698
-0.037601536 -0.887658001
0.064846138
0.456554968
0.634554402
0.189889019
-0.441174663
-0.432572313
-0.167450277
0.63989141
0.470472553
0.021405228
0.485150098
0.024853221
-0.657320151
0.136993902
-0.415990053
0.004014012
0.262130373
-0.037409736
-0.125864029
-0.254881039
-0.322245507
0.550404644
0.57584006
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Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

National Mining Index 2002-2010
South Africa
Australia
Canada
Russia
Chile
-0.897700284
0.17959475
-0.394354584
-0.835731983
0.607443533
0.387721174
-0.803169131 -0.646845996
-0.473232556
0.904895597
0.938191639
0.761208875
-0.376242893
0.684243169
0.825539698
0.981929563
-0.025216977
-0.147320609
0.126717282
0.973990683
0.992747739
0.904728401
0.993051729
0.133168734
0.57642637
0.821359631
0.691995871
0.515212672
-0.221759319
0.909704225
0.810655478
0.945397642
0.680385642
-0.774254126
0.661897838
0.814021781
-0.322343394
0.085435141
0.976829638
0.448838652
0.155394164
0.506821928
0.827610048
-0.793750008
0.751186333
0.798048823
0.200982063
0.747867314
0.247687063
0.747489366
0.962008531
0.956742728
-0.185563
0.967422434
0.8800141
0.954088913
0.793254996
0.971063352
0.714363695
0.742350082
0.946972828
0.950091176
0.954935277
0.958096221
0.824909926
0.889022136
0.116697008
0.963564206
-0.952714767
0.8800141
0.954088913
0.793254996
0.971063352
0.714363684
0.889507138
0.955644602
0.821544154
0.969288129
0.72259982
0.453870314
0.172797901
-0.461264395 -0.083369304 -0.896258462
0.097635055
-0.188746487
0.353725494
0.673655678
0.744826493
0.936836969
0.791691573
0.711955059
0.825815991
0.930030345
-0.269549075
0.953731598
0.862965109
0.793355845
0.864587492
0.900973535
0.898711679
0.897738565
0.885239604
0.896681097
1
-0.72070867
-0.718369547
-0.887452244
-0.777692798
-0.156658331
-0.901396772
-0.967733746
0.466701365
0.222445801
0.126200216
0.765091646
-0.330001229
-0.122156059

0.33528277
0.85596094
-0.097915292
-0.392114135
-0.346654998
0.935412814
0.915882879
0.981924497
-0.292410406
0.141469397
-0.077992542
0.964182392
0.944806542
0.855792099
0.876601489
0.954874691
0.890772363
0.949874404
0.902207962
0.967609829
1
0.684535917
-0.272324854
0.652724433
-0.681954698
-0.570910539
-0.855200338
-0.792140254
-0.9670265
-0.571198172
0.529920967
-0.90189151
0.787614678
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0.870188732
0.890805433
-0.363299857
0.052922014
-0.786672005
0.955200186
0.958824036
0.205085177
0.599308248
0.885006608
0.373950069
0.814640306
0.878169971
0.838071134
0.933339397
0.943323262
0.907028032
0.898710104
0.950649938
0.913670253
1
-0.678226829
0.493612905
-0.906089919
0.651601507
0.874836692
-0.85126247
-0.926042881
-0.711612505
-0.877701967
0.828398985
0.582365454
-0.159989935

-0.353372127
0.952211609
-0.016700489
0.105566198
0.377233268
0.958276561
0.79826802
0.957502469
0.252751186
0.447260055
0.958919827
0.949133388
0.792803264
0.759632922
0.94823305
0.820712194
0.976121928
0.800084055
0.967738619
1
-0.815072039
-0.821087309
0.180221608
-0.803471066
-0.002685615
-0.918805201
-0.856382418
-0.433887205
-0.648119991
0.867686176
-0.748571343
-0.648930736

0.80515765
0.798789864
-0.354678835
0.343614921
-0.163079141
0.92125466
0.997961782
0.830230322
-0.977985921
-0.838005743
-0.951797522
0.761505266
-0.177749363
-0.0567485
0.934257617
0.550381375
-0.038922769
0.399925082
0.964214634
-0.076549216
1
-0.991908685
0.994856306
0.765512431
-0.815461946
0.839307053
0.995956435
-0.99741086

0.915804059
0.991908685
-0.705224638

Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

National Mining Index 2011-2018
South Africa
Australia
Canada
Russia
Chile
Zimbabwe
0.708033205 -0.855775663
0.191537573 0.080662946
0.194664515 0.780087709 -0.668965735
0.215893046
0.690971904
0.943921286
0.858332335 0.895948626
0.627150625
-0.131945906
0.873053828
0.795735916
0.928768858
0.951619262
0.765992179
0.770163308
0.818009973
0.750603345
0.945303199
0.879373209
0.94843281
0.988534762
0.821232473
0.638359765
0.873505237
0.972446774 0.969602934 0.909842209 -0.851088969
0.975949007
-0.118474393
0.240747973
0.142432221
0.413792609 -0.048994982
0.776033867
-0.12209672
0.85620786
0.401685208
0.875093083 0.865689368
0.121208315
0.657318372
0.807060218 -0.398169932
0.495037736
0.128678487
0.671186087
0.688025703
0.759454826 -0.818705765
-0.782311418 -0.543622859 -0.798833709
0.865866476
0.614503417
0.795209126 -0.204628884
0.866549113
0.639265755
0.957289548
0.926518799
0.446127184
0.464520562
0.751037755
0.756588583
0.921318356
0.513322821 0.624060825
0.329760183
0.269927078 -0.698690067
-0.879495306
-0.933357 -0.801293607 -0.783008509 -0.876354073
0.323638176
0.957289545
0.926518799
0.446127183 0.464359865
0.751037761
0.743489543
0.969125711
0.68777534
0.524602749
0.363409916
0.731405388
0.887019075
-0.469932616
0.524373521 -0.189086907
0.573815972
-0.614177981
0.447243571
0.827943795
0.60384551
0.578005977 -0.776680802 -0.049344317 -0.936170049
-0.47956162
0.736451344
0.498133637
-0.211454784 -0.030193944
0.826318634
0.81001167
0.846372233
0.806489142
0.468818128
0.687618907 -0.665765681
-0.21139932
-0.45467409
0.318155822
0.771399811
0.381524824
1
-0.78263686 -0.870223745
0.710081098 -0.686600434
-0.808716361
-1
-0.787373916 -0.920838604
-0.759057551
0.764558467
0.954085055
-1
-0.84067195 -0.818248943
-0.797317762
-0.7445222
-0.74852104
-0.747782821
-0.840151581 -0.800856717
-0.76728291
-0.509144431
-0.592754517
-0.219339054
-0.631240165
0.791021319
0.639605761 -0.827262681 -0.874752728 -0.568926262
-0.458429248 -0.504936088
-0.186741282 -0.692313088 -0.894606347
1
0.943766958
0.698741334 -0.819350489 -0.686876429
-0.518437035
1
-0.662096383 -0.632978908
0.233929444
0.137650341
0.759717293
0.631093413
-0.51054338
-0.85073497 -0.808943787 -0.395077794 -0.793805042 -0.707929669
0.956077774
0.841847085
0.661713666
0.478313029
0.64559701
0.814060011
0.733979783 0.894995947
0.976337015
0.950911354
0.947681192
0.872101771
0.412280877
0.561743145
0.821919378
0.719676379
0.842563052
0.528197179
0.968894531
0.978276972
0.869579255
0.766935419 0.857066599
0.960229027
0.839203144
0.681728679 0.432698605
0.265497133
0.468766551
0.676729153
0.92987612
0.998250247
0.913435389
0.867704819
0.903764663
0.990152622
0.59063673
0.74210521
0.928017787
0.844667322
0.942561471
0.714680047
0.953307898
0.835653472
0.658534054
0.470130804
0.64286168 0.806989554
1
1
1
1
1
1
-0.735450665
0.532497734
-0.205303255
0.53817783
0.77316769
0.516830239
-0.71694564
0.629897752 -0.790159097
0.843260267
0.942280597
0.074057179
-0.739155949
0.71954328 -0.937301639
0.795690484
-0.067945331 -0.428410829
0.573083533 0.579460864
-0.831715339
0.830040158
-0.264719618
-0.757195504
0.317538429 0.324662886 -0.952631708
-0.768545823
0.809882541
-0.451137146
0.806545397
0.578487332
-0.89504217
0.34925961 -0.694441154
0.574592591 -0.341962602
0.254674338
0.637624167
0.663125861
0.513370424
-0.464273615
-0.99998992 -0.757443649
-0.6913234
-0.798405221
-0.129762391
-0.211175319
-0.659241265
0.622406321
0.905085071
0.176152494
0.679375221
0.216233935
0
0.73432224 -0.418237964 -0.328696665
-0.792101501
0.747961781 0.699384855
0.581404967 -0.600929765
0.0192811
0.034155879
0.510532644
0.093475442
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Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

National Mining Index 2002-2018
South Africa
Australia
Canada
Russia
Chile
Zimbabwe
-0.703425471
0.026349593
-0.259571678 -0.650644047
0.613585132 0.467905644
-0.842331172
-0.37267653
0.5505635
0.497319692
0.906849733
0.824596118
0.688312332 -0.264441263
0.788278111 0.604409949
0.791382871
0.968170573
-0.23191493
0.079459501
0.729707793
0.438540021
0.96487477
0.934030317
0.917795112 0.983084349
0.735768869
-0.308530215
0.410227923
0.786618863
0.397731593
0.443202584 -0.688582841
0.919610647
0.840466012
0.507893847
0.900040041
0.605385161
-0.264001733
0.509276196
0.307009235
0.705519514 -0.425585043
0.176606186
0.683756628
-0.125178434
0.420465406
0.206781478 0.494006048
0.426110587
0.113382351
-0.503519255
0.50564808
0.660446712
0.157952474
0.35807297
-0.31624492 -0.688466048
0.77533176 0.758606699
0.941259237
-0.202071824
0.87490627
0.189593294
0.847077223
0.768400328
0.816239982
0.755356176
0.48963953
0.022576683
0.773823988 0.685429466
0.918373915 0.694887628 -0.044373306
-0.827830151
0.552671669
0.342781607
0.125097208
0.619405214
-0.86281739
-0.159516771
0.847077225
0.768400328
0.816239982
0.755334465
0.489639528
-0.023914774
0.869011313
0.707011711
0.836092244
0.742441067
0.50109143 -0.392379648
0.093880238
0.522265586
-0.331274029
0.428516711
-0.417051881
0.286320571
0.788829681
0.481102469
0.445833296 -0.819289324 -0.344080328
-0.954377322
-0.305753847
0.386880719
0.65581581
0.093957556
-0.185693375
0.89359636
-0.110645873
0.712398638
0.765961834
0.760924611
0.598295088
-0.605433017
0.083743683 -0.203854666
-0.140941599
0.151895099
0.096470347
0.551297009
0.520567596
-0.33104071
-0.105278713
-0.036715421 -0.462724838
-0.644275531
0.558468549 -0.428042471 -0.809368596
0.3830723
0.325327244
-0.517699501
0.699095864
0.465284939 0.695007686
0.59947047
-0.47275803 -0.837993388
0.475971298
0.47985517
0.743652327
0.337578756
-0.52151628 -0.668659362
0.454584168
0.949220178
-0.123787496
0.476362422
-0.193517665
-0.721571295
0.720030694
-0.313108267
0.625517047
0.052116454
-0.54320805
0.672002416
0.930660044
0.02292807
0.736635196
0.167512941
-0.09376881
0.881993652
-0.444356738
-0.177766663
0.326341687
0.137650341
0.220063881
0.631093413
0.819578276
0.560317586
0.685404765
0.644671427
-0.473395577
-0.802318543
0.853693857
0.885387708 0.778800904
0.758342901
0.540213936
0.537852373
0.805499535
0.859627995
0.843566137
0.814273955
0.722194281
0.728051018
0.75965206
0.661133801
0.874378237
0.524212756
0.310914133
-0.184578457
0.90997128
0.954969169
0.901326505
0.903240043
0.807392252
0.782767505
0.816620605
0.704490435
0.792675676
0.527398225
0.305899674
0.203003899
0.888135642
0.956061411
0.854770979
0.957203844
0.770918125
0.654821515
0.786991306 0.698303964
0.89270433
0.574121335
0.447302959
0.001156967
0.884627296
0.892613012
0.82346756
0.767301234
0.546846019
0.503766459
1
1
1
1
1
1
-0.74197364
1.36956E-15 -0.718494026 -0.195247409
0.128924082
-0.021934627
0.122112874
0.458812721
0.199883654 -0.803702994 0.629629664 -0.595658876
-0.55261357 -0.188946029
-0.90216469
-0.18449532
0.74550112
-0.94907762
-0.511754502
0.519962309
0.612888425 -0.581589309
0.44017337
-0.915019512
0.052862095 -0.455447298
0.657231597
0.080208955 0.289994008 -0.974442278
-0.867665163
-0.167877845 -0.828930602
-0.537032735
0.589604831
-0.921918388
-0.907799405 -0.663951044 -0.845935393
-0.649189471
-0.012991254
0.653602649
0.481489478
-0.712691484
-0.69825643 -0.240743529 -0.490699398
0.296935604 -0.931779009
-0.717505621
-0.516113782
-0.235725168
0.30589302 -0.499281246
0.837782531
0.471949994
0.517532769
0.57399326 0.099643896
-0.022716619 -0.602321499
0.336993431 -0.458995085
0.71396215
0.74631828
-0.074669184 -0.443888784
0.039005159 -0.447386759
0.423582145 -0.014389875
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Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

Mining Beta Correlation 2002-2010
South Africa
Australia
Canada
Russia
Chile
0.195300228
0.596528295
0.609245175
0.42397981
-0.227086905
-0.927535306
0.198429708
-0.099413232
-0.290835299
-0.08773425
0.782236476
-0.074338709
0.040825858
-0.999574453
-0.195062645
0.827831795
0.064430168
-0.340117144
-0.792632869
-0.174973584
0.955428198
-0.191123274
-0.587644117
-0.79658315
-0.157909113
0.241200895
-0.002387958
-0.473402575
-0.534941109
-0.105394385
-0.378765553
-0.14587174
-0.267007748
0.097325003
-0.020122547
-0.924372355
0.087511402
-0.609976341 -0.840619904
0.077413029
0.08766697
0.068741435
-0.593389773
0.128536747
-0.138868836
0.351386381
0.038576092
-0.758767578
-0.861567072
0.006875999
0.708109397
-0.14166875
0.132446285
-0.502758374
-0.141024462
0.676899099
-0.142679804 -0.672284044
-0.999915833
-0.057808804
0.623178361
-0.194487093
-0.526510512
-0.878759067
-0.128783091
0.806099799
0.381392873
-0.437505684
0.456441783
-0.141024462
0.676899098
-0.142679804 -0.672284044
-0.999915833
-0.121339811
0.146854792
-0.147767046
-0.656643292 -0.999692099
-0.060802161
0.100901672
-0.433530496
-0.247765164
0.946520716
-0.143120079
0.138947375
-0.033640544
-0.146310867
-0.123151376
-0.15160239
-0.169842979
-0.090343651
-0.195146934
-0.23296132
0.153493625
-0.14083983
-0.237954541
-0.194097605
-0.202585148
-0.148016201
-0.330631378
-0.120620601
-0.200937471
-0.249452495
-0.122156059
0.264551888
-0.00173617
0.238602747
0.042482485
-0.437895686
0.049581705
0.136601656
0.117586281
-0.223875947
0.218603116
-0.269407375
-0.040803109
1

0.21663803
0.909667802
-0.109927418
-0.032744232
-0.208385089
0.173228995
0.232175728
0.330519645
-0.23579331
-0.796054512
0.971558081
0.175906923
0.529152599
0.458619485
0.261327843
0.920728029
0.36312214
0.761371222
0.337175584
0.605882694
0.787614678
-0.506839369
0.594839659
-0.801159936
0.819813845
0.516743355
-0.26138315
1
1
0.024911267

0.246007869
-0.26943957
0.14131419
-0.078984962
0.237859543
-0.149935443
-0.172722756
-0.033457845
-0.132369473
-0.131295068
-0.072206678
-0.104287564
-0.118668484
-0.042391061
-0.251867659
-0.307561171
-0.196247771
-0.220039911
-0.250286638
-0.120972288
-0.159989935
0.004199325
-0.210177842
-0.196700849
0.039899051
-0.452628616
0.175920832
0.085659862
0.696055139
0.308352019
-0.10449969

0.050068153
1

-0.329273703
1
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0.092666831
-0.495987151
-0.575298347
0.44658433
-0.689328939
-0.524393391
-0.168219388
-0.602255047
0.251340364
-0.157428186
-0.51903635
-0.771129433
-0.604994956
-0.189738634
-0.634697793
-0.571935346
-0.665590668
-0.227217288
-0.720427812
-0.648930736
0.24776522
0.255694796
-0.410595354
0.440590422
0.440723562
0.31118753
0.18028805
0.391364931
0.781268989
-0.313359719
0.193975953
1

-0.147346408
-0.989858208
-0.41276335
0.42348864
-0.584485326
-0.925457845
-0.658543827
-0.980701053
0.83764407
0.204117126
0.45376652
-0.996566393
-0.57234069
-0.667820964
-0.406038671
-0.980082669
-0.68099738
-0.931854703
-0.492020058
-0.652919237
-0.705224638
0.789526349
-0.77341459
-0.083683004
0.164716379
-0.977344568
-0.766066375
0.754384352

-0.361101664
-0.789526349
1

Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

Mining Beta Correlation 2011-2018
Chile
Zimbabwe
Canada
Russia
South Africa
Australia
-0.17639231
0.02681619
0.563560939
0.59820717
0.139063502
0.418396558
0.430081177
0.025528901 -0.508499963 0.439248047
-0.037160881
0.61345254
0.231137278 -0.052695904
0.41116246 -0.338695921
-0.19926132
0.623238431
0.52702812
-0.422012923 -0.147489268
0.39048647
0.572040662
0.619979743
-0.131645759 -0.030636889
0.436887876 -0.406457994
-0.012502805
0.062550711 -0.266267765
0.321817928
-0.378119212 -0.035272044
-0.353238661
0.021326617 -0.012495678
0.420371681
0.269160041 -0.430453487
0.4022774 -0.380822573
0.141668227 -0.087261463
-0.092762251 -0.739996224
-0.38338223
-0.0502652
0.284449731
-0.14557871 -0.492221076
0.287956695
-0.146871135 -0.309245949
-0.040771327 -0.106309967
-0.117479065
0.740504735
0.020170884
0.095597112
-0.195473383
0.542377665
0.42251315 -0.473946044
0.802638057 -0.296090906
0.053160697 -0.066877303
0.653173049 -0.528032337
-0.151973865 0.800663568 -0.399449005
0.62857366 -0.687072595 -0.055674908
0.701431353 -0.199546769 0.408240789 -0.464144655 -0.589881348
-0.593679143
-0.524723534
0.053160697 -0.066627417 0.802638062
0.653173046 -0.528032338
0.727540059 0.048030593
0.054681155
-0.0789784
-0.723372392
0.642081803
0.364154903
0.150587414
0.208434328 -0.336550699
-0.467743675
-0.20652063
0.257243103
0.25666267
0.18949111
-0.355600011 -0.148088273
0.396267821
0.435216624
0.036310477 -0.007339194
-0.021461772
-0.71520236 -0.552744406
0.063819228
0.500750197
0.063617701
-0.181121865
-0.500731177
0.557912866
-0.047394121
-0.150973232 -0.074847834
1
-0.133793214
0.078022226
-1
0.678700973
-0.15117168
0.134153928 -0.714923346
-0.209391612
-1
0.12406102
0.115166179 0.099034837
0.501668539
-0.241271126
-0.381385019
0.582877411
-0.190328011 -0.130050236 -0.298482648
-0.520872038
-0.60150313
0.532158156
-0.1626366
0.09258922 -0.370874724
-0.615289567
-0.316726056
-0.03643833 -0.337584726 -0.106847072 -0.253989386 -0.246230514
-0.244911716
0.192096019 -0.555003957
1
0.079317434
0.484002623
0.336508747
1
0.279320514
0.423225178
-0.39402809 -0.124262803
-0.60185782
0.805266911
0.138038752
-0.488237152
0.203148182
-0.157595988
-0.159266752 -0.298916066 -0.290446428 -0.453432399
-0.03210489
0.614337053
0.81514852 -0.644909141
0.646113608 -0.630877236 -0.068106519 -0.077086899
0.511329848
0.165305574
-0.18971038
-0.151671263
-0.255595781
0.142230053
0.186442912
0.374816059
-0.083933365
0.05914544
-0.00446275 -0.679174895
0.734362169 -0.336499605
0.55548521 -0.596256913 -0.084068029 -0.046430633
-0.728801733
0.126597381
-0.055735727
0.646596199
-0.75332958
0.814818912
0.648824167
-0.175911915
0.512652476
-0.57108904 -0.067893461 0.020943208
0.324968235
0.276079678
0.071278087
-0.1188611
-0.03002539
-0.521183663
-0.09207667
0.813980138 -0.648660397
0.643724271 -0.624495375 -0.064472254
0.093475442
0.0192811
0.034155879
0.510532644
0.581404967 -0.600929765
-0.320316478
0.578940365
-0.216023185
0.150191848
0.690391158
0.701680367
0.361561121
-0.52319581 -0.218500428
-0.833175633
0.39612506
0.72680244
0.137705802
0.320992043 -0.438206488
-0.37643547
0.769490176
0.479971862
0.570468748 0.674045965
0.111246595
0.38811004
0.912177564
0.405224297
0.167715704
0.630857748
-0.140533715
0.8806991
0.303132926
-0.276148957 -0.655108326
0.142488964
0.108314694
-0.764871787 -0.549049457
-0.558431247 0.609745424
0.235863155 -0.005597654
0.406114333
0.1427479
0.952685742
0.998277042
0.557099237
0.980404891
-0.493196698
0.951981755
0.511599771 -0.100386932
0.43469835
0.061255333 0.799269769
0.632924507
-0.131527348
0
-0.38866195
0.562658281
0.326219926
0.252887257
0.68025817 -0.343336594
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Mining GDP as a % of GDP
Exports as a % of GDP
Mineral Mining Exports as a % of Exports
Resource Rents
Mineral Resource Rents
Coal Resource Rents
GFCF (as % of GDP)
Gross Domestic Savings (% of GDP)
FDI (as % of GDP)
Employment
Ores and metals exports (% of merch X)
Merchandise Exports (Current $)
GDP Current
Export volume index (2000 = 100)
Export Value Index (2000 = 100)
Exports of Goods and Services (Current)
Frasier Index Score
World Bank Doing Business Score
Fragility State Index Score
Real Exchange Rate Index (2010 = 100)
Budget Deficit (% of GDP)
Expense (% of GDP)
Revenue (excl Grants; % of GDP)
GDP Constant 2010, $
CPI (2010 = 100)
Employment to Population Ratio
Subsides (% of GDP)
Subsidies (% of Expense)
Real interest Rate (%)
GDP/ Capita Costant 2010
Energy, 2010=100
Coal, Australia, $/mt, real 2010$
Gold, $/toz, real 2010$
Platinum, $/toz, real 2010l$
Natural gas LNG, $/mmbtu, real 2010$
Metals and minerals, 2010=100
Precious Metals, 2010=100
Crude oil, avg, spot, $/bbl, real 2010$
Mining index
Procedures
Control of Corruption: Estimate
Government Effectiveness: Estimate
Regulatory Quality: Estimate
Rule of Law: Estimate
Voice and Accountability: Estimate
Economic fitness
Days not worked
Number of strikes
Labourers striking
Credit rating
Political capital
Mining beta

Mining Beta Correlation 2002-2018
Australia
Canada
Russia
Chile
Zimbabwe
South Africa
0.326579599
0.642448551 0.304409894
0.198364102
-0.23615299
-0.676116302 -0.023198998
-0.143685175
0.504974374
0.312687393
-0.091261605
0.321901243 -0.015403549
-0.127637052
0.635860549
0.070538973
-0.037409736 -0.125864029
-0.254881039
-0.322245507
0.550404644
0.57584006
-0.142121813
0.129820557 -0.026723964
-0.483504138
0.551452039
0.536408573
0.071768879
-0.342912054
-0.116681444
-0.293721978
-0.253857013 -0.237204396
-0.111026161
-0.527130315
0.160868347
-0.15827517
-0.022244145
0.182018579
0.058646946 -0.687786438 -0.084917604 -0.524985363
0.495973743
-0.297181141
0.15205572
-0.082297101
0.143663723
-0.425779041 -0.037594279
0.01360101
0.194774446
-0.232461677
0.030367048 -0.242789473 -0.429178974
-0.14825037
0.006251294
0.433454019 -0.001924674
-0.087642115
0.481414871
0.207701727
-0.132191752
0.399939644
0.130062225 -0.292724326
0.19299267
0.072189797
-0.093532034
0.453209098
0.095988825
-0.187127583
-0.247185579 -0.090383044
-0.316023718
0.748338536
0.235583553 -0.047048567 -0.490092268
-0.185620424
-0.132191749
0.399939644
0.130062225 -0.292659828
0.192992667 -0.062578226
-0.14289425 0.280590999
0.122196528
-0.280353041
0.185888988
0.203972651
-0.010177556
-0.48451074 -0.236692767 -0.190829904 -0.075338888
0.261450967
0.394751949
-0.362999156
0.017705687
0.337882737
0.095079064
0.161447913
-0.300819093
-0.202273132
0.260672091 -0.120428626
-0.360222723 -0.094756477
0.359372412
0.364379286
-0.101758039
-0.261964581
0.205778155
0.032629764
0.067751586 -0.286678757
-0.047370416
-0.459716395
-0.150512327
0.573331433
-0.246464281
0.348802268
-0.218961551
0.401431288 -0.455884316
0.902004797
-0.229062126 -0.190965037
-0.079911595 -0.494183029
-0.067573025
0.942751252
-0.309750034
0.615627072
0.187344778 -0.128250009 -0.482307354
-0.07411537
-0.365328107
0.608148228
0.188401678
0.121313697
-0.50657608
-0.168734062
-0.010894015 -0.410300478
-0.231549941 -0.100486063 -0.465523629 -0.246857289
-0.243704293 -0.034448819
0.006720886
0.295470362
0.049457459
0.300417873
-0.192411494 -0.730059087
0.157162685
0.105689236
0.37142675
-0.165419972
0.161793154
0.579441747
0.001113301
-0.488237152
0.53746103
-0.60185782
-0.248930134
0.624866189
0.176073289
-0.163101461
-0.48080318
-0.05712176
0.009550543
-0.258279817
-0.002127528 -0.404737592
0.647151658
-0.514515763
-0.166873459 -0.064836229
0.039689723
-0.450227533
0.424752096
0.217121867
-0.25592217
0.483928173
0.136669573
-0.012714508 -0.289563699
0.475369203
-0.029253654
-0.187797429
-0.154426142 -0.437996308
0.564782725
-0.163102888
-0.06248727
-0.048198373
0.159344917 -0.170894056
0.350870893
-0.50884665
-0.026058227
-0.111483392
-0.12755783 -0.503884529
0.401458524
0.035793652
-0.240701602
0.451763092
0.128917181
-0.035851471
-0.190749136
0.412234848
-0.018875364
-0.217050269
0.028942653 -0.365185694
0.631505009
-0.507523413
-0.074669184 -0.443888784
0.039005159 -0.447386759
0.423582145 -0.014389875
0.234662332
3.64852E-17 -0.254654924
-0.189599567
0.420295225
0.537610592
0.144256963 -0.576981956 -0.326227445
0.227889595
0.547894826
0.626971626
0.315623436 -0.402543228
-0.365655761
0.209878583
0.695634916
0.226025392
0.292036596
0.233864393
0.303571419
0.177593289
0.71348337
0.433041468
-0.035938527
0.187076984
-0.051871719
0.509477955
0.275296192
0.236544862
-0.000245368
-0.205473109
0.059011944
0.074491063
0.461701102
0.35563117
0.100997569
-0.456211282
-0.123851396 -0.041950429
-0.158451097
-0.589125228
0.160634772
0.194848705
0.349149524
0.052341352
0.171108833
-0.212138349
0.730133698
0.262660654
0.314641308
0.746710234
0.222282636 -0.038299488
0.112364795
0.248487682
-0.229897191
-0.265181813
0.00758381
0.157614991
-0.3512151
0.106695593
0.57993017
0.241586018
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Appendix I – Letter from study sponsor
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